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ABSTRACT
This thesis applies some basic tools from modern financial
economic theory to gain some insight into the nature of com-
mercial real estate valuation, return risk, and risk premia,
relevant for the analysis and evaluation of construction
projects in the private sector. The basic motivation for
the thesis is the fact that, while risk in the returns to
such proj ects is potentially quite important in tl'leir evalu-
ation, it is difficult to study such risk because regular
and frequent time series of returns to real properties
cannot be observed, due to infrequent trading of such
assets.
The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I develops a
multi-period cash flow based valuation model, explicitly
incorporating the use of long-term leases as is common in
much commercial real estate. This model is then used to
derive insights regarding the nature of the return risk,
based upon the nature of the observable cash flow or rental
market risk. The effect of lease term on return risk, and
the accuracy of the widely employed "simple cap rate
valuation" method, are explored using this model, as well as
the question of to what extent use of long-term leases may
make some commercial real estate more "like a bond" than
"like a stock".
Part II focuses on the use of appraisal based returns time
series in the study of the nature of real estate return
risk. Behavioral models of the appraisal process are
developed which provide insight regarding the extent to
which such time series may be "smoothed", that is, display
less risk than is present in the true (unobservable) market
value based returns. An empirical based approach to
apprOXimately correct fer such smoothing is presented, and
applied to a small sample using some widely cited indices of
aggregate commercial real estate values. This analysis
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indicates considerable smoothing, and also reveals that
systematic risk defined with respect to national consumption
(as suggested by the Consumption based Capital Asset Pricing
Model) is much greater than systematic risk defined with
respect to the stock market (as is usually done in
applications of the CAFM to financial securities).
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. stewart C. Myers
Title: Professor of Finance, Sloan School
Thesis Chairman: Dr5 Fred Moavenzadeh
Title: Professor of Civil Engineering,
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Chapt'~t: 1: Introduction
ApfJroximately half ()f the value of the marketable assets
in the Un!ted states f~!ll into the category of real estate.
A large fractioI1L of th:Ls is corrunercial real estate, that is,
office, resideni:ial, rE!tail and industrial space and
farmland which produce~; regular income streams for 1ts
owners. This c;ommerc!cll real estate is therefore very well
described by the class:Lcal model of a lOIlg-lived "capital
asset", deriving its pl:esent value not from its contribution
to present consumption, b~t from its ability to provide for
future consumption. As property "lives forever", and no one
knows exactly what the: future cash flows from any property
will be for all years into the future, commercial real
estate is certainly a "risky asset".
This risk is apparently important in the valuation of
properties, at least if one is to judge by common parlance
and the attention paid to "risk" in the commercial valuation
literature. In the 1984 special issue on valuation
published by the Journal of the American Real Estate and
Urban Econonlics Association (AREUEA), editor Kenneth Lusht
surveyed 71 professional appraisers asking them what
valuation topics they considered most impo~tant for
research. The second most frequently cited response was:
"Estimating risk and determining the proper discount rate".
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Though risk seems to be an important issue in the real
world of real estate, there is a current drift in the
academic real estate literature suggesting that "investment
grade" (ie, high quality) commercial real estate may be
almost riskless (at least in terms of systematic risk), and
that the expected return premium in unsecuritized co~~ercial
real estate is not attributable to risk in the asset return,
but rather to other factors, such as illiquidity. This view
has come from studies of the growing amount of returns time
series data available on commercial real estate from
institutional portfolios. Virtually all of this data is
based on appraised valuations, rather than actual market
value returns which cannot be observed for unsecuritized
assets that traC:e infrequ.!ntly. Others have suggested that
the cash flow fundamental:3 also may support the notion that
high quality commercial real estate is virtually riskless,
since one would expect corporate rental payments to the
landlords of their office space to be much less volatile
than the corporate earnings which underlie the risky returns
to industrial corporations traded on the stock market.
(Gyourko & Linneman)
In short, there is no clear consensus on how "risky" com-
mercial real estate properties are, even on a relative basis
., compared to common stocks, and there seems to be
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considerable confusion even regarding how to measure or
think about this issue. We seem to know much less about
risk in real estate returns than we do about risk in stock
market returns, even though real estate is of comparable
magnitude to the stock market in capitalized value, and in
some ways real estate assets are much simpler and easier to
understand than modern industrial corporations. There seems
to be a great need to better explore the fundamentals of the
question, and the time for such an inquiry seems to be ripe.
The appraisal industry is moving toward more formalization
and institutionalization, vast sums of institutional capital
(both foreign and domestic) are seeking real estate
investments, while deregulation and innovation in financial
markets are stimulating the possibilities for both
securitization and de-securitization. This, then, is the
motivation for this thesis.
1.1 Overview:
This thesis is an attempt to use some of the basic tools
and techniques of modern financial economic theory to
explore some questions of interest in the field of real
estate risk and performance analy~is. In particular, the
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) from capital market
general equilibrium theory is employed together with some
techniques from multi-period capital budgeting theory, ~o
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examine the nature of risk in the returns to unsecuritized
commercial real estate assets or portfolios.
While I have atternpted to bring more unity and
integration into this thesis than would be present in a
simple collection of essays, it should be noted at the
outset that, as suggested by its title, this thesis has more
than one focus, and does not seek to be fully comprehens1ve
in its treatment of the question of the nature and
determinants of real estate return risks and expected return
premia.
Nevertheless, there are a couple of unifying themes in the
thesis. One is the effort to make use of empirically
observable (or potentially observable) data on unsecuritized
real estate in order to study the risk characteristics of
the unobservable returns on such assets. Returns on such
assets are inherently unobservable (at least at the frequent
and regular intervals necessary for studying risk
characteristics) because they are only rarely and
sporadically traded. Yet it 1s the risk in the return (that
is, the risk in the value appreciation of the asset as well
as in its income, as a fraction of the cost of the asset)
which should matter to investors.
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While we cannot observe useful time series of true
returns on unsecuritized assets, we can, at least in
principle, observe two types of relevant data. First, we
can observe the cash flow time series of the assets. Since
fundamentally it is these cash flows (together with the
capitalization rate or discount rate) which determines asset
value, there should be a relationship between risk in the
asset's cash flows and risk in the asset's returns, which
might enable us to draw conclusions about the nature of the
return risk, given the nature of the cash flow risk.
Second, we may be able to observe a long and regular time
series of appraised values of the asset, and from this
derive a series of appraisal-based returns. While such a
series is subject to appraisal error and smoothing, there
should be some relation between appraisal-based returns and
true returns, and therefore between the risk apparent in
appraisal-based returns and the risk in the true returns.
Considering the nature of the appraisal process and the
stochastic characteristics of appraisal-based returns series
as compared to what we would expect in a true returns
series, we may be able to characterize this relationship and
conclude something about the true returns risks from the
appraisal-based returns data.
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while the inference of unobservable true return risk
characteristics from theoretically observable data is a
major theme of this thesis, it is important to note that
this is not primarily an empirical thesis. Although a brief
empirical analysis is presented at the end of Part II, the
major contribution of the thesis is intended to be
conceptual. The basis upon empirically observable data
sources such as cash flows and appraisal returns is used
here more for the purpose of developing our intuition about
the nature of real estate return risk (by starting from data
about which we may have more initial intuition), rather than
for the purpose of conducting an empirical analysis.
In part, this is because the empirical data available to
me at this time are quite limited, rendering extensive
formal empirical analysis of questionable value. I also
feel, however, that the first step in any empirical analysis
should be a careful development and exploration of the a
priori theory and intuition, so as to bette'r guide and
interpret empirical findings in a world of "noisy" data.
The model developed in Part I of the thesis, in particular,
is really designed as a conceptual tool for the purpose of
developing intuition, rather than as a framework for
empirical analysis. This thesis should be viewed as only a
first step, but a step which is useful in its own right.
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Another unifying theme in the thesis is its basis upon the
paradigm of efficient markets and symmetric information. As
one runs into some flack in the academic as well as the
practicing real estate community for adopting this paradigm,
I feel I should say a few words about why this thesis is
based upon it.
The reason is not because I am under any illusions that
the world of real estate or other capital markets is
perfectly described by the classical paradigm. Indeed, to a
large extent, the frontier of mainstream financial economic
theoretical research has moved beyond this model, because it
was found to be flawed or incomplete in some respects, even
with regard to applications in the financial securities
markets for which the paradigm was first developed and where
it probably fits best.
But it seems to me that though the paradigm is not abso-
lutely true, it contains an important part of the truth,
even in the real estate markets. It cannot lead us all the
way there, but it can help us along a useful amount of the
distance. This is certainly t~le in financial securities
markets, or the classical paradigm would not have held sway
over such a long and productive period in the history of
financial economics. Advancements beyond this paradigm in
mainstream finance are generally built upon the foundation
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laid using the efficient market/symmetric information. model,
and are pursuing directions indicated by first trying the
classical model, and then seeing where, how, and to what
extent it failed.
In contrast, it seems to me that the classical paradigm
has not yet been adequately applied to the study of real
estate markets. In the words of Kenneth Lusht in .his
Presidential Address to the 1987 AREUEA Annual Meei:'ing: . "The
state-of-the-art with respect to pricing real estate is
similar to that with respect to pricing securities just
prior to the development of the CAPM."
For whatever reasons (lack of data no doubt being a major
one), the principle theoretical and technical developments
arising from the classical paradigm in mainstream financial
economics have to date not been very vigorously applied to
real estate. While some would have us leap over this phase
in the development of our knowledge of real estate markets
(arguing that the classical paradigm is fundamentally much
more flawed for real estate markets than it is for financial
securities -- ie, it is not "just a data problem"), I qu,es-
tion whether we can or should try such a leap. I suspect
that we can get a lot more mileage out of the classical
financial economic tools applying them to real estate than
what has been thus far obtained. We can learn from applying
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these tools and finding that they work, and we can also
learn from applying them and finding that they don't work.
But we must try to apply them, and we must try hard.
The thesis is organized as follows. The body of the
thesis is presented 1n Chapters 2 through 5, divided into
Parts I and II. Part I (Chapters 2 & 3) 1s an analysis of
cash flow based fundamentals, while Part II (Chapters 4 & 5)
focuses on the information contained 1n appraisal-based
returns data.
Since cash flows (present or expected in the future)
underlie all commercial real estate value, Part I is the
more fundamental of the two parts of the thesis, and
therefore perhaps more useful 1n developing our intuition.
It is also relevant to several questions, some of which are
explored 1n Part I, 1n addition to the systematic return
risk issue which ~s the primary focus of Part II. The major
conceptual development in Part I is the extension of the
classical multi-period certainty-equivalent DCF valuation
model to include riskless long-term leases, which
characterize much of co~~ercial real estate. This allows us
to explore some of the fundamental relationships which
characterize comme~cial real estate return risk
(particularly where long-term, relatively riskless leases
are the norm, such as the office building sector). These
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relations, such as the relation between return risk and
observable cash flow risk, are primarily useful for building
intuition, though they may have some potential for empirical
application.
Though cash flow data are fundamental, the appraisal based
return data upon which Part II 1s based are, in a sense,
"one step closer" to the true returns we are interested in
learning about. The appraisers have (in one way or another)
already conducted the discounted cash flow type valuation
modelled 1n Part I, incorporating their perceptions of the
market's expectation not only of the future cash flows but
of the discount rate as well. It is the fact that error may
be introduced in the returns series by the appraisal process
which motivates Part II. The objective of Part II is to
help develop an understanding of the way appraisal behavior
may affect the apparent risk characteristics of the returns
series.
The last part of Chapter 5 in Part II contains a brief
empirical analysis, using appraisal-based returns data from
the FRC Index and PRISA Index of unsecuritized institutional
real estate portfolios. The focus of this analysis is the
relative ability of the Consumption-based CAPM, as compared
to the traditional stock market based CAPM, to explain ob-
served risk premia in unsecuritized real estate. A related
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issue is the question of the size of the "illiquidity"
premium in unsecuritized real estate's expected return, as
compared to its risk premium. It should be emphasized that
this empirical analysis is not presented as a formal "test"
of any theory, but rather for the purpose of gaining some
"feeling" for the real world of investment grade
unsecuritized real estate.
In both Part I and II general qualitative and numerical
relationships between observable risk and true return risk
are developed, based (in Part I) on the cash flow fundamen-
tals or (in Part II) on the appraisal behavior characteris-
tics. Finally, Part III (Chapter 6) draws some overall con-
clusions.
1.2 A Threshold Question: Why Not Use REIT Returns? .•
Since this thesis 1s motivated by a desire to increase our
understanding of the nature of true return risk in
commercial real estate properties, the question naturally
arises as to why not simply do an empirical study of the
returns to securitized real estate portfolios, such as the
REITs which trade on the stock exchanges. Securitized real
estate presents regular and frequent true (ie, market value
or transactions price -- hence, "opportunity cost" based)
returns data, based on stock prices and dividends, and so
17
presents a more direct and theoretically accurate source of
information on the subject this thesis is exploring.
A short answer to this question is that this thesis is not
primarily empirical, and I am seeking to understand the
nature and determ1n1nants of real estate return risk rather
than to document what that risk has historically been ex
post. But, as noted, there is an empirical part of this
thesis, and potential further empirical applications of some
of the models and methodology presented in this thesis would
be of interest. So the question of the relevance of the REIT
returns is an important one.
Of course, a number of studies have already analyzed REIT
returns, and REIT data does provide an important source of
empirical information about real estate risk and returns.
[See, for example, Smith & Shulman, and Burns & Epley.] In
general, these studies have found that REIT returns behave
much like typical common stock retu~ns, similar in
particular to stocks of public utility companies. REITs
generally have higher than average yields and lower than
average volatility. REIT betas with respect to the stock
market are smaller than average, but significantly positive,
and REIT returns are highly correlated with the overall
stock market return. Over the past two decades REITs have
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generally had positive but not statistically significant
alphas, not un].ike many low-beta stocks.
But there are several reasons why it seems undesirable to
base our empirical knowledge of real estate risk and return
only on analysis of REIT data. First, there are not very
many Equity REITs (REITs that hold all or mostly real estate
equity, as opposed to mortgages or real estate debt assets),
and many of them have small and changing portfolios, und/or
have not existed or been publicly traded for very long.
Others have changed their investment policies, such as going
from diversified to specialized portfolios or from Mortgage
REITs to Equity REITs. So it is difficult to obtain clear
and specific information about real estate return risk by
studying REITs alone.
perhaps more serious is the perception, widely held among
both real estate academics and practitioners, that "REITs
are not Real Estate", in the sense that REIT risk and return
characteristics are perceived to differ significantly from
those of unsecuritized real estate and (presumably) even
from those of the real property portfolios which underlie
the REIT securities' values. Various explanations are
offered to account for this difference, ranging from
arguments that the "stock market is inefficient" (being
subject to "investor irrationality" and "waves" or t'herds"),
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to arguments that REIT return risk reflects intangible REIT
management risk more than the risk in the tangible assets
which the REIT currently owns. Another possibility is that
real estate assets are very heterogeneous, such that even
seemingly large, diversified portfolios can differ
significantly in their risk and return determinants.
It is not clear whether these explanations can really
account for the differences between REIT and unsecuritlzed
real estate returns, but those differences do seem to be
apparent at least superficially between such unsecuritlzed
portfolios as the FRC and PRISA Indices on the one hand, and
the REITs on the other. This is shown in Table 1.1, which
shows mean quarterly returns, standard deviations, betas,
and contemporaneous cross-correlations among REITs and
unsecuritized real estate and other key financial and
economic indicators, over the past 15 years.
In Table 1.1, RRNARQ represents the real return (total
nominal return less the 3-month T-bill rate) to the NAREIT
Equity REIT Index. This 1s an index of virtually all
exchange-traded REITs having more than two-thirds of their
assets in real estate equities. RRSURQ is the real return
to a portfolio of the five surviving "pure" equity REITs
(ie, those trading continuously during the IS-year period,
\
and which generally held more than 80 percent of their
20
assets in real estate equity). RRPRU and RRFRC are the
(appraisal-based) r3al returns to the PRISA and FRe Indices,
respectively.
It is clear in Table 1.1 that the Equity REITs seem to
behave one way, similar to the rest of the stock market, and
the unsecuritized real estate portfolios seem to behave
another way, rather different from the stock market, at
least on the basis of their appraisal-based returns. While
FRe and PRISA mean returns are about the same as the S&P500
over the 1S-year period shown here, and a bit less than the
REIT mean returns (keep in mind that RRSURQ has a survivor
bias), FRe and PRISA total risk (standard deviation of
return) and systematic risk (beta) are much less than the
REITs and S&PSOo. Indeed, while REIT betas are quite
statistically significantly positive, FRe and PRISA betas
are Virtually zero and even leaning toward the negative. In
the correlation matrix we note that FRe and PRISA real
returns are not well correlated with the REIT returns, and
also seem to behave differently from REITs with respect to
nominal interest rates.
Some of this apparent difference between REITS and
FRC/PRISA may be due to the effects of appraisal-smoothing
in the unsecuritized returns series. (This is particularly
true with regard to the difference in apparent total risk.)
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But analysis later in this thesis reveals that it is hard to
account for some of the key differences observed in Table
1.1 simply by the appraisal smoothing model.
However curious and interesting is the difference
observed in Table lvl between large diversified portfolios
of securitized versus unsecur1t1zed real estate assets, it
is not the subject of this thesis. The question of
securitization of real estate could be another thesis in its
own right. This issue is raised here only as evidence why
it is of interest to study unsecurltized real estate
returns, even though such study faces difficult data
problems (in both quantity and quality of data available),
and even though much real estate return data which is in
some sense "cleaner" is easily available from REITs traded
on the stock market.
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Table 1.1 Comparison of REIT vs Unsecuritized Real Estate
Risk and Returns Characteristics
(Quarterly Real Returns from •7 3 • 3 to 87. 4 )
NAREIT Five PRISA FRC S&PSOO T-Bj.ll CPI Real
Equity Surv1v Index Index Index Nominal Chg Chg
RRNARQ RRSURQ RRPRU RRFRC RRSP RF INFL GNP
Mean .022 .041 .013 .015 .014 .021 .017 .006
std.Rev .081 .085 .013 .013 .095 .007 .010 .011
Beta 0.66 0.66 -0.01 -0.00 1.00
(t-stat)(9.26) (8.18) (0.31) (0.07)
Correlation Matrix:
RRNARQ 1.00 .90 .11 .16 .78 -.20 -.37 .02
RRSURO 1.00 -.03 .08 .74 -.22 -.31 .11
RRPRU 1.00 .50 -.04 .31 -.00 .17
RRFRC 1.00 -.01 .23 -.33 .01
RRSP 1.00 -.20 -.32 .03
RF 1.00 .40 .10
I NFL 1.00 .13
GNP 1.00
~~~~~~-~~~-~---Except FRC, which 1s from 78.1 to 87.4, and RF, which is
nominal, not real
..Beta with respect to S&PSOO Index
Table Key:
RRNARQ • Quarterly Real Total Return NAREIT Equity REIT Index
RRSURQ • Quarterly Real Total Return 5 Survivor "Pure Equity"
REITs
RRPRU • Quarterly Real Total Return PRISA Index
RRFRC • Quarterly Real Total Return FRC Index (78.1-87.4)
RRSP • Quarterly Real Total Return S&P500 Index
RF - Quarterly Nominal Interest Rate on 3-month Treasury Bills
INFL • Quarterly Change in Consumer Price Index
GNP • Quarterly Change in Real GNP
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PART I: CASH FLOW BASED ANALYSIS
Part I presents and applies the major conceptual development
of the thesis, a cash flow based multiperiod valuation model
incorporating rental market risk and the use of long-term
riskless leases. This model has application to, or affords
interesting insights regarding, seve~al questions of interest
in real estate analysis and valuation, not limited only to the
return risk issues explored elsewhere in the thesis. The
questions we can explore using the multi-period model
developed here include: The relation between cash flow risk
and return risk; The relation between lease term and both cash
flow risk and return risk; The accuracy of the use of simple
valuation techniques such as the use of a cap rate multiplier;
Real estate "duration" or sensitivity to inflation effects on
interest rates; as well as other questions of interest.
Chapter 2 presents the model itself, while Chapter 3 presents
a numerical analysis and discussion of the implications and
insights obtained from the model.
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Chapter 2: A Conceptual Model of Long-lived Asset Value
Under uncertainty With Long-te~ Riskless Leases
This Chapter presents a conceptual model of long-lived asset
value explicitly incorporating both cash flow risk and the
presence of riskless leases of varying maturity. The model is
based on the discrete-time multi-period capital budgeting
models dev~loped in the late 1970's by Myers & Turnbull and
Bhattacharya. Extending these previous models to incorporate
riskless long-term leases is of interest to real estate
analysts in particular, because much commercial real estate,
particularly office space, is typically rented out under 5 to
10 year leases that in many cases could be considered as being
approximately riskless. (We here ignore lease default risk.)
The "approximately riskless" characterization of investment
grade commercial property lease cash flow arises from the fact
that bUilding operating expenses are usually small compared to
rental revenue (and may also be contractually fixed), and from
the fact that commercial leases are anyway ofte!l "net" (that
is, most of the expenses associated with operating and
maintaining the building are born by the tenant) and/or
contain adjustment provisions which allow inflation to be at
least partly passed t~rough to the tenant via changes 1n the
lease-specified rental rate. Thus, over the period of the
25
lease, the landlord or owner of the bUilding has very nearly
riskless cash flows, possibly even in inflation-adjusted
terms.
However, the landlord is exposed to cash flow risk based on
the rental market risk at the time of lease expiration, and
certainly the asset itself cannot be said to be riskless,
since most of its value is derived from expected future cash
flows in the "outyears", that is, beyond the expiration of
existing leases.
The objective of this Chapter is to develop a model of
property value based on expected future cash flows. Among
other things, this model is intended to allow a representation
of the relationship between risk in the property cash flows
and risk in the property's total return. It is the latter
risk which matters to the investor. But cash flows may be
more easily and accurately observable than returns for unsecu-
ritized real estate properties, and analysts may have better
intuition and knowledge concerning cash flows or market rental
prices than concerning the property's total returns.
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2.1 Overview and Basic Concepts
Considering the presence of multi-period leases, one way to
attack the problem of valuing a commercial office property
would be to view the property as a portfolio consisting of
some short to medium term bond-like assets (possibly with some
inflation protection) plus a forward contract on a stock-like
asset. The former are the existing leases, the latter is the
property itself apart from its existing lease contracts. The
present certainty-equivalent (or market) value of this portfo-
lio is just the risk-adjusted discounted value of the expected
future cash flow stream. Though risk may enter the picture
both in the cash flows and in the discount rate, in this Chap-
ter we will focus only on cash flow risk, and assume that the
discount rate is riskless (but not necessarily constant).
The bond-plus-forward-stock model suggests that one way to
value the office building would be to risklessly discount the
contractual cash flows under the current leases, and then
discount expected Qutyear cash flows at a higher risk-adjusted
rate. But this method is a bit crude in its treatment of the
outyears, since cash flows then also will presumably be con-
tracted under long-term leases (they just haven't been signed
yet). More approp~iate would be a model which applies a high
discount rate only when leases expire and a low ~ate between
lease expirations .. But, in addition to being "messy", such a
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model would obfuscate the relationship between lease term,
expected rent levels, and cash flow risk. We wish to use the
model to clarifj and Gxplore this very relationship.
To solve this problem, the approach taken in this Chapter is
to "short-cut" the problem of the different risk regimes
(between the pre-leased versus not-yet-leased periods) by
looking behind the lease payments to the rental market which
underlies both the lease agreements and the building value
itself. The model developed in this Chapter thus makes use of
three conceptual "levels" of "cash flow". Each level is char-
acterized by a different degree of empirical observability
and/or experience-based familiarity to an analyst, in a market
where long-te~ leases are the norm.
The most basic level of cash flow, which underlies the
others and effectively determines building value, is the
underlying opportunity cost of the space. Designated by eXt},
this series represents the net rental price that would prevail
in the market if there were no long-term leases, and all space
rented out every period 1n short-term (single-period) leases.
That is, xt is the "spot" market equilibrium price of space at
time t in the market in which the building is situated. The
eXt} series is therefore the series of fundamental economic
opportunity costs of the building's space at each point t in
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time. In a long-term lease covering periods t-l,2, ... ,T, the
building owner forg~es the opportunity to earn thE (Xt ) cash
flows during those time periods and in return accepts the
long-te~ lease payments. In a market where there is little
or no short-te~ spot rental of space (such as most office
markets) we cannot directly observe (Xt )- But we can never-
theless use it as a conceptual construct for property valua-
tion. Note that {Xt } reflects both the vacancy rate and
effective rental price components of the rental market risk,
since ~ is defined to be the price at which landlords are
willing to lease all their space on the short-term spo~ mar-
ket.
The next level of cash flow related series defined in the
model is the series of new-lease rental prices, {Yt}. This is
the rental rate agreed to by the tenant and landlord entering
into a riskless long-term lease agreement at time t. This
series will be a function of the lease term ..' T, and so may be
eKpressed more fully as (y(t,T)}. While observable in prin-
ciple, new~lease rental price historical time series data are
difficult to find, aad may not be very meaningful, as they
represent brokers I estimates of what Ittypi~al", "·nominal"
rents were, not counting special concessions which tenants or
landlords might have obtained reflecting current market condi-
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t1ons. However, analysts familiar with a ma~ket may have a
good intuition or "feeling" for the nature of the (Yt) series.
In this regard, we might note that while in principle the (Xt )
series underlies tbe {Yt} series, 1n practice one may develop
intuition about eXt} from kn~Yl~1ge of (Yt). One way to
operationally define ~ is that xt 1s the price which ~ust
leaves the landlord indifferent between renting his space out
for T years at the long-te~ riskless rate of y(t,T) per year,
versus instead renting it out one year at a time starting this
year at the rate of ~, with future spot rates uncertain.
The third level, the series (eFt) or, more fully, (CF(t,T)},
is the actual cash flow of the building in period t, including
cash from existing vintage leases as well as cash from new
leases just signed. This third level should be the most
reliably and objectively observable type of cash flow data.
Building owners and managers may have good understanding and
intuition concerning this level of cash flows, while brokers
and investors may have better underst3nding of the market
rental price data represented by the {Yt} or eXt} series. (Of
course, eFt, like Yt and xt ' 1s normalized per square foot per
year, or some other common unit of space and time
measurement.)
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By establishing relationships between the eXt} series, which
is independent of lease te~, and the {Yt} and {eFt} series,
which are a function of lease te~, the model developed in
this Chapter enables analysls of the effects of lease term on
rental prices and cash flow levels and risk characteristics.
As noted, the model also short-cuts the "different risk
regimes" problem in building valuation, and establishes a
relationship between unobservable total return risk and
observable cash flow or rental price risk.
In the remainder of this Chapter, Section 2.2 describes and
discusses the simplifying assumptions which underlie the model
and make it tractable, followed by Section 2.3 which rlevelops
the multi-period valuation model itself. Numerical analysis
and discussion. of the model's impljcations is left for Chapter
3.
2.2 The Assumptions underlying the Model of Building Value
The model of property value is built on four assumptions,
labelled:
A.1: The Opportun1ty Cost Stochast,1c Process Assumption
A. 2: The One-Period Asset Pricing Mc)del Assumption
A.3: The Zero-NPV Lease Assumption
A.4: The Riskless Lease and Constant Rent Assumption
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As with all models, these assumptions simplify and abstract
reality in order to allow us to focus on a few fundamental
issues of interest, in this case revolving around the rela-
tionship between rate of return risk and cash flow risk and
lease te~. The hope, however, 1s that our abstractions from
reality are not so gross 8S to miss the main essence of the
truth as it relates to our subject. Each assumption 1s
described below, along with some discussion of its justifica-
tion and limitations.
2.2.1 The Opportunity Cost Stochastic Process Assumption
The first step in developing the multi-period cash flow
valuation model 1s to identify a stochastic process (or more
exactly, 8 "family" of such processes) which we will assume
governs the realizations of the underlying opportunity cost
time series (~). We will assume under Assumption (A.l) that
the opportunity cost cash flows {Xt } are described by the
following stochastic process:
Assumption CA.l):
xt • (l+~) Et-1[Xt ]
~-l[Xt] • (l+g) (1+a~_1)~_2[~_1]+(1+g)b(~_1-Et_2[Xt_l])
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(A.l.l)
(A.l.2)
where bt:O and:
~ • Xo (1+9 )At· (1+g )~-1 ' all t
Cut} is white noise with zero mean:
COV[~'ut-l]·O, E[utl-O, all L & t, and
covt_1[ut, II] WI covt _1[~, It] /~-1[xt ] • a,
where 0 s a constant tor ail t
(A.i.3)
(A.l.4)
(A.l.5)
In (A.l), ~-1[&.] refers to the expectation as of time t-l,
that is, the optimal fo~ecast conditional upon the knowledge
of X1-1' x~2' ... , etc. The upper case ~ refers to the
"central tendency" or long-run mean (trend) to which the cash
flow series {~} tends to revert (provided b is greater than
g). The index It in (A.l.3) refers to the CAPM index, such as
the return on the market portfolio, as will be described in
Section 2.2.2 below.
Let us consider the nature of the cash flow process Ass\tmp....
t10n (A.l) for a moment. For one thing, (A.l) assumes "con-
stant proportional risk". That ls, the standard deviation of
the one-period forecast errors in the (Xt ) series are constant
QEoport1ons of ~-l[Xt] rather than constant absolute values as
1s more typical in "BOX-Jenkins" models of univariate
stochastic processes. Thus, if xt grows large, the standard
error of the forecast will grow large in absolute terms, but
remain constant in proportional terms, and vice versa if xt
becomes small. This seems more plausible than to keep
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assuming the same absolute magnitude of forecast error no
matter what the size of xt. Furthermore, if the traditional
Box-Jenkins constant-absolute-error version were used here, we
would obtain a valuation model, after applying Assumption
(A.2), that could give negative valuations and valuations
which decline as the lifetime of the building increases caters
paribus. Thus, the constant proportional risk assumption
embedded in (A.l) would seem to be qu1ta sensible.
Let us now turn to a consideration of the meaning of the
parameters in (A.l). The parameter 9 represents the determin-
istic geometric growth rate tendency in the underlying cash
flows. If 9 includes inflation, then we are measuring cash
flows in nominal te~s. If 9 is net of inflation, then we are
measuring cash flows in real te~s. In principle, any deter-
ministic trend pattern over time can be applied to the
expected future cash flows, not just simple exponential growth
or decay as represented by g. We only sacrifice algebraic
simplicity. For example, in the numerical analysis in Chapter
3 a sensitivity analysis is performed in which it is assumed
that the deterministic trend is cyclical, to reflect predict-
able cyclicality in the real estate rental market.
The parameters a and b play important roles in the relation
between cash flow risk and asset return risk. As noted, b is
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the rate of mean reversion. It gives the proportion of the
distance between the current cash flow and its central
tendency which we would expect to be closed each period. In
other words, if b-.50 and xt differs from xt, then, baring
other perturbations, we would expect xt to move halfway back
toward ~ each period. The parameter a is the "elasticity of
expectations" of the cash flow process. It tells the sensiti-
vity of future cash flow expectations to the present cash flow
realization. If a one-unit change in ~ causes a one-unit
change 1n E1[xt+,l, then (1+9)a-l. More formally:
a~_l[Xt]
a • --------- /(l+g)
8xt-l
While the elasticity of expectations is often thought of as
lying between 0 and 1, Fama describes the economic bas,is of
this elasticity in the context of the multi-period asset
valuation model we are using here. His analysis suggests that
a ought typically to be near unity, but could either be less
than or greater than 1. In the multi-period risky cash flow
valuation model, a reflects the "smoothness" with which new
info~atlon about the magnitude of a future cash flow xt is
revealed over time prior to t. If the same amount of
uncertainty about the value of xt is resolved (eliminated)
between each two periods of time, then a-i. If more
uncertainty 1s resolved in the last period prior to t than in
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each previous period, then a<l, while 1f less uncertainty is
resolved between t-l and t than between previous periods, then
a>l~ In most cases, therefore, it would seem reasonable to
assume al, unless the analyst has reason to assume otherwise.
Now suppose g~O or we work with detrended values of eXt} to
eliminate g. Theu bnQ signifies that the underlying cash flow
process eXt} has no central tendency, and can be characterized
as a "random walk". If a-1, then the cash flows follow a
"pure" random walk, in the sense that ~["t+l] would simply
equal ~, no matter what the previous values of x prior to t
had been. If 0 < a < 1 we still have a random walk, but now
there is some "smoothing" in the conditional expectations,
since ~[~+1] will be il1fluenced by previous realizations of x
prior to t. The value (l-a) can be thought of as the amount
of smoothing. If a>1, then there is, in a sense, "negative
smoothing", since the conditional expectation magnifies the
current deviation from the prior expectation. No matter what
the value of a, as long as b~O, the eXt) series is a random
walk. If b>O, then a still has the same interpretation, as
the elasticity of expectations, and should still be generally
assumed to lie near unity, but the cash flow process is no
longer a random walk, since it tends to revert ultimately
toward Xo (after detrending to eliminate g). This has the
effect of greatly reducing the amount of risk that is in the
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long-run future cash flows, and hence, that is in the prop-
erty's market value and total return. [Note that if we are
not working with detrended cash flow values and g>O, then b
must exceed 9 in order for the underlying cash flow process to
be mean-reverting.]
2.2~2 The Risk Pricing Model Assumption
The Risk Pricing Model Assumption consists of two assump-
tions. The first is to assume that a particular risk value
model holds in a one-period world. The second is to assume
that this one-period risk value model holds, one period at a
t~e, each period during the life of the property.
The one-period risk value model is an assumption about how
risk 1s priced in assets such as the property we are valuing
1n a one-period world. In such a world, there is no differ-
ence between cash flow or the income component of return and
capital appreciation or the price component of return, since
the asset must be liquidated and the proceeds consumed at the
end of the period (there being no future period).
The one-period risk value model we shall use is presented
below in the form of a generalized version of the Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM):
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E [ r ( 1) ] • r + par ( 1 ) (A.2.1)
where E[r(i)] 1s the expected total return (at the beginning
of the period) on asset 1; r 1s the riskfree interest rate; ~
1s the "market price of return risk":
~ • (E[r(m)]-r)/cov[r(m),I]
and 0rC!) is the rate of return risk in asset i:
Or ( ! ) • cov [ r (1 ) , I ]
(A.2.2)
(A.2.3)
where rem) is the total return to the "market portfolio", a
broadly diversified portfolio of market-valued risky assets,
and I is the "CAPM Index".
For example, in most traditional applications of the CAPM to
securitized assets, the index I is taken to be the return to
the market portfolio, which 1s usually proxied by the stock
market. Thus, I-r(m).
However, there is widespread belief among both practitioner
and academic real estate analysts that this traditional ver-
sion of the CAPM does not well apply to unsecuritlzed real
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estate assets. [See, for example, Lusht, or Ibbotson &
Siegel.] Also, recall Table 1.1 in Chapter 1, which
indicates that, based on appraisal returns anyway,
unsecuritized real estate portfolios seem to have negative
risk if we define ttl" to equal the stock market r.:-eturn, yet
these portfolios display positive risk premia.]
This suggests that the traditional definition of I-r(m)
would lead to a serious underestimation of the risk premium
~ar in real estate. A more general version of the CAPM, such
as the Consumption-based CAPM (Breeden), may be more appropri-
ate for application to unsecur1tized real estate assets. (In
Part II of this thesis, the intuitive basis of the Consumption
CAPM is presented along with some empirical evidence that
indicates that the Consumption-based CAPM may indeed be able
to explain unsecurltlzed real estate's return risk premium
much better than the traditional stock market based CAPM.)
For the Consumption-based CAPM the "CAPM Index" would be the
(unexpected) percentage change in real national per capita
consumption. Labelling this change C, we would thus have InC
for the Consumption-based version of the CAPM.
The CAPM interpretation of (A.2.1) presented above is con-
sistent with modern applied financial economic theory, in that
it is based on a general equilibrium model of asset prices in
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the capital markets. There is, however, another way in which
the same equation (A.2.1) could be defined, more in line with
traditional real estate practice (as taught, for example, in
widely used textbooks, such as Jaffe & Si~8ns, or Pyhrr &
Cooper). This 1s essentially the "decision analysis" approach
to risk valuation, assuming undiversifled risk-averse inves-
tors, such that the asset return risk represented by 0r(l) is
given by the asset's total risk or volatility. In effect,
under this approach we would define I-r(i) in (A.2.3), and let
~ represent the market price of this total risk. Thus, ~ in
this case is not defined by (A.2.2), but is instead the margi-
nal investor's willingness to pay (in the form of foregone
expected return premium) to avoid return volatility in his
investment in property i. While this definition of (A.2.1) is
not based on general equilibrium analysis, it may be of inter-
est to those familiar with the traditional real estate prac-
tice to know that the multi-period valuation model developed
in this Chapter, and all the insights and implications derived
from it, hold also under this traditional approach to real
estate risk valuation, as well as under the CAPM approach.
Henceforth in this thesis p however, unless stated otherwise,
the CAPM approach to risk valuation will be assumed to hold.
Finally, the valuation model developed in this chapter is
also amenable to incorporating the main theoretical general
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equilibrium argument advanced to date in the real estate lit-
erature to explain real estate return premia in view of real
estate's apparent lack of risk from a traditional stock market
based CAPM perspective. This is the "New Equilibrium Theory"
(NET) put forth by Ibbotson and others (see Ibbotson & Siegel,
and Ibbotson, Die~ier and Siegel). According to this theory,
non-risk attributes of real estate investments which are dis-
liked by most investors cause real estate values to be dis-
counted relative to stocks (for an equivalent amount of risk),
leading to a non-risk return premium in real estate. The fact
that this premium is apparently observed only in unsecur1tlzed
real estate leads one to speculate that this premium (to the
extent it exists) consists of an "illiquidity premiuml! and/or
"information & transaction cost premium". Since this expected
return premium is independent of risk in the asset, it would
be reflected in the valuation model being developed here, as
an additional te~ in eqn.(A.2.1), akin to the riskfree rate
r, which would reflect the one-period non-risk return premium
associated with property i. Thus (A.2.1) would be modified to
become:
E[r(i)] • r + A + ~ar(i) (A.2.1a)
where A is the non-risk expected return premium as per the
NET. We assume in this thesis that A is non-negative, but may
be zero. [To the extent that illiquidity interacts with
return risk to matter to investors, this would be represented
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in the model by larger values of the parameter ~, that is, ~
would include not only the market price of return risk defined
in (A.2.2), but also another te~ representing the market
price of illiquidity as it interacts with return risk.]
As noted, the second part of Assumption (A.2) is that the
one-period risk value model described by eqn.(A.2.1) holds,
one period at a time, in all periods. Thus, Assumption (A.2)
is expressed as:
Assumption (A.2):
(A. 2)
where ~_l[r(i)t] is the expectation as of time t-l (ie, based
on knowledge of all events occurring trough time t-l) of the
return next period to asset i; and covt_1[ •• ] is similarly the
conditional covariance given information through time t-l.
Implicit in Assumption (A.2) are the commonly employed
simplifications: that the riskfree rate, r, and the market
price of return risk, ~, are both constant over time, and
known by all investors. We assume similarly for the "illiqui-
dity premium", A.
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2.2.~ The Zero-NPV Lease Assumption
Here we assuma that lease s1gnlngs are zero-NPV transactions
as of the time wheL they are signed, at least for the
landlord. This means simply that the value of the lease
oquals its opportunity cost based upon the foregone eXt}
payments over the te~ of the lease. (Recall from section 2.1
that xt represents the lease opportunity cost accruing to the
landlord during period t if he had signed, during or prior to
t, a lease covering his space during period t.)
To state the Zero-NPV Lease Assumption more formally, sup-
pose a T-period lease is signed at the beginning of period s,
and the first rent payment under the lease d~.e and received by
the landlord upon lease signing, and the remaining T-l pay-
ments are received at the beginning of periods t-s+l, t-s+2,
••• , t-s+T-l, giving the tenant occupancy rights starting at
time s and going through the end of period s+T-l. [In other
words, the rental payments are due at the beginning of each
period.]
Then the opporb~n1ty cost of the lease to the landlord, as
of the time of lease signing (that is, time tus), is the cost
of foregoing the stream {~t} wh~re t goes from s to s+T-l.
Defining Ls[T] as the time s (market) value of aT-period
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lease signed at time s (including the first rental payment),
and letting PCEVs[ •• ] designate the present certainty-
equivalent value operator on a cash flow stream giving value
as of time s, the zero-NPV lease signing assumption is
expressed as:
Assumption ~A.3):
Ls[T] • PCEVs [ (~)] , t. s, s+l, ... , s+T-l
- Xs + PCEVs [ {Xt }] , t m S+l, ••• , s+T-l (A.3.l)
Thus, the value at time s of the lease signed at time s is
equal to Xs plus the ex dividend value of an asset which gives
its llolder the right to obtain the spot market net rental
payments the building could receive through time s+T-l.
In the valuation context relevant here, this zero-NPV lease
assumption could simply be viewed as a version of the Miller-
Modigliani Theorem of asset value i~lvariance with respect to
the financing method, since riskless leases can be risklessly
traded for debt financing. The original M-M "proposition I"
(which asserted value lnvariance apart from the effect of
taxes) is relevant here, because a,ny effect multiperiod leas-
ing would have on the property owner's taxes would be already
reflected in the eXt) stream of opportunity costs. (Recall
that xt can be defined as the single-period lease rent value
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that leaves the landlord indifferent between single and mul-
tiperiod leasing.)
2.2.4 The Riskless Lease & Constant Rent Assumption
This assumption consists of two parts: that rent payments
specified 1n the lease contract are riskfree; and that rent
payments are identical in each period under the lease.
The first assumption amounts to assumIng: (1) that there 1s
no risk that tenants will default on their lease obligations;
(11) that leases do not contain landlord participation in
tenant revenues, or other features which might !mpa~t system-
atic risk to the rental payments under the lease; and (11i)
that rent payments are net of any risky expenses and taxes
which would otherwise cause the landlord's net cash flows to
be different from and more risky than his rental revenue. In
ether words, for algebraic simplicity, we are assuming in our
bUilding value model that rental revenue is fixed in amount
and timing under each lease (as described 1n section 2.2.3)
and equals net cash flow to the landlord.
While this assumption may fairly accur3tely describe many
leases, especially in office bUildings, it is true that mnny
real world leases are much more complex than this simplified
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model, and are not actually riskless or completely "net 't of
expenses to the landlord. This assumption 1s therefore a
simplification which is necessary for the tractability of the
model to be developed.
The second assumption contained in Assumption (A.4) 1s that
the lease rent per period 1s the same for all the periods
under the lease. Conceptually, it would be very easy to let
the rent change deterministically over the time covered by the
lease (and this would not even greatly complicate the algebra
if we let the rent grow at some constant rate), but this would
appear to add little of substance to the valuation model
developed in this Chapter.
The constant rent assumption is less restrictive than it
first appears, since the values used in the model (for
example, the ~ and the returns) can be expressed either 1n
nominal or real te~s, as long as we are consistent. Thus,
"constant rent" can either mean constant in real terms or
constant in nominal terms, two cases which more or less
bracket the interesting real world cases of non-constant
rents.
Expressed formally, the riskless lease and constant rent
assumption 1s represented as:
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Assumption CA.4. )..:. .
Yt(S,T) • y(s,T), all t • s, s+l, ... , s+T-l
• 0, otherwise,
(A.4.1)
where Yt(s,T) 1s the rental payment received at time t under a
T-period lease signed at time s, and y(s,T) 1s therefore the
(observable) market (new-lease) rent (per period) at time 5,
for T-period leases signed at time s.
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2.3 The Multi-period Valuation Model
In this section we use the four assumptions described above
to construct a multi-period valuation model which can be used
to relate return risk to cash flow and underlying risk and to
the lease term.
2.3.1 The Underlying Valuation Model
The first step 1s to derive a multi-period valuation model
when there are only one-period leases. This is equivalent to
a more general capital budgeting valuation model taking xt to
be the net cash flows from the "project" or "asset" being
considered for construction or purchase. This model is the
same as that used by Bhattacharya, only with the slight
generalization that we allow for a geometric growth tendency
in the cash flows.
The technique for deriving this model is to start from some
terminal period, ~, and work back recursively one period at a
time applying Assumptions (A.I) and (A.2), until you get to
the present. Each step involves only algebra and some use of
basic probability or stochastic processes theory and defini-
tions. As this recursion procedure is well described in Myers
& Turnbull, the details are be omitted here. The resulting
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valuation formula is given below, where Vs(~·T) equals the
time s ex dividend value of an asset with T periods of cash
flows remaining (ie, the first cash flow will be received at
the beginning of period S+l):
(1)
where:
m • (l-~a)/(l+r+k)
Z • (l+g)(l-b-a~o)/(l+r+A)
81 • 0, 82 • (l+g)/(l+r+A), and for T~3:
1+9 1+9
ST • (-----)A(T-l) + (-----)A(T-2)(1+Z) +
l+r+A l+r+A
1+9 ~2
+ (-----)(l+Z+ ••• +Z )
l+r+A
and all the other parameters are defined as in Assumptions
(A.l) and (A.2) described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Note
in p~rticular that while the risk value model (A.2) is defined
in te~s of return risk, or' the valuation formula here 1s
defined in terms of the underlying cash flow risk, a, intro-
duced in the cash flow process assumption (A.l).
For the case of the perpetuity, where T-., (1) simplifies
to:
Vs(~·_) • e Es[X~l] + 9b(1+g)X~1/(r+A-g)
where:
9 • (l-~a)/[r+A-g+(l+g)(b+a~a)]
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(18)
Note that the first term on the RHS of (1) is stochastic
over time, as the conditional expectation Es [Xs+1] depends on
information revealed over time up through time s. This makes
asset value stochastic over time, which imparts risk into the
appreciation return component of the investment. But the
second term on the RHS of (1) is non-stochastic in this model,
depending only on parameters that are known constants, and on
the central tendency~ ~.~(l+g)At, which is also known with
certainty.
Some intuition for fo~ula (1) can be obtained by consid-
ering the nature of the short range and long range optimal
univariate forecast of the asset's cash flows, using the cash
flow process (A.1). For the short range forecast, consider
the forecast of cash flows two periods hence:
~-2[ xt ] • (1-b) ( 1+g )~-2 [ Xt -1] + b~
The two-period forecast is seen to have two components.
The first te~ is simply the ·forecast of cash flow one period
hence, modified to include the expected growth trend, while
the second component is the central tendency as of two periods
hence. The latter component 1s weighted by the factor b, the
mean reversion rate, while the former component is weighted by
the factor (l-b).
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The long range forecast L periods hence is given by:
which at L-- with b>max{g,O} simply equals ~ exactly. (That
is why ~ is called the central tendency of the cash flow.)
Thus, with some simplification p we can say that short range
cash flow forecasts have roughly a proportion b which is fixed
and non-stochastic (hence, riskless), while very long range
forec~sts are virtually entirely riskless if b is greater than
g.
Now wanote that the second term on the RHS of (la) is just
the factor eb times the next period's central tendency value
~2 divided by the capitalization rate appropriate for a
riskless constant growth perpetuity which starts out at the
level of X~2 and grows forever at the rate of g. The factor 8
would no~ally be greater than one unless b is quite large, so
the second term on the RHS of (la) will be somewhat greater
than the proportion b times the capitalized value of the risk-
less central tendency, reflecting the fact that for cash flow
expectations beyond two periods hence, a proportion greater
than b will generally be riskless.
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To this capitalization of the riskless portion of the
expected future cash flows, we add the first term on the RHS
of (la), the amount eEs[X~l]v which is the capitalization of
the risky portion of the expected future cash flows. We note
that 9 is smaller the larger is a, a, and ~, which makes
intuitive sense, given the meaning of each of these parameters
as described in Section 2.2. e is also smaller with larger b,
since larger b implies that a larger proportion of the
expected future cash flows are riskless (due to the central
tendency) and are thus capitalized in the second term. Though
e will usually be greater than one, it will generally be much
smaller than the riskless perpetuity capitalization factor
l/(r+A-g).
Based upon this intuitive splitting of the valuation formula
into stochastic and non-stochastic parts, let us define two
terms which will help simplify and clarify other formulas we
will develop later in this Chapter:
H[T] • I(l-ZAT)/(l-Z)
•••> H[-]. a
and:
K[T] • mbST
•••> K[-]. 9b(1+g)/(r+A-g)
Thus, H[n] is the ex dividend present certainty-equivalent
value multiplier for the stochastic component of a sequence of
n expected cash flows, and K[n] is the ex dividend present
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value multiplier for the non-stochastic component of a
sequence of n expected cash flows.
2.3.2 Including Long-te~ Riskless Leases
The next step in deriving the asset valuation model is to
introduce riskless multi-period leases using Assumptions (A.3)
and (A.4).
2.3.2.1 The Valuation Model and t,he New-lease Rental Price
By our zero-NPV lease signing assumption (A.3), the ex
dividend value at time s of a property that has no continuing
lease but will be leased at s+l 1s always given by formula
(la) above, no matter what the term of the lease under which
the property will be rented. This asset value invariance with
respect to the lease term could also be viewed as a manifesta-
tion of the fact that the mere signing of the lease does not
eliminate any risk, b~t merely transfers the exposure to some
risk from the landlord to the tenant. As the transfer occurs
at market prices and the market value of this risk is the same
no matter who bears it, the landlord does not "get something
for nothing", and his property value is left unchanged by the
transfer of risk.
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This implies that with multiperiod leasing the rental price,
·Ys' should generally be less than the underlying opportunity
cost, xs • Since the landlord's cash flows are derived from
the {Ys) series, and are less risky with multiperiod leasing,
the expected cash flows based on {Ys} must be discounted at a
lower rate than would be applied to the expectations of the
{Xs} series in the absence of multlperiod leasing. To keep
property value the same, the cash flow expectations based on
{Ys} must therefore be less than those based on (Xs)-
This makes sense, because the use of multiperiod leasing
effectively transfers a risk burden from the landlord to the
tenant. The contractual cash flow commitments represented by
multiperiod leases are (effectively) like positive debt obli-
gations on the books of the tenant, and like negative debt (or
positive loan assets) in the landlord's books, thereby
increasing the tenants leverage and decreasing the landlord's
leverage (ceteris paribus), thus increasing the tenant's
business risk and decreasing the landlord's.
Another way to see this is to note that while both the
tenant and landlord face the opportunity cost represented by
the eXt} series, the risk in this opportunity cost is positive
to the landlord, and negative to the tenant. (By the value
additivity principle, risk in inflows or revenues is "bad" in
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that it reduces the market value of the owner of the cash
flows, while risk in outflows or expenses is "good" in that it
increases the market value of the owner of or obligee to the
cash flows.) Thus, it is the landlord who must pay the tenant
(in reduced rent) to get the tenant to sign the multiperiod
lease and remove this risk for the remaining time covered by
the lease.
In a sense, by observing that we can still use formula (la)
to value the property even with multiper10d leasing, we have
solved the valuation problem with long-te~ leases. This is
why the definition of the underlying spot price opportunity
cost construct, (Xt ), is a kind of "short cut". But we do not
yet have in (la) a formula which is useful either for practi-
cal valuation or for conceptual analysis of the relation
between cash flow risk, lease term, and return risk. Formula
(la) is expressed only in terms of the underlying market
opportunity cost cash flows, and the risk of those opportunity
costs, which are unobservable in markets where there is no
short-term spot market for space. For the purposes of our
analysis, we would like to relate formula (la) to values we
can observe, such as the market rental price of T-period
leases, y(t,T), where T is the typical length of time covered
by leases in the market in question.
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To do this, first consider the value of the lease to the
landlord at the time of its signing. By eqn.(A.3.1) of our
zero-NPV lease signing assumption we have th~t the lease value
is just the present certainty-equivalent value (PCEV) of the
opportunity cost cash flows xt from time s through s+T-l.
Formula (1) now gives us a way to specify this peEVe So the
value to the landlord at time s of the T-period lease signed
at time s equals:
Ls[T] • Xs + Vs(T-l)
where Vs(T-l) is given by fo~ula (1) with ~=T-l.
(2a)
But we know also that by Assumption (A.4) this lease has the
value of a T-period riskless annuity paying the rental amount
y(s,T) each year for T years starting with the first payment
now at time s. (Recall from Section 2.1 that y(s,T) is
defined as the new-lease rental price in a T-period lease
signed at time s.) Thus, Ls[T] is also given by:
Ls[T] = (l+r)a[T]y(s,T) (2b)
where arT] is the present value of the T-period riskless annu-
ity (starting one period hence, which is why we must multiply
by (l+r) in the formula above).
aCT] ~ [1-1/(1+r)AT]/r
Putting eqn.(2a) and (2b) together and expanding Vs(T-l) by
formula (1) we can solve for the following relationship
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between the new-lease rental price, y(s,T), and the underlying
cash flow opportunity costs:
y(s,T) • xs/[ (l+r)a[T]] + Vs{T-l)/[ (l+r)a[T]]
Xs H[T-l] Es [XS+1] K[T-l] XS+1
• --------- + --------------- + ----------- (3)(l+r)a[T] (l+r) a[T] (l+r)a(T]
Note that only the first two terms in the RHS of (3) are sto-
chastic.
There is some intuition in formula (3). Note that Vs(T-l)
is a risky cash flow present value multiplier with T-l cash
flows in it, based on the eXt) series, whereas aCT] is a
riskless cash flow multiplier with T cash flows in it. Thus,
Vs (T-l)/Es [Xs+1] will usually be less than a[T]-l (unless x5 is
enough below the central tendency Xs and b 1s large enough).
At T-l, (1+r)8[T]-1 and Vs(T-l)-O, which implies y(S,T)-Xs ' as
it should. The an~u1ty multiplier aCT] 1s slightly less than
T for typical values cf rand T. For T > 1, y(s,T) will be
somewhat less than xs ' unless Xs happens to be considerably
below the central tendency Xs (which could cause the relevant
expected future values of x to considerably exceed Xs if b is
large enough). As noted abo~e, it makes sense for y(s,T) to
usually be smaller than xs ' because of the direction of the
transfer of the risk burden involved l.n the multiperlod
leasing transaction.
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2.3.2.2 Relation Between Rent Price and Underlying Opportunity
Cost Levels
Equation (3) enables us to specify the relationship between
the expected value of the (observable) new-lease rental price
and the (unobservable) underlying cash flow opportunity cost.
using the relationship from (A.l) that:
Es[xs+1] • (1+9) [axs + (l-a-b) Es-1[xs ] + bXs]
and taking time s-l conditional expectations of both sides of
(3), yields the ratio of E~l[Y(S,T)] over E~l[Xs]:
Es-1[y(s,T) ] l+[l-(l-Rs)b](l+g)H[T-l]
~ --~------~--------~~----(l+r)a[T]
(l+g)K[T-l]
+ ----------- Rs(l+r)a[T]
( 4 )
where Rs is defined to be the current (time s-l) ratio of the
next period's central tendency value over the next period's
conditional expected value: Ro • Xs/E~l[XS]. This ratio
reflects the current de,'iation above or below the central
tendency. The unconditional expected value of Rs is one. Thus,
the ratio of the unconditional or long-run average value of y
to x is just the above relation (4) with Rs.l, which 1s
obviously less than one.
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2.3.2.3 Relationship Between Rent Price Risk and underlying
Opportunity Cost Risk
Similar reasoniLg applied to eqn.(3) and using (A.I) as
above allows us to establish the relation between the risk in
the new-lease rental price series, labelled 0Y' and the
underlying risk o. Defining Oy as follows:
0y • COV~l[y(s,T),Is]/E~l[y(s,T)]
We obtain the following relation between 0y and a:
1 + aH[T-l](l+g)
•
1 + [l-(1-Rs)b]H[T-l](1+9) + K[T-l](l+g)Rs
Note that at T-l all the terms are zero and the ratio 1s
unity, as it should be. If b is positive (underlying cash
( 5 )
flows are mean-reverting), this ratio is stochastic over time,
depending on the current deviation of the rental market around
its central tendency. However, at the average value of Rs·l,
(5) reduces to:
0y/O[Rs.l] = (l+aH[T-l](l+g»/(l+H[T-l](l+g)+K[T-l](l+g»)
Since for T>l and b>O all the terms are positive, this
implies that oy/a with Rs.l is less than unity, unless a is
enough greater than one to offset the additional mean-rever-
sion term in the denominator, which would be unlikely. Thus,
with multi-period riskless leases, the new-lease rental price
will usually and on average be less risky than the underlying
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spot market opportunity cost (at least, if there is either
significant mean-reversion or the elasticity of expectations
is less than unity). This makes sense, because the multi-
period lease rent is based not only on the current rental
market conditions, but on expectations of the market in the
future periods covered by the lease. From the perspective of
any point 1n time, mean-reversion tendencies and smoothing in
the conditional expectations due to inelastic expectations
will act to reduce the risk 1n the expected future rental
market and thereby tend to smooth the rental price series.
Note that this is not the same thing as the reduction in
risk faced by the landlord as a result of multi-period leas-
ing, in the sense that contractual cash flows under any given
lease are, by assumption, riskless. This can be seen by con-
sidering the case where underlying cash flows are not mean-
reverting with b-O (therefore, K[T-l]-O for any T) and the
underlying elasticity of expectations equals or exceeds unity
(a~l). In this case, the new-lease rental price series is at
least as risky as the underlying spot market opportunity cost
series, even though the landlords reduce their risk and face
riskless cash flows within each lease. The (y(t,T)} series is
not the same as the {eFt} cash flow series obtained by the
landlords, for only a fraction of each buildlng (or a fraction
of all bUildings) is exposed to the new-lease rental price
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y(t,T) in each period t. The actual cash flow series {eFt}
will indeed be less risky than the underlying spot market with
multi-period leases, reflecting the smoothing caused by risk-
less cash flows within each lease (see Section 2.3.3).
2.3.2.4 Relation Setween Rent Price Elasticity of Expectations
and Underlying Opportunity Cost Elasticity of
Expectations
Equation (3) together with the cash flow process assumption
(A.l) also allows us to derive the relation between the elas-
ticities of expectations of the observable rental price and
the underlying opportunity costs. First, we define the rental
price elasticity of expectations, ay, analogous to that of the
underlying opportunity costs: ..
ay • a~_l[y(t,T) ]/ay(t-l,T)/(l+g)
Using the chain rule we can expand this derivative:
( 1+9)Oy
-
a~_l[y(t,T)] a~_l[Xt]
------------~ ----~----
a~-l[Xt] ay(t~l,T)
Then, using (3) and (A.l) we can specify both of the deriva-
tives on the RHS above, to obtain the following relationship
between ay and a:
III
1 + (l-b)H[T-l](l+g)
----------~-~~-----~ a
1 + aH[T-l] (l+g)
( 6 )
The intuition for relationship (6) can be developed as
follows. First consider the non-mean-reverting case where
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b-O. At T-1, H[T-1]-O, and ay-a, as it should. For multi-
period leases lT~2), Oy will be less than a if and only if
a<l, ay will be greater than a if and only if a>l, and if a m 1,
ay will equal a, no matter how large T is. This makes sense,
since with multi-period leases the rental price series
(y(t,T)} is based not only on the current opportunity cost but
on expectations of future opportunity costs over the life of
the lease. These future expectations are less (or more) sen-
sitive to present realizations, depending on whether the
underlying a 1s less (or greater) than unity.
This also has an implication regarding the relationship of
lease term on ay in the non-mean-reve~sioncase. If underly-
ing a is less (greater) than unity, then Qy will increase
(decrease) with lease term. Note that this is opposite to the
relationship between a and Oy with respect to lease te~. That
is, if a is less (greater) than unity, Oy decreases
(increases) with lease term. Since Qy and 0y interact
multiplicatively in the total return risk (that is, as we
shall see: or - ayOy' if b-O), this results in return risk
being less sensitive than one might think to the lease term,
if cash flews are non-mean-reverting.
Consideration of the likely magnitude of H[T-l] can tell us
even more about aye For b-O, H[T-1] will be the ex dividend
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present certainty-equivalent value multiplyer for a stream of
T-l risky cash flows. So HtT-l] will be less than T-l, but
not much less if the risk is not too great and T is not too
large. For T in the neighborhood of 5 to 10 years, which is
typical of office space lease te~s, H[T-l] should be roughly
20 or 30 percent less than T-l. This means that for typical
values of T, ay will be very near to unity, over a broad range
of reasonable values for the underlying a, provided b-O. For
example, for H[T-1](1+g).S, (6) becomes: ay • 6a/(1+Sa), which
gives the following relation between ay an~ a:
a <ly
0.50 0.86
0.75 0.95
1.00 1.00
1.25 1.03
1.50 1.06
The intuitive reason why ay should approximately equal one
for the non-mean-reverttng case no matter what a is can be
easily understood. With multi-period leases, the (y(t,T)}
series of rental prices is like a weighted moving average of
the underlying {Xt } series, based on the PCEV formula repre-
sented by H[T-l]. The longer the lease term, T, the longer is
the moving average. For illustration, ignore growth, risk,
illiquidity, and the time value of money, and think of y(t,T)
as equal to (lIT) times the sum of the expectations as of time
t of ~, xt+1' ~+2' ••• , xt+T-1• The elastic!ty of expectations
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of the rental price, Cly, equals the change in l4:_1[y(t,T)]
caused by a one unit change 1n y(t-l,T). Under the above
simplifications, this is given by:
~~-1 [y (t, T) ]
-------------
ay(t-l,T)
Jl~.•l [ (liT) (~+Xt+l+· • • +~+T-l) ]
. -~--~------~-----~-~---~-~--~-~--
~ ( (lIT) 14:-1 [ (~-l+Xt+· • •+Xt+T-2) ]
~ -------~------~----~------- (7 )
It is clear that the sum that is changing in the numerator
is a1most identical to the sum that is changing 1n the denomi-
nator, except that the sum in the numerator includes ~+~1 and
excludes ~-1' as the moving average "moves" one un!t in time.
But all the other T-2 terms ranging from xt through ~+~2 are
included in both the numerator and denominator.
The random walk assumption on the {Xt ) series implies ttl-at
all the time t-l expectations of terms frorn xt through XtfT-1
will be identically affected by the realization of xt - 1• For
example, a one unit change in xt-1 would cause a change of a
un!ts 1n each of the subsequent expected values, Et - 1[Xt ], Et_
1[~~]' etc •• o. Therefore, any realization of x~l which causes
a one unit change in the denominator of would also caUSL a
very similar change 1n the numerator, at least if T and/or a
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were large enough so that the weight of the xt-1 term in the
total value of the denominator is small.
That is, we can rewrite the above ratio 1n tenms of a change
in the t-l realization of x, as follows:
Ta (Axt _1)
= -----------------
[1+ (T-l )a] (A~_l )
aT
=- ------
aT+l-a.
From which it is clear that for reasonably large values of T,
~ must be near unity. Although this analysis ignores risk,
growth, illiquidity, and the time value of money, it is not
hard to believe that these factors do not have a tremendous
effect on this approximation.
Now consider the case of mean-reversion, where b>max(g,O}.
(Note that b not only appears directly in (6), but indirectly
as well via its effect on H[T-l].) In general, ~ must be
less with mean-reversion than it is without mean reversion,
because a portion of the expected future cash flows is non-
stochastic, governed by the central tendency. Recall from the
discussion in Section 2.3.1 that even in short-range forecasts
of Xt~ with mean-reversion, at least approximately the portion
b of the expected cash flows is non-stochastic. This portion
will not be influenced by changes in the realized value of xt_
l' thus dampening the sensitivity of ~_l[y(t,T)] to y(t-l,T),
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and reducing ay below the level it would obtain without mean-
reversion. Indeed, using reasoning analogous to that
presented above for the random walk case, we would expect ay
with mean-reversion to approximately equal (l-b), for a broad
range of reasonable values of a. From fo~ula (6) it is
obvious that this would be the case for large values of H[T-
1]. However, with mean-reversion, H[T-l] will tend to be much
smaller than it is without mean-reversion, as H[T-l]
essentially represents the present value only of the stochas-
tic part of the future cash flow stream.
This reflects another side of the difference between mean-
reversion and random walks. The future values of Xt~ are not
cearly so equally weighted in the stochastic part of the mov-
ing average of the (E1[~~]) sequence which composes the
{y(t,T») series, with only the near-term Et[Xt~] values being
very susceptible to stochastic change. This is effectively
like reducing the number of ~K terms in the sums in both the
numerator and denominator of the illustrative equation (7)
above. This effect partly offsets the effect of the non-
stochastic portion of {~[~~]}, raising ay slightly above the
(l-b) level for most values of a, and also making ay a bit
more sensitive to a than it is without mean reversion. Never-
theless, ay remains fairly insensitive to the underlying a,
and generally smaller than what it would be under the non-
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mean-reversion case. For example, assuming H[T-l](1+g)m2, and
b-.25, formula (6) becomes cy - 2.5a/(1+2a), which gives:
a
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1a50
Qy
0.63
0.75
0.83
0.89
0.94
2.3.2.5 Mean Reversion in the Rental Price Series and the
Underlying Series
It seems fairly intuitive that the rate of mean reversion
would be the same in the rental price series (y(t,T)} as it is
in the underlying series ext}. This intuition is confirmed as
follows. Define by to be the rate at which (y(t,T)} tends to
revert to its central tendency, which we label y(t,T). [This
central tendency for {y(t,T)} is related in principle to that
of the eXt} series using equation (4).] Just as b can be
defined formally from (A.l) by the relation:
b :J!I
So, we can analogously define by the relation:
~[y(t+l,T)] - Et [y(t+2,T)]/(1+g)
--------------~----~------~--~---
Et [y(t+l,T)] - Y(t+l,T)
using equation (3) and CA.l) we can expand this second ratio
and relate it to the first to reveal that:
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(l+(l-b)H[T-l] (l+g)) (~[Xt+2]-~+2)/[(l+r)a[T]]
~ ----------~~---------~-------~------~----------
(1+(1-b)H[T-1] (1+g» (Et[Xt+l]-~+l)/[(l+r)a[T]]
=- (l+g) (l-b)
which confirms the intuitive result that by=b.
2.3.2.6 Summarizing up to Here •••
At the outset of Section 2.3.2 we obtained a valuation model
for a building with multi-period leases, but that model was
specified entirely in te~s of the unobservable underlying
parameters, Es[X~l]' a, a, and b. In the following four sub-
sections we used the underlying cash flow stochastic process
assumption (A.l) and the valuation formula (1) itself, to
develop relationships between these underlying parameters and
the corresponding observable parameters based on the new-lease
rental price time series, (y(s,T)}. We saw that these rela-
tionships were reasonably intuitive, at least at a rough
qualitative level. Thus, all of the unobservable variables
and parameters in our original valuation formula (la) can now
be expressed in terms of variables and parameters which are at
least potentially observable.
This means that formula (la) may have some practical role
aiding actual property valuations in some situations. But
more importantly for the purpose of this thesis, we can use
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the relationships developed above to build our intuition about
real estate return risk and its relationship to rental market
risk and lease te~, by exploring the conceptual relationships
implied in the above analysis. Before we can ~o this, how-
ever, we must introduce one more level of complexity into the
model, for we have not yet considered the effect of existing
vintage leases in the bUildings we are evaluating, and the
relationship to actual observed cash flow, the {eFt} series,
which reflects these existing leases. This is the subject of
the next section of the Chapter.
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Summary of Assumptions •••
Assumption (A.l): The Opportunity Cost Stochastic Process ...
~ = (1+~ )~-lt ] (A. 1 • 1 )
~-1[~] =- (l+g) (1+aut_l)~_2[Xt_l]+(1+g)b(~_1-Et_2[Xt_l])
(A.l.2)
where b~O and:
~ = Xo(1+9) At = (1+9) ~-1' all t
{~} is white noise with zero mean:
COV(ut'ut~]-O, E[Utl-O, all L & t
COVt -1[ut,I1] = COVt_l[~,It]/~_l[~] = 0,where a s a constant tor a~l t
Assumption (A.2): The Risk Value Model .••
14:-1[r(i)t] = r + A + lJCovt_l[r(i)t,It ] , all t
(A.l.3)
(A.l.4)
(A.l.5)
(A. 2)
(A.3.1)
Assumption (A.3): Zero-NPV Lease Signing Transaction ...
Ls[T] =- PCEVs [ {Xt }] , t = s, s+l, ..• , s+T-l
• Xs + PCEVs [ (~) ] , t = S+l, ••• , s+T-l
Assumption (A.4): Riskless Constant-Rent Leases ...
Yt(S,T) = y(s,T), all t = s, s+l, ... , s+T-l
= 0, otherwise,
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(A.4.1)
S-":r.N1\ary of Va]..uation Model ...
Vs( 't-T) • H[T]Es[xs+1] + K[T]XS+1
where:
---> H[-]. 9
and:
K[T] • mbST
_._> K[.]. 9b(1+g)/(r+A-g)
an~.•••
9 B (l-~a)/[r+A-g+(l+g)(b+a~a)]
m• (l-~O)/(l+r+A)
Z • (l+g)(l-b-a~a)/(l+r+A)
51 g 0, 82 • (l+g)/(l+r+A), and for T~3:
l+g 1+9
ST • (----.• )A(T-l) + (-----)'·(T·-2) (l+Z) +
l+r+A l+r+A
(1) and (la)
• •• +
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1+9 T-2(-----)(l+Z+ •.. +z )
l+r+>-
2.3.3 Return Risk and Cash Flows Including Existing Leases
OUr objective in this section 1s to develop the relationship
between asset return risk, or' and underlying risk, 0, so that
we can numerically analyze not only the arIa relationship, but
also other relationships of interest. In particular, stnce we
must relate the actual cash flow series (eFt) to the
underlying opportunity cost series eXt} to obtain the formula
for 0r/o# the development in this Section will also allow us
to specify the relation between the observable cash flow risk,
a~, and both the return risk and underlying opportunity cost
risk. Together with the relationship Oy/o already speclfied
in Section 2.3.2, this will enable us to numerically analyze
the relationships among all three levels of cash flow risk, as
well as between these cash flow risks and the total return
risk. Also, since CF(t,T) and y(t,T) are functions of lease
te~ T, specifying the valuation formula in terms of CF and y
instead of in terms of x enables us to explore the rela-
tionship between risk and lease term.
2.3.3.1 Taking Account of Existing Leases
The first thing we must do 1s to take account of the fact
that a property may have existing vintage or newly-signed
leases which have not expired as of the present. These conti-
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nuing leases reflect the market rental price during past peri-
ods, that is, y(t,T) values for times t prior to the present.
They give the building some future cash flows which are risk-
less (from which comes the "bond-like" part of the property's
value discussed at the outset of this Chapter).
We begin by imagining a building all of whose space rents
out under a single lease. Formula (1) gives the ex dividend
building value at time s if s happens to be a time when the
lease has just expired. But suppose that there are n periods
left in the building's current lease (not counting the present
period, for which rent has already been received)~ Note that
n can range from 0, if the lease is expiring in the current
period, to T-l if we have a new lease that was just signed at
the beginning of the current period. At any time s, the buil-
ding value, Vs' will be given by:
Vs =- Bs + Ss ( 8 )
where Bs is the "bond part" value and 5s is the "stock part"
value, as follows:
Bs • a[n]y(s+n+l-T,T)
58 =- PCEVs(Vs+n]
Recall that y(s+n+l-T,T) is the new-lease rental price
prevailing for T-period leases signed T-n-l periods prior to
time s, and a[n] 1s the present (ex dividend) value of a risk-
less unit annuity with n payments left. PCEVo[Vn] must be
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determined in the same way that equation (la) of Section 2.3.1
was derived (ie, by recursion). The simple breakdown of
building value in (8) can now be used to develop the formula
for total return risk as a function of underlying risk.
2.3.3.2 Risk in Total Returns
By definition, the total return to asset i 1n period s is
given by:
r(l)s • (CFs+Vs )/Vs-1 - 1
Since the total return has both a cash flow component and an
appreciation component, the return risk will also have these
two components:
or • COVs-1[CFs ,Is ]/Vs-1 + COVs-1[Vs ' I s ]/Vs-1 (9)
2.3.3.2.1 Intuition & Qualitative Relationships •••
Let us now use the above definitions and the analysis in
Section 2.3.3.1 to develop some intuition about the nature of
the return risk, or.
First, consider the relative magnitudes of the two compo-
nents in (9), the cash flow component and the appreciation
component. In long-lived assets, the cash flow in anyone
year is generally a small fraction of the value of the asset.
For example, in investment grade commercial real estate, as
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represented by the PRISA and FRC indices, the income return
component or cash yield averages about 8 percent, or less than
one-tenth the asset ex dividend value. Thus, as with any
long-lived asset, we would generally expect most of the risk
in the total return, the bulk of or' to come from the second
term on the RHS of (9), the appreciation component.
Now consider a peculiarity of the return risk when there are
multi-period riskless leases. From Section 2.3.3.1, it is
clear that the cash flow component of (9) will exist only when
n-O at time s-l, that is, only when the building's lease
expires at the end of the cl1rrent (s-l) period, such that a
new lease must be signed at time s. In that case, the entire
next period cash flow of the single-lease building is risky as
of time s-l. Otherwise, there is no risk in the next period
cash flow·, and the first term 1n (9) is zero.
Also from Section 2.3.3.1, we see that the second term in
(9), the appreciation component of the risk, has two parts: a
bond value part based on Bs ' and a stock value part based on
Sse While the bond value part is always riskless once the
lease is signed, it is not riskless in the period prior to the
signing of a new lease. The bond value part will tllUS also
only be risky (l/T)th of the time, when naO at time s-1.
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The stock value part, Ss' 1s always risky ex ante, but its
magnitude will tend to decrease (with the PCEV formula) as n
gets larger (1e, the IIforward" claim on the stock part gets
farther removed from the present). This discounting effect
will be more pronounced when there is mean reversion in the
cash flows. In that case the expectation of cash flows in the
future rapidly becomes almost riskless as one looks farther
into the future where the ca3h flow expectation is dominated
by the dete~inistic centr~l tendency. This causes the covar-
iance in the forward stock value part of the numerator of (9)
to diminish rapidly as time remaining on the existing lease
increases.
Thus, the numerator' (the covariance) in (9) will always
include the stock value part, but only in (l/T)th of the years
will it include a cash flow part and a bond value part. On
the other hand, the denominator 1n (9), VS- 1' will never
include the s-l cash flow (since V~l is ex dividend), but will
always include the bond value part as well as the stock value
part of asset value. (Since the denominator of (9) is a
value, not a covariance, we include the total value of Vs-1'
not just the ex ante risky component).
What does this imply for the relation between return risk
and lease term? Since, in the numerator of (9), multi-period
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riskless leases cause the cash flow component and the bond
part of the appreciation component of total return covariance
to be attenuated by the factor (liT), while, in the denomina-
tor of (9), building value is (by our assumption A.3) left
essentially unchanged by the presence of multi-period leases,
it would appear that return risk is at least slightly reduced
by the presence of multi-period riskless leases.
While the tendency of return risk to decrease with lease
term is intuitively appealing, it is not clear, ~ priori, how
strong this relationship will be. We noted that the cash flow
component of return risk for long-lived assets is a small
fraction of the total return risk, so the fact that this com-
ponent is attenuated by the multi-period leases will not have
much effect on the total return risk. The bond part of the
appreciation component of the total return risk is also atte-
nuated by the (liT) factor, but with lease terms in the neigh-
borhood of 5 to 10 years, this bond part will be a fairly
small proportion of the total asset value, representing the
value of somewhere between 0 and T-l years of cash flow oppor-
tunities in an asset which derives its total value from a
perpetuity of cash flow opportunities. Thus, the apprectation
component of the total return risk may also not be too greatly
reduced by the use of multi-period leases. Furthermore, at
least if cash flows follow a random walk, offsetting factors
may come into play between the underlying risk, the observable
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cash flow risk, and the return risk. Recall, for example,
that if underlying elasticity of expectations exceeds unity
and there is no mean reversion, then rental price risk actu-
ally increases with lease term. Even if underlying elasticity
of expectations is less than unity, if the~e is no mean rever-
sion then the riskless lease effect could be diluted by the
fact that the rental price elasticity of expectations will in
that case increase with lease term. Therefore, at least for
non-mean-reverting cash flows, the tendency of return risk to
decrease with lease te~ may not be too strong.
Formula (9) and the analysis of the valuation formula in
Section 2.3.1 can also be used to reveal the effect of mean
reversion on the magnitude of the return risk, independent
from any lease term effect. The presence of mean reversion in
the cash flows introduces another difference between the num-
erator and denominator in (9), which turns out to be ~ite
important. Recall that with mean-reversion, the valuation
formula (1) has a non-stochastic component as well as a sto-
chastic component, the non-stochastic component reflecting the
central tendency. This non-stochastic component of property
value will of course be included in the value in the denonlina-
tor of (9), but not 1n the terms in the numerator, since being
non-stochastic it has no covariance. As the non-stochastic
component of asset value can be quite large, this can result
in a great reduction in return risk, compared to the random
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walk cash flow case, regardless of lease term. This is merely
a reflection of the fact that most of the value of a 10ng-
lived asset is derived from the expectation of medium to 10ng-
term future cash flows, which with mean reversion is almost
riskless, due to the dominance of the dete~inistic central
tendency in such future cash flows.
2.3.3.2.2 Quantitative Fo~lae•••
The qualitative analysis in the preceding section offers
some insights, but does not allow us to verify the quantita-
tive significance of the relationships noted. To do this, we
must specify formula (9) in terms of the underlying cash flow
risk, o.
To define 0r/o in a manner amenable to numerical analysis,
the approach used here is to model a stylized building,
(l/T)th of whose space becomes available as a result of expir-
ing leases each period. We will also assume a stylized prior
cash flow history, in which cash flows prior to the present
period are assumed to be allan the central tendency or (in
the random walk case) all on the expected growth (or
"ungrowth") path backwards from the current cash flow. These
assumptions merely serve to facilitate the conceptual numeri-
cal analysis which is the objective of this inquiry, and do
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not represent fundamental constraints on the multi-period cash
flow valuation model.
using relation (3) between y(t,T) and xt ' and the stylized
simple cash flow history noted above, both Bs and Ss can be
expanded and expressed in terms of Es[X~l]. This enables one
to express the {Vs ) series in terms of the underlying (Xs )
series and, more to the point, in terms of the {us} series of
underlying forecast errors. The observable cash flow series
{CFs} is also easily expressed in terms of the (y(s,T))
series, and from this via (3) and the stylized cash flow his-
tory assumption, in te~s of the {Xs ) and therefore the {Us)
series. We can thus derive the risk characteristics of both
the (Vs ) and reFs} series in terms of the underlying risk, 0,
for each (l/T)th part of the stylized building. (These T
parts have, respectively, n=T-l, n=T-2, ... , n=O periods
remaining on their leases.) Using the value additivity prin-
ciple to put these parts together, we thus value the entire
property. Though the algebra is rather lengthy and messy, the
derivations are completely straightforward.
While the styli~ed cash flow history assumption does not
permit the nume~ical examination of the effects of deviations
from the central tendency in prior periods (this would just be
too messy, and add little insight), it does permit us to con-
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sider the effects of deviations from the central tendency in
. the current period. To do this, it is convenient to consider
time s-l to be the current period, and to define a "numeraire"
to normalize the numerical valuation formula. The numeralre
is defined by:
ES- 1[Xs : xs-1=Xs ] = 1
where E~l[Xs:x~l=X~l] refers to the time s-l expectation of xs '
given that xS- 1 equals the central tendency value XS- 1 (or, 1n
the random walk case, x~l can be any arbitrary value since
there is no central tendency) a
With this definition of a numeraire, it is convenient to
express the normalized deviation from the central tendency in
the current period by the factor D:
D = xs-,/XS_1
Thus, D-l implies the current underlying cash flow is just on
its central tendency. With this definition of D, assumption
(A.l) gives the current expectation of the next period's
underlying opportunity cost cash flow in normalized value as
[l+(D-l)Q], which means that the next period deviation ratio
Rs defined in Section 2.3.2 is given by:
Rs = Xs/Es-1[Xs ] = l/[l+(D-l)a]
With these definitions and assumptions in mind, the rela-
tionship between return risk and underlying risk can now be
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quantified. We first define some terms to simplify and clar-
ify the formula:
Cl
C2
Cash flow COyar i ance = covs-l [ CFs ' Is ]
Bond part of appreciation covariance
covs-1 [ Bs ' Is ]
C3 = Forward stock part of appreciation covariance
::II COVs-1[88 , Is]
C4a = Bond part of asset value for lease just signed 1n
present (S-l) period ::II (l/T)th fraction of B~l with
n=T-l
C4b = Bond part of asset value for leases signed prior to
s-l = Components of B~l for the T-l (l/T)th frac
tions of the property with n=l to T-2
CS - Forward stock part of time s-l asset value = S~l
including each of T fractions with n=O to T-l
Formula (9) thus expands to:
Cl + C2 + C3
- -------------- a
C4a + C4b + C5
where the component te~s are defined as follows:
1 + aH[T-l] (l+g)
Cl m ---------------- [l+(D-l)a]
(l+r)a[T]
1 + aH[T-l](l+g)
C2 a a[T-l] ---------------- [l+(D-l)a]
(l+r)a[T]
T-l (l+g)An
C3 ~ ~ {--------- (QAn) aH[m](l+g)[l+(D-l)Q] }
n=O (l+r+l)An
D + H[T-l](l+g)[l+(D-l)a] + K[T-l](l+g)
C4a = a[T-l] ---------------------------------------(l+r)a[T](l+g)
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(10)
(lOa)
(lOb~
(IDc)
(lOd)
T-2 1 + H[T-l](l+g) + K[T-l](l+g)
C4b = ~ {s[n] ----------------------------- }
n=l (1+r)a[T](1+g)A(T-n)
T-l (l+g)An
CS = E --------- { (QAn)H[m][l+(D-l)a]
0=0 (l+r+l)An
(l-QAn)/(l-Q)
+ [1 + -------------]K[~] )
(l+g)/(r+l-g)
where: Q = I-b-a~a.
(IOe)
(lOf)
Although messy, these formulas are all fairly intuitive if
you study them for awhile, given the discussion in Section
2.3.3.2.1 and the definitions of the terms described in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. The only mystery terms are perhaps those with the
Q factor in them. These telms result from the recursion of
the forward stock value part of Vs and Vs-1• Note that for 0=0
these te~s all disappear or reduce to the value they would
have without being multiplied by Q.
In the case where there are no leases: Tal, (l+r)a[T]=l,
H[T-l]=K[T-l]=O, and (10) reduces to the formula relating
return risk to cash flow risk found by Myers & Turnbull if b=O
or to the corresponding formula found by Bhattacharya if b>O
(and g-O).
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2~3.3.3 Observable Cash Flow Risk
The same analysis and conventions as were used above to
obtain the arIa relation can be used to obtain the relation
between observable cash flow risk and underlying opportunity
cost risk, a~/a. First, we define the observable risk
analogous to the other risk definitions:
cOVs_1[CFs ,. Is]
=
ES- 1reFs]
Expansion of the above definition in terms of Xs and then Us
using assumption (A.l), eqn.(3), and the stylized cash flow
history assumption noted previously, reveals the following
relationship between cash flow risk and underlying risk:
=
[l+aH[T-l](l+g)][l+(D-l)Q]
-------------------------- a
C6 + C7 + C8
(11)
where:
C6 = Current (at time S-1) expected cash flow next
period (S) from the new lease to be signed next
period, times (l+r)a[T]
C7 = Cash flow to be received next period from the
lease just signed this period (S-l), times
(l+r)a[T]
C8 = Cash flow to be received next period (S ) from the
leases signed in prior periods (s-2 to s-(T-l)),
times (l+r)a[T]
and these terms in the denominator are expanded as follows:
C6 = [1+(1-b)H[T-l](1+g)][1+(D-l)a]+bH[T-1](1+g)+K[T-l](1+9)
(lla)
C7 = (D + H[T-l](l+g)[l+(D-l)a] + K[T-l](l+g)}/(l+g)
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(llb)
s+l-T
ca • (l + H[T-l](l+g) + K[T-1J(1+g)) E l/(l+g)~(s-j) (llc)
jaS-2
2.4 Summary and Relation to volatility
This Chapter has presented a valuation model for a long-
lived asset under uncertainty with multi-period riskless
leases. The purpose of the model is to allow numeri~31 analy-
sis of the rela~1onsh1ps between return risk, cash flow risk,
rental market risk, and lease term. This analysis and some of
its implications will be pursued in the next Chapter. Before
moving to that analysis, however, we should note ~ generaliza-
tion which is possible concerning the relationships developed
1n this Chapter.
While the definition of return risk used in this Chapter 1s
the systematic risk or covariance of returns with a CAPM-tYF9
white noise index (as defined in assumption (A.2)), the mathe-
matical relationships found here between return risk and the
risk in the rental market or cash flow will also hold for the
corresponding relationships rega~ding the one-period condi-
tional standard deviations. In other words, the relationships
iuent1fied in this chapter can be applied to volatility as
well as to systematic risk. For example:
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Covt_1[r(1)t,It ] SDt_1[r(i)t]
__________~---------------~ • ~_~ I~ ---~~~-~-~----
COVt _1[y(t,T) ,It ]/14:_1[y(t,T)] SDt_1[y(t,T) ]/Et _1[y(t,T)]
and similarly for the other levels of cash flow, (xt ) and
(eFt); where SDt _1[ •• ] is the standard deviation conditional on
knowledge through time t-l.
This holds because both r(i)t as well as all the levels of
cash flow are deterministic affine functions of the underlying
cash flow one-period proportional forecast error, ut :
r( l)t ., 14:-1 [ r ( i ) t ] + GrUt
Xt • Et -1[~t] + Gxut
Yt • 14:-1 [y ( t , T) ] + GYUt
CFt • 14:-1 [CF (t, T)] + GCfut
All of the terms and parameters on the RHS above are known
constants as of time t-l except for ut • Thus, the covariance
of the LHS with It equals G times the covariance of ut with It,
and similarly the standard deviation of the LHS equals G times
the standard dev1ati~n of ut • So the LHS covariances with It
and their standard deviations are related by the same ratio,
the ratio of the corresponding G parameters (eg, Oy/o • Gy/Gx •
SD[y]/SD[Xj). The focus of the analysis in this Chapt~r has
been to quantify the G parameters 1n such a way that numerical
analysis can be carried out to explore these relationships.
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Summary of Valuation Model with Leases ••.
where •••
Vs-1 (C4a + C4b + C5)/T
C4a • Bond part of asset value for lease just signed in
present (s-l) period • (l/T)th fraction of B~l with
n-T-1
C4b = Bond part of asset value for leases signed prior to
s-l = Components of BS- 1 for the T-l (l/T)th fractions of the property with n-l to T-2
CS • Forward stock part of time s-1 asset value • S~l
including each of T fractions with n-O to T-l
and more specifically ••.
o + H[T-l](l+g)[l+(D-l)Q] + K[T-l](l+g)
C4a - a[T-l] -----------------------------~---------(l+r)a[T](l+g)
T-2 1 + H[T-l](l+g) + K[T-l](l+g)
C4b • E (a[n] ----------------------------- )
n~l (l+r)a[T](l+g)A(T-n)
T-l (l+g)An
CS - E --------- { (QAn)H[-][l+(D-l)a]
n-Q ( l+r+l) An
(l-QAn)/(l-Q)
+ [1 + ---~---------]K[~] }
(l+g)/(r+l-g)
where: 0 m l-b-a~a.
D • xs-1/Xs-1
and the value is normalized to the numeraire:
Es-1[Xs : Xs-1.Xl] • 1.
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(lOd)
(108)
( lOf)
Chapter 3: Some Quantitative and Practical Implications of
the Valuation Model
In this Chapter we use the valuation model and relationships
developed in the previous Chapter to explore some quantitative
and practical implications of interest to real estate
analysts. Section 3.1 presents a numerical analysis to
develop understanding and intuition regarding the nature of
commercial real estate return risk. Section 3.2 presents some
applications of the model to topics of interest.
3.1 NUmeri~al Analysis
In this Section we quantitatively explore: (3.1.1) the
effect of lease term on risk; (3.1.2) the relations between
cash flow risk, rental market risk, and return risk; and
(3.1.3) the sensitivity of these findings to various factors,
such as interest rates, growth and cyclicality in the cash
flows.
3.1.1 Lease Te~ Effect on Risk
In the discussion in Chapter 2 it ~1as suggested that, hold-
ing underlying risk 0 constant, both observable cash flow risk
a~ and total return risk or should generally fall with the
length of the lease term, but by how much, or how significant
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this effect would be was difficlllt to gauge from just looking
at the algebraic formulas. The Tables 3.1a-b (located at the
end of Section 3.1) quantify this effect, and allow us to
develop a feeling for the lease term effect.
The Tables show the ratio of the expected new-lease rental
price to the expected underlying spot rant, Et [ Yt+1] lEt [ Xt+1], as
well as the new-lease rental price elasticity of expectations,
ay' and the ratios or/a, ay/a, and aCF/, for a range of
plausible underlying a, and b values, for lease terms ranging
from 1 to 10 years. The Tables also assume base case interest
and growth rates of .03 and 0, respectively, a market price of
return risk times underlying risk factor of ~aa.05, no
illiquidity premium (kaO), and that the rental market is at
its long-run average or previously expected balance between
supply and demand (0-1). (Sensitivity of results to these
parameters is explored in Section 3.1.3.) Table 3.1a shows
the ratios for the non-mean-reverting case with b-O, while
Table 3.1b presents the mean-reverting case with b-.25. (Sen-
sitivity over the range of plausible b values is explored in
Section 3.2.1, where we will see that b-.25 is well represent-
ative of the mean-reversion case.)
The level and pattern of the rental price expectations and
elasticity of expectations are as anticipated in the discus-
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. sian in Sections 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.2.4 of the previous Chapter.
Over the range of a considered here, we note that Q y is always
near unity for large T (or a bit less with mean reversion),
and that it is not very sensitive to lease term, is increasing
in a (but varies much less than a), and is decreasing in b.
(We shall see later that the fact that Qy is near unity for
b=Q has important implications regarding the magnitude of the
return risk relative to the observable cash flow risk for the
case without mean reversion.)
Et[Yt~] is less than ~[X~l] for T>l, reflecting the lower
risk the landlord bears, and higher risk the tenant bears,
with multi-period leases. This effect increases with lease
term, but not greatly, as cash flows under existing leases
give only a fraction of the total value of the (infinite-
lived) property (making it impossible even for multi-year
leases to eliminate most of the risk that matters to the land-
lord), and because the time-value-of-money (riskless interest
rate) enters into the lease valuation equation as well as risk
discounting. (Indeed, for the longer-term leases in the case
of mean-reversion, it is the time-value-of-money that dom-
inates the lease valuation picture, since mean-reversion eli-
minates most of the risk in longer term leases. This is why
the rent price ratio Ey/Ex does not fall with increasing lease
•
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term nearly as much as the return risk or does, under mean
reversion.)
The observable rental market risk, represented by the new-
lease rental price time series risk, 0Y' is seen in Table 3.1a
to be not very sensitive to the lease term in the non-mean-
reversion case, but slightly decreasing over lease term if 0(1
and slightly increasjng over lease term if a>l. Mean rever-
sion is seen in Table 3.1b to introduce much more sensitivity
to lease term, with 0y generally decreasing with lease term
even when a>l. (The exception is with 0>1 and very short
lease term.) This pattern of relationship between 0y and T
makes sense, based on the discussion in Section 2.3.2.3.
Recall that market rental price risk is dampened below the
underlying risk by two factors: inelastic expectations, and
mean reversion in the expected future underlying opportunity
costs, with both factors operating over the remaining lease
term period when the new lease is signed (which is T-l years).
Both of these effects, but particularly the mean-reversion
effect, are more important the longer into the future the
lease extends. While the two effects operate in the same
direction if a<l, if a>l then the elasticity of expectations
effect is opposite to the mean reversion effect (if there is
any). In this case' the elasticity of expectations effect
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causes expectations of future opportunity costs to be more
volatile than past realizations, which influences lease rental
prices to be more risky with longer lease term. In the case
of very short te~ leases and a>1, there is not time under the
lease for mean reversion to have much effect, so the mean-
reversion effect is dominated by the elastic expectations
effect, which is why we see Oy>o only for T~3 in Table 3.1b.
Unlike 0y' observable cash flow risk Ocr is seen in the
Tables to be quite sensitive to lease term, and always
decreasing over lease term, even when a)1 and without mean-
reversion. This makes sense, as multi-period leasing essen-
tially eliminates all but the fraction (l/T)th of the cash
flow risk. Indeed, with Qal and no mean-reversion, this is
exactly the fraction of cash flow risk that is eliminated. In
other cases, the relationship between {Yt} and eXt) enters the
picture in a manner which causes a and b to influence the cash
flow risk, since cash flow (eFt) 1s based on rental price
{Yt}, which in turn is based on leases which involve multi-
period opportunity cost valuation of future values in the eXt)
series. The result is that observable cash flow risk will
usually falloff faster with T than the fraction (liT).
Holding underlying opportunity cost risk a const~n~, Tables
3.1 reveal that total return risk or also falls off with lease
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term, even when a)l and there is no mean reversion, but or is
much less sensitive to lease term than is observable cash flow
risk. If T=lO, for example, a~ is generally about one-tenth
or less the value it would have with no long-term leasing,
while or falls off only to about two-thirds the value it would
have ~1th no long-term leases in the case of no mean rever-
sion, or to about one-third the value it would have with no
long-term leases in our mean reversion case.
As noted 1n the discussion in Section 2.3.3.2, it makes
sense for total return risk to be less sensitive to lease term
than cash flow risk is, since the cash flow component itself
is only a small fraction of total return risk, and the bulk of
the remainder of the return risk comes from the "stock part"
of the property value, which is not very sensitive to lease
term.
This relative insensitivity of total return risk to lease
term may have some practical value. Since total return risk
is the risk that matters for estimating the expected return
risk premium ~or' the relative insensitivity of or over
plausible ranges of T makes the task of estimating this pre-
mium easier. In this regard, note that though the fall in
return risk with lease term is larger in relative terms under
mean reversion, it is smaller 1n absolute terms, simply
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because there is very little return risk even with no 10ng-
term leasing when cash flows are mean-reverting. Of course, it
is the absolute amount of return risk (measured here 1n nor-
malized units equal to the underlying risk, a) which matters
for purposes of estimating the return risk premium.
3.1.2 Return Risk Related to Observable Rental Market and Cash
Flow Risk
The relationships described in the previous section between,
on the one hand or' 0y' 0a' and on the other hand the
underlying risk a, contain implicit within them the rela-
tionships between return risk and the observable rental market
risk and cash flow risk: 0r/Oy' and 0r/oa. But as the
underlying opportunity cost risk a is unobservable, explicitly
quantifying the 0r/Oy and 0r/o~ ratios will help to develop our
intuition about the nature of commercial real estate return
risk. Tables 3.2a-b display these ratios for lease terms of
1, 5, and 10 years under the same parameter value assumptions
as were represented 1n Tables 3.1 of the previous section.
First we note that in all cases the ratio of return risk to
observable cash flow risk is very well approximated by the
value T times the ratio of the return risk to the rental mar-
kat risk:
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0r/Oa .. T(0r/0y ) approx. (1 )
This makes sense, because it is just a reflection of the fact
that: o~ .. 0y/T, cash flow risk is about (l/T)th times the
rental price risk, since (l/T)th of the average building is up
for new lease signing and hence exposed to the rental market
risk in each year.
The result, as the numbers in the Tables show, is that,
without mean reversion, return risk can be much greater than
observable cash flow risk with multi-period leases, and with
mean reversion, return risk is a substantial fraction of
ob3ervable cash flow risk. With mean-reversion at the rate of
b-.25, we see that for typical values of T for office build-
ings, return risk is generally between roughly one-half (at
T-S) and more than nine-tenths (at T-10) of the cash flow risk
under the base case parameter assumptions. [The role and
importance of expected cash flow mean reversion in determining
return risk will be discussed further in Section 3.2.1.]
Since time series data on the (eFt) cash flow series should
at least in principle be observable, the quantification of the
cr/c~ ratio described here in principle allows empirical study
of some important aspects of the nature of unsecurltized real
estate return risk, using only cash flow data, without
recourse to the use of appraisal-based real estate returns
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series. The main conceptual difficulty with such approach
which appears in the above analysis, however, is that the
relationship between return risk and cash flow risk seems to
be quite sensitive to the rate of mean reversion, or to the
fraction of cash flows which 1s viewed as being susceptible to
mean reversion. While the importance of this sensitivity is
itself a useful insight, the difficulty of pinning down empir-
ically or conceptually the correct value to use for this frac-
tion may make it difficult to draw precise empirical conclu-
sions regarding return risk, based on studies of cash flow
risk alone. [This will be discussed further in Section
3.2.1].
If we view 0rJoa as being well approximated by T(OrJOy)' then
the relation between return risk and rental market risk
becomes the more fundamental relationship for building our
intuition about the nature of commercial real estate return
risk. Here we note that while arJOy tends to decrease with
lease te~, over the relevant range of T values arJOy is not
very sensitive to lease term, so a general statement about the
approximate relationship between or and 0y can be made
independent of the exact value of the lease term. Examination
of the values of 0rJOy in Tables 3.2a-b and of the values of ay
1n Table 3.1a of the previous Section leads to the following
approximation:
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0rJ0y .. CXy, with no mean revers ion (b:iamax (O , g) )
arjay = "small", with significant mean reversion (b~. 2 or so)
where "small" means about one-tenth or less.
approx.(2)
Approximation (2) holds pretty well over the plausible
values of the underlying a, 0, and T parameters, and so may be
viewed as a rather robust and therefore potentially useful
result. The intuition in approx.(2) can be seen as follows.
First consider the case of significant mean-reversion
(b~.2). Here, property value is nearly riskless, no matter
what is going on in the current rental market (ie, even though
there may be considerable risk from year to year in the rental
market), since reversion to the deterministic long-run mean of
the opportunity cost renders the current expectation of
medium-to-long-run future cash flows insensitive to these
"fleeting" ups and downs in the rental market. Most of the
value of the (infinite-lived) property, and therefore most of
the potential for return risk, comes from the present value of
these medium-to-long-run opportunity cost forecasts, which
mean-reversion renders almost riskless from the perspective of
current valuation.
Now consider the case without mean reversion in the oppor-
tunity costs. With no central tendency, current ups and downs
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in the rental market may signal permanent changes in the mar-
ket and the property's opportunities. This is particularly
true with long-term leases, since new-lease rental prices
themselves reflect market expectations of opportunities over
the next T-l years, and so already directly reflect some
medium-~~rm forecasting. However, expectations of future
rental prices, (Et[YtK])' are less (or more) sensitive to
current realizations of (Yt), the smaller (or larger) is the
elasticity of expectations in the rental market, aye With a
smaller ay expected future cash flows will be less sensitive
to current market ups and downs, rendering property value less
sensitive to these innovations 1n the (Yt) series, and hence
rendering the property total return less risky.
To see more specifically and quantitatively why the approx-
imation or ayOy holds without mean reversion, consider that
most of the risk in the total return comes from the apprecia-
tion return component, and that the bulk of the appreciation
component will generally be in the "stock part" of property
value \ the value from the "outyears '" cash flows beyond expi--
ration of the current leases), rather than from the "bond
part" . In other words, using the notation from Chapter 2:
COVt_1( (CFt+Vt ) , It] /Vt - 1
COVt _1[St,It ]/St_l approx. (3)
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where: Vt • Bt+St , property (i) I s total value is tlle value of
the bond part plus the stock part.
The value of the stock part St is based on the expected
future value of the new-lease rental price, Et[y(t+L,T)],
Lm l,2, ... ,-. In fact, to a commonly-used approximation:
apprOX.(4)
where Os is a deterministic "cap rate" or inverse
price/earning's n1ultiplier estimate. Thus, approx. ( 3) can be
written in terms of the expected new-lease rental price:
( 1+9) COVt_2[ ~-1 [Yt] , I t-1] ( 1+9) COVt_2[ 6Et_1[Yt] , I t-11
-------~-----~------------ - ~-~-----~-~~---~--~----~-~~
Et -1[Yt] Et-1[Yt]
(1+9) COVt _2[ (~~-1 [Yt] I ~Yt-l) flYt-l ' I t-1]
-~--~---------~----------~------~------~
Et -1[Yt]
( 1+9) COVt_2[ ( 1+9) CIy6Yt-l ' I t - 1]
~ -----~-----~-----~--~--~~--~--
Et-1[Yt]
-
-
COVt_l[~[y(t+l,T)] ,It]/Os
-----------------------~~-
~-1 [y (t, T) ] lOs . -------------------
= ----------------------~---
~-l[Yt]
where a[ .. ] indicates the difference operator, and we have
made use of the definition of Qy from Chapter 2. Since it 1s
only the difference in Yt that is subject to conditional
covariance from year to year, COVt_2[ 6Yt-l' I t - 1] -= COVt_2[ Yt-l' I t-1] •
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Therefore, using the definition of 0y' we can continue to
manipulate approx.(3) above as follows:
(1+g) 2 ayCOvt_2[ Yt-l ,It-11
---~----~~-------~-----~-
Et-1[Yt]
..
( 1+g )OyCOVt-l ( Yt ' It ]
~----~--~------~~~-~
Et-1[Yt]
=-
..
which is the part of approximation (2) ~e were trying to
demonstrate.
The reason why this approximation does not hold well for the
case of mean-reversion is that the cap rate multiplier, ~ in
approx" (4), does not remain invariant over time as Et [Yt+l]
deviates from its deterministically known central tendency (at
least if approx.(4) is to be very accurate), so that we cannot
think of ~ in approx.(4) as being independent of the value of
~[Y~l]. Rather, ~ changes so as to reduce the sensitivity of
St to changes in the value of Et [Yt+l] •
Note in Tables 3.1a and 3.2a that 0r/Oy differs from Q y in a
way that is predictable considering what is left out of
approx.(3) above. We ignored the contribution of cash flow
risk to total return risk. This contribution is larger the
larger is the cash flow risk, in other words, the smaller is
the lease term. This causes approx.(2) to be biased too small
for small values of T, that is, or is actually larger than QyOy
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for small T. On the other hand, the bond part of property
value was also left out of approx.(3), which considered only
the risk in the stock part. As the bond part 1s less risky
than the stock part (particularly for large T), and as the
bond part of total property becomes more important as T
increases, this causes QyOy to be biased too large. For lease
terms greater than about T=3, this bond part omission effect
dominates over the offsetting cash flow risk omission effect,
so that ayOy overstates or the more so as T increases beyond
about Ta3. Thus we obtain the pattern of 0rJOy falling with
lease term, but rather gently.
When we combine the or - QyOy approximation with the fact
that without mean reversion ay - 1 (noted previously in
Section 2.3.2.4 of Chapter 2, and Section 3.1.1 above), we
obtain a somewhat cruder approximation which says that for the
case of non-mean-reverting opportunity costs, or - 0y: return
risk roughly equals rental market risk when there is no mean
reversion. This is an intuitive result. Combining this result
with the previous point that o~ - 0yJT, we obtain as a crude
approximation that return risk is equal to observable cash
flow risk times the lease term: or - TO~. This also is
intuitive, since, in the absence of mean-reversion, a shock or
innovation in the observable multiperiod lease rental market
should more or less proportionately affect property value
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(because it affects all of the outyear cash flow forecasts),
but such shock or innovation only affects the (l/T)th portion
of the current cash flows associated with the lease that just
expired. Examination of the 0r/oCF values in Table 3.2a
reveals that this intuition does hold approximately, but as T
gets larger the actual or/ocr ratio falls considerably below
the lease term, for the reasons described above.
Summary of Basic Relationships ...
It is perhaps fairly intuitive, at least in retrospect, that
return risk in real estate should approximately equal the risk
in t~e observable long-term rental market if there is no mean
reversion in opportunity costs, or that return risk should be
very small if there is significant mean reversion no matter
what is the risk in the rental market. But the model
developed in Chapter 2 and the numerical analysis presented in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 enable us to confirm this intuition and to
quantify it more precisely, as well as to examine the effect
of lease term.
To see that 0rJOy is a gently falling convex function over
lease term (ie, arJOy declines at a lower rate as T increases -
- after all, the ratio cannot go less than zero) also now
seems rather intuitive. Combining these results with the 0Cf -
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Oy/T relationship, we can summarize the major result of this
:section. With multiperlod leases, tlle rat:io of t'etur'n risk to
observable cash flow risk 0r/oa increases with lease term, and
for lease terms tYI:'ical of investment qual.!ty off1.ce bUildings
(ie, 5-10 years) return risk can be much greater than cash
flow risk with no mlean reversion, or, if there is m,~an
reversion then or/co: can still be a large fraction or perhaps
even above unity fo]~ office buildings. Mean reversion thus
looms as a crucial ]:actol:- 1n governing the relation between
return r 1sk and caS}l flOtii r 1sk, as i t should.
3.1. 3 Sensitivity Ar1~81ysj.s
In this section we examine the sensitivity of the results
reported in the prev.tous two sections to the parameter ~'alues
describing the growth (g), the time-value-of-money (r), the
illiquidity premium fA), and the amount and value of underly-
ing risk (JlO), as wel,l as to the possibility of a predictable
cyclical tendency in the expected cash flows (in the case of
non-mean-revers1on) or of current deviations from the deter-
ministic central tend,ency (in the case of mean-reversion) . In
general, we find that the relationships and approximations
described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are robust over plau-
sible ranges of growth, interest rates, illiquidity premia,
and underlying ~a values. Cyclicality and deviations from the
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centI.al tend.ency will tend 1:0 perturb the relationships
described a})ove away :from tlle values suggested in Sect10lns
3 .1.1 and 3.1. 2, but 1:his Qt::curs generally in a rather modest
or symmetric manner, ::;0 tha~~ when the rental market is in its
"normal" state, and on averllge over time, the relationships
described in the previous Sections will hol.d.
3.1.3.1 Underlying Risk and Market Price of Return Risk
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show sensitivity to the underlying risk
and value of risk assumption, ~o. The Tables show the ratios
and ay values discussed in the preceding two sections for 0=1;
b-O and .25; and T values of 1,5 and 10 years; for ~o values
of .01, and .10. Recall that the base case assumption for ~a
in the previous Tables was ~oa.05. The other parameters are
held the same as before (g~O, r=.03, A=O, D=l).
We see in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 that most of the ratios and ay
are quite insensitive to this range of ~o, particularly in the
case of mean reversion. A slight exception is the observable
rental price to underlying opportunity cost ratio: E[y]/ElX],
which is reduced, the more so for larger T, as ~o increases.
This is intuitive, as greater underlying risk causes long-term
leasing to save the landlord more risk disutl1ity.
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We also note, primarily in the non-mean-reversion case, that
or falls off more rapidly with lease term as ~o increases.
IThis makes sense because the stock value part of the property
'value (being a perpetuity) is more affected by underlying risk
than is the bond value part, so increases in ~c cause the
stock value to fall relative to the bond value. Since return
I-lsk is primarily derived from ri,sk in the stock value
component of the appreciation return, this causes return risk
to fall with ~a, the more so for larger T since bond value is
more important (and stock value less important) as T
i~ncreases .
Similarly, we see that for most of the relevant range of T,
tc)tal return risk per un! t of underlying risk (ie, the ratio
0r/O) falls with increasQS in ~o. But fer very small values
of T, this ratio increases slightly with ~o. This patte~n
also makes sense when we consider the components of total
return risk, a~ described in formula (10) of Section 2.3.3.2
of Chapter 2. That formula is a ratio whose denominator con-
sists of the entire bond value plus stock value part of the
property ex dividend value, and whose numerator consists of
three components: the next period's cash flow risk, the next
period's appreciation risk in the bond value part, and the
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one-period risk in the stock value part of the appreciation in
total property value.
Since only part (approx. lIT) of the bond value part appears
in the numerator, while the entire bond value part appears in
the denominator, the stock value con~onent is relatively
larger in the numerator of the total return risk formula than
it is in the denominator. Thus, to the extent we can ignore
the cash flow component of total return risk, parameters which
reduce property ex dividend value by discounting the stock
value part proportionately more than the bond value part will
reduce total return risk. This is what happens with the ~a
parameter when T is large enough.
But the cash flow component of the numerator is larger (by
roughly the factor liT) the smaller is the lease term, making
it less accurate to ignore the cash flow effect the shorter is
the lease te~. Since the cash flow is relatively less sensi-
tive to the market price of return risk (~) and does not
appear 1n the denominator, this can make the numerator of the
total risk formula fall less than the denominator with
increases in ~o if T is small enough. This dominance of a
cash flow risk effect over the bond part of the appreciation
return risk effect when T is small is akin to the effect in
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0rJOy we noted in Section 3.1.2 in the case of no mean
reversion.
3.1.3.2 Effect of Growth on Risk
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 report the sensitivity to the determin-
istic growth trend in the market, g. With all else as before,
the Tables show values for g=-.02 and gz+.02. The relation-
ships described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 still hold (with
sensitivity to lease t~~ dampened slightly with increases in
g). Note also that, ceteris paribus, for multi-period leases,
return risk increases with growth under non-Mean-reversion
(even with a less than 1, which is different in this case from
the effect of growth with T=l), but decreases with growth
under mean-reversion. This sensitivity of return risk to
opportunity cost growth is not very intuitive, and is differ-
ent from that found by Myers & Turnbull (except in the T=l,
b=Q case in which the present model collapses to exactly the
case examined by Myers & Turnbull). We can develop some
understanding of this effect of growth on risk by once again
examining formula (10) in Chapter 2.
With mean reversion, the effect of growth on the value of
the riskless central tendency capitalization in the denomina-
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tor of the total return formula dominates all other effects of
growth, so growth reduces return risk. Recall that the capi-
talization of the central tendency appears in the denominator
of the total return risk formula, but not 1n the numerator,
since this deterministic value component is part of the prop-
erty ex dividend value, but contains no risk. Since the cen-
tral tendency is a perpetutty subject to the market growth
trend, increases in 9 increase this already large component of
total property value rather markedly. The capitalized value
of the central tendency represented by the value K[-] in for-
mula (10) of Chapter 2 has value related to growth roughly by
the factor l/(r+A-g).
Without mean reversion the picture is more complicated. If
T~l, the cash flow component of risk in the numerator of the
total return is unaffected by growth (by definition, since by
(A.l.l) the growth trend is already included in the one-period
conditional expectation), while the denominator (asset ex
dividend value) increases with growth expectations. (By
A_l.2, multi-period forecasts explicitly reflect growth.)
Thus, the cash flow risk effect alone falls with growth. But
there is a potentially countervailing effect 1n the apprecia-
tion return component. Both the expected asset ex dividend
value next period (upon which the appreciation return compo-
nent is based, in the numerator of the total return) and the
asset ex dividend value this period (in the denominator of the
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total return) increase with growth in the expected future cash
flows. But the risk in the numerator of this appreciation
return component is magnified by the fact that there is one
more year of growth in its first cash flow, and by the elas-
ticity of expectations. The latter effect can cut either way
relative to the denom~nator, depending on whether a is less
than or greater than one.
Thus, the numerator of the return risk formula suffers
conflicting effects from growth. The appreciation risk in the
numerator is affected by growth proportionately by the factor
a(l+g) compared to the denominator, while the cash flow risk
in the numerator is unaffected, or effectively reduced com-
pared to the denominator of the formula. The result is that,
if a is less than one, the cash flow effect dominates and
return risk falls with growth in the absence of multi-period
leases.
However, with multi-period leases cash flow risk does
increase with growth (due to the capitalization, in the value
of the lease that will be signed next year, of some growth in
expected cash), and the bond component of the present asset
value in. the denominator of the return risk formula decreases
with growth. This latter effect is because positive growth
implies that the average past values of the rental prices
(which are capitalized in the bond part of the asset present
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value) are lower relative to present rental prices than they
would be in the absence of a growth trend in expected values.
(Positive growth forward in time implies negative growth back-
ward in time.) The result is that growth tends to increase
risk with multi-period leases in the absence of mean rever-
sion.
3 .1. e 3 • 3 Time Value of Money and Illiquj..dity Premium
Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show the sensitivity to the time-value of
money assumption, or the riskless interest rate, r. Values
for r-.Ol and .05 are reported. The basic intuitive
approximations described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 continue
to hold over this range of interest rates. Sensitivity to
lease term increases moderately with r, as it does with ~o,
and for essentially the same reasons. Indeed, the sensitivity
to r is in general much like the sensitivity to ~o, and also
like the sensitivity to 9 only in the opposite direction. For
the most part rand 9 appear together inversely in the
fo~ulas as (1+g)/(1+r+A) terms raised to various powers.
Increasing interest rates thus increases the return risk
under mean reversion and decreases the return risk under non-
mean-reversion, except that for small values of T return risk
slightly increases with r for T~3 or so even without mean
reversion. The reason is essentially the same as described
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above for the growth sensitivity and ~o sensitivicy. For
small values of T, a cash flow risk effect dominates over the
appreciation return risk effect.
Tables 3.9 and 3.10 show sensitivity to the illiquidity
premium, A. The Tables show values for ~=O and A=.02. Sensi-
tivity to A is almost identical to sensitivity to r, for the
obvious reason that r and A usually appear together additively
as r+~ in the formulas.
Wa note that, because of th.e dominant role played by the
capitalization of the riskless central tendency in the denomi-
nator of the return risk formula, in the case of mean-
reversion, though return risk always remains small in absolute
terms compared to the non-Mean-reverting case, return risk is
relatively speaking much more sensitive to the time-value-of-
money and the illiquidity premium (as well as to growth, in
the opposite way) under mean-reversion than it 1s without
mean-reversion. Also, because the riskless central tendency
reduces the risky portion of the stock value part of next
period's expected asset value which appears in the numerator
of the appreciation return risk component (thereby increa~ing
the importance in return risk of the highly lease-term-
sensitive cash flow and bond value components), return risk is
relatively speaking more sensitive to lease term under mean-
reversion than without mean-reversion.
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When we put these effects together, the result is that, over
the range of T values typical of investment quality offlce
properties, high values of r or ~, and/or a low value of 9,
can cause return risk to equal or exceed cash flow risk even
when mean reversion is quite strong and when for lower values
of T the return risk would be much smaller than the cash flow
risk. For example, if r-.05, A-.02, and g--.02 (all of which
would seem to be within plausible bounds, 1n real terms), then
even with b-.50, we have (at a-1 and other base case
assumptions as before): 0r/oa - 0.84 at T-S, and 0r/oa • 1.41
at T-10; while at T-l we would have only 0r/oa - 0.25.
3.1.3.4 Cyclicality and Deviation from the Central Tendency
Tables 3.11 through 3.14 show sensitivity to the presence of
cyclicality in the expectations in the case of non-mean-
reversion (Tables 3.11-12), or to the deviation of the current
opportunity cost realization from its central tendency in the
case of mean-reversion (Tables 3.13-14).
Consider first the effect of predictable cyclicality in the
opportunity cost trend. It has been suggested that, due to
the lead time required for supply of constructed facilities to
respond to the demand, and due to the inelasticity of supply
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on the downward side (ie, supply can only very slowly fall
with natural depreciation and attrition of buildings), a
rather predictable "real estate cycle" can be observed in most
commercial real estate markets. (See, eg, Wheaton.] The
implication is that instead of a constant expected growth
trend indicated by the parameter 9 in the foregoing analysis,
the growth in the expected future series of underlying oppor-
tunity costs would cycle around some long-term average rate.
While the imposition of such a cyclical tendency on the
underlying opportunity cost expectations is conceptually very
straightforward, the algebraic formulas and numerical analysis
becomes much more complicated, as we must add a cycle phase
multiplier te~ and we can no longer take advantage of the
simple closed-form constant-growth perpetuity formula in the
underlying valuation equation (1a) of Chapter 2. As a result,
we cannot model the perpetual property literally. But we can
approximate perpetual property rights very closely simply by
taking the valuation terminal period, ~ in formula (1) of
Chapter 2, to be very large.
In Tables 3.11 and 3.12 the terminal period of property
value is taken to be ~=50 years, and a generalized sine func-
tion over time takes the place of the (l+g) factor in
eqn.(A.l.2) of the underlying opportunity cost stochastic
process assumption (A.l) of Chapter 2. Thus, we have:
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~-1 [Xt ]
----------~--------(1+aut_1)Et-2[ Xt -1]
1 + Asin[2n(t-B)/P]
. -~--------~-----~---~
1 + Asin[2n(t-l-B)/P]
where A is the relative amplitude of the sine wave (as a frac-
tion of the current xt_,-l), P is the complete cycle period in
years, and B is the current (t-l) cycle phase in years.
In the Tables, a-1 and the other base case parameters are as
before. The amplitude A is set at 0.20, and the sensitivity
results are shown at quarter-cycle points for periods of P-S
and P-10 years. While the historical macroeconomic business
cycle of the national economy is on the order of 5 years,
Wheaton (op cit) finds evidence that, at least in the office
market, the real estate cycle may be considerably longer,
perhaps on the order of 10 years. For comparison to the no-
cycle case, the P-l, B-O case is also shown (which 1s equiva-
lent to no cycles, since sin[2nt] • sin[2n(t-l)]).
We see in the Tables that the risk relationships described
in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are generally not very sensitive
to the phase and period of the cycle, and their average values
over time are Virtually identical to their no-cycle values.
The expected rental price to underlying opportunity cost ratio
Ey/Ex, and the elasticity of rental price expectations 0y
cycle more widely around their average values, which are simi-
lar to their no-cycle values. Thus, it seems that predictable
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cyc11cality in the underlying rental market does not signifi-
cantly affect the conclusions previously reached, particularly
if we are concerned with average values over time.
Let us turn now to Tables 3.13 and 3.14, which show sensi-
tivity to the parameter D, which measures the deviation of the
current (tln\e t-l) opportunity cost from the unconditional
mean or long-run central tendency value at t-1. As described
in Section 2. 3. 3.2. 2 of Chapter 2, D-Xt_l/~_l' so that D..1
corresponds to the present opportunity cost being right on its
central tendency. The Tables show sensitivity to D values
ranging from D-O.6 to Dz l.4, with b-.25, a-1, and other base
case parameter values as before.
Similar to the effect of cyclicality, average values of the
ratios of interest over the range of D values approximately
equal the values of these ratios taken at the average D value
(D-1) used in the previous analyses. Unlike the cyclicality
effect without mean-reversion, however, most of the values and
ratios in Tables 3.13-14 are fairly sensitive to the current
deviation from the central tendency. An exception is the
rental price elasticity of expectations, which in a sense has
already accounted for deviations from the central tendency
since it is defined as the change in expectations per unit
change 1n current realization.
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It is perhaps interesting to note that the underlying prop-
erty price/earnings multiplier, Vt -1 normalized to
~..l[~:Xt-ll11~-l].l, is rather insensitive to the current D
value, as is the ratio of total return risk to observable cash
flow risk. Vt - 1 is insensitive to current cash flow deviations
because with mean-reversion property value is dominated by the
invariant riskless centr~l tendency, with current deviations
of cash flew above or below that tendency having only a small
fleeting effect in the capitalization of the expected future
cash flow stream.
The ar/o~ ratio is relatively insensitive to the D values
because its numerator and denominator both vary 1n the same
way over D. Both a~/o and 0r/o increase with D, reflecting
the increasing magnitude of the current cash flows and hence
of the current cash flow risk. But Or increases proportion-
ately more with D than 0a does, because most of the bond value
component of the current asset ex dividend value in the
denominator of the return risk formula is insensitive to 0,
being based on rental prices established prior to the current
period when D was realized.
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3.1.4 Summary of Numerical Analysis
In general, the numerical analysis presented in Sections
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 confirmed the qualitative intuition developed
in Chapter 2, and filled out this intuition by specifying
relationships quantitatively. The sensitivity analysis in
Section 3.1.3 found these relationships to be robust, at least
on avorage over time, and when the underlying market is at its
"normal" (D-l) level.
As noted at the end of Section 3.1.2, there seem to be no
major surprises or counter-intuitive findings in this analy-
sis, at least after one thinks about them for awhile. But the
relationships studied here are quite fundamental to the nature
of risk in real estate assets, and may be useful in furthering
our understanding and knowledge of real estate asset return
risk and property valuation. Perhaps the most difficult con-
ceptual issue raised in the above analysis is the difference
between the case of mean-reverting versus non-reverting cash
flows. The next Section of this Chapter will expand some of
these points.
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Table 3.1a Lease Term & Risk: No Mean Reversion (baO)
(r-.03, g-O, )la-.OS, A.-O, 0-1)
Lease
Term (T) E[y]/E[x] ely Oy/o °Cf/a arlo
a • 0.75:
1 1.000 .750 1.000 1.000 .821
2 .975 .852 .880 .440 .785
3 .956 .893 .840 .280 .756
4 .938 .915 .820 .205 .731
5 .921 .929 .808 .162 .707
6 .904 .938 .800 .133 .685
7 .889 .945 .794 .113 .664
8 .874 .950 .790 .099 .645
9 .859 .954 .786 .087 .626
10 .845 .957 .784 .078 .608
a • 1.00:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.084
2 .975 1.000 1.000 .500 1.041
3 .952 1.000 1.000 .333 1.001
4 .929 1.000 1.000 .250 .963
5 .908 1.000 1.000 .200 .928
6 .887 1.000 1.000 .167 .895
7 .867 1.000 1.000 .143 .864
8 .848 1.000 1.000 .125 .835
9 .830 1.000 1.000 .111 .807
10 .813 1.000 1.000 .100 .781
a • 1.25:
1 1.000 1.250 1.000 1.000 1.347
2 .975 1.116 1.120 .560 10297
3 .948 1.078 1.159 .386 1.243
4 .921 1.060 1.179 .295 1.191
5 .895 1.050 1.191 .238 1.142
6 .870 1.043 1.199 .200 1.097
7 .846 1.038 1.204 .172 1.054
8 .824 1.035 1.208 .151 1.015
9 .802 1.032 1.211 .135 .977
10 .782 1.030 1.214 .121 .942
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Table 3.1b Lease Term & Risk: Mean Reversion (b-.25)
cr-.03, g-O, ).la-.OS, A-O, D-1)
Lease
Term (T) E[y]/E[x] Qy ay/a °a /c °r/o
a - 0.75:
1 1.000 .750 1.000 1.000 .116
2 .975 .750 .880 .440 .098
3 .956 .750 .779 .260 .084
4 .940 .750 .695 .174 .073
5 .927 .750 .625 .125 .063
6 .916 .750 .565 .094 .056
7 .907 .750 .515 .074 .050
8 .900 .150 .412 .059 .045
9 .894 .750 .436 .048 .040
10 .889 .750 .405 .041 .037
a • 1.00:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .144
2 .975 .880 1.000 .500 .126
3 .952 .848 .919 .306 .108
4 .932 .834 .834 .208 .093
5 .916 .827 .756 .151 .081
6 .903 .822 .687 .115 .072
7 .892 .820 .628 .090 .064
8 .882 .818 .578 .072 .057
9 .875 .817 .534 .059 .052
.10 .868 .816 .497 .050 .047
a • 1.25:
1 1.000 1.250 1.000 1.000 .173
2 .975 .982 1.120 .560 .153
3 .948 .921 1.053 .353 .132
4 .924 .896 .971 .243 .114
5 .905 .882 .885 .177 .099
6 .889 .875 .808 .135 .087
7 .876 .870 .740 .106 .077
8 .865 .867 .681 .085 .069
9 .856 .865 .631 .070 .062
10 .849 .864 .587 .059 .057
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Table 3.2a Return Risk Related to Observable Rental Market
Risk and Cash Flow Risk: No Mean Reversion Case (b-O)
(r-.03, g-O, ~a·.OS, A-O, D-l)
Lease
Term (T)
a =- 0.75:
1
5
10
a • 1.00:
1
5
10
a :I 1.25:
1
5
10
.821
.876
.776
1.084
.928
.781
1.347
.959
.776
.821
4.379
7.762
1.084
4.640
7.812
1.347
4.797
7.764
Table 3.2b Return Risk Related to Observable Rental Market
Risk and Cash Flow Risk: Mean Reversion Case (b-.25)
(r-.03, g-O, ~a=.05, A-O, D~l)
Lease
Term (T)
a - 0.75:
1
5
10
a • 1.00:
1
5
10
a :II 1.25:
1
5
10
.116
.102
.091
.144
.108
.094
.173
.112
.096
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.116
.508
.907
.144
.539
.944
.173
.560
.964
Table 3.3 Lease Term & Risk: Sensitivity to ~a
(r-.03, glBlO, A-O, a-1, D-1)
Lease
Term (T) E[y]/E[x] 0y Oy/o oCf/o aria
}Jo 111 .01:
baO:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.040
5 .981 1.000 1.000 .200 .963
10 .959 1.000 1.000 .100 .877
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .139
5 .983 .821 .756 .151 .084
10 .972 .809 .497 .050 .050
lJO • .10:
b-O:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.144
5 .824 1.000 1.000 .200 .888
10 .668 1.000 1.000 .100 .687
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .152
5 .839 .834 .756 .151 .079
10 .759 .825 .499 .050 .044
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Table 3.4 Return Risk Relation to Observable Risk:
Sensitivity to ~a
(r-.03, gaO, A.-a, a-11' Dal)
Lease
Term(T) °r/Oy °r/oCF
llO at .01:
b:aO:
1 1.040 1.040
5 .963 4.813
10 .877 8.772
b-.25:
1 .139 ,,139
5 .110 .552
10 .101 1.006
JlO :1& .10:
b::zO:
1 1.144 1.144
5 0888 4.440
10 .687 6.873
b-.25:
1 .152 .152
5 .105 .524
10 .088 .879
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Table 3.5 Lease Term & Risk: Sensitivity to Growth
(r-.03, llOm.OS, AmO, a-1, D1'I1)
Lease
Term (T) E[y]/E[X] CIy a/a °CF/o °r/o
g - -.02:
b-O:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.084
5 .875 1.000 1.000 .192 .891
10 .753 1.000 1.000 .091 .714
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .227
5 .883 .829 .762 .146 .125
10 .801 .819 .516 .047 .071
9 • .02:
b-O:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.084
5 .942 1.000 1.000 .2()8 .965
10 .878 1.000 1.000 .ltl9 .850
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .051
5 .951 .824 .749 .156 .030
10 .942 .813 .477 .052 .017
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Table 3. 6 Return Risk Rel.ation to Observable Risk:
Sensitivity to Growth
(r-.03, ~o=.05, A-O, a-1, D=l)
Lease
Term(T)
9 • -.02:
b-O:
1
5
10
b-.25:
1
5
10
9 - .02:
b·O:
1
5
10
b-.25:
1
5
10
arjay
1.084
.891
.714
.227
.164
8137
1.084
.965
.850
.051
.039
.036
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1.084
4.640
7.835
.227
.854
1.500
1.084
4.640
7.792
.051
_189
.331
Table 3.7 Lease Term & Risk: Sensitivity to Time-value of
Money
(g=O, ll°=-·05, A=O, a=l, D=l)
Lease
Term (T) E[y]/E[x] ay Oy/a oCf/a °r/O
r • .01:
baO:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.063
5 4"906 1.000 1.000 .200 .944
10 .806 1.000 1.000 .100 .826
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .051
5 .914 .824 .749 .150 .029
10 .865 .813 .478 .048 .017
r == .05:
b=-O:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.105
5 .909 1.000 1.000 .200 .913
10 .819 1.000 1.000 .100 .741
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .228
5 .917 .829 .762 .152 .126
10 .872 .819 .516 .052 .072
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Table 3.8 Return Rl~k Relation to Observable Risk:
Sensitivity to Time-value of Money
(g-O, lJO-.OS, A-O, a-1, D-1)
Lease
Term(T) °r/Oy °r/Oa:
r • .01:
b-O:
1 1.063 1.063
5 .944 4.720
10 .626 8.264
b-.25:
1 .051 .051
5 .039 .197
10 .036 .360
r • .05:
baO:
1 1.105 1.105
5 .913 4.566
10 .741 7.411
b-.25:
1 .228 .228
5 .165 .825
10 .139 1.388
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Table 3.9 Lease Te~ & Risk: Sensitivity to Illiquidity
Premium
(r-.03, po-.OS, g-O, a-1, D-1)
Lease
Term (T) E[y] /#E[ xl C1y ay/a °alc °r/o
1 • 0:
b·O:
1 1.000 1.000 1.OCO 1 000 1.084
5 .908 1.000 1.000 .200 .9~a
10 .813 1.000 1.000 .100 .781
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .144
5 .916 .821 .756 .151 .081
10 .868 .816 .497 .050 .047
1 • .02:
b·O:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1~lO5
5 .876 1.000 1.000 .200 .913
10 .756 1.000 1.000 .100 .744
b-.25:
1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .228
5 .884 .829 .762 .152 .126
10 .804 .819 .516 .052 .072
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Table 3.10 Return Risk Relation to Observable Risk:
Sensitivity to Illiquidity Premium
(r-.03, lJo-.05, g-O, a-1, Dlll1)
Lease
Term(T) °r/Oy 0r/oCT
1
- 0:
b-O:
1 1.084 1.084
5 .928 4.640
10 .781 7.812
b-.25:
1 .144 .144
5 .108 .539
10 .094 .944
1 • .02:
b·O:
1 1.105 1.105
5 .913 4.5#;6
10 .744 7.444
b-.25:
1 .228 .228
5 .165 .825
10 .139 1.392
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Table 3.11 Lease Term & Risk: Sensitivity to Cycli.:a11ty
(r-.03, ]Jo-.OS, gaO, 0-1, b-O, T-S)
Cycle
Phase (B) E[Yl/E[X] ely a/a OCf/o °r/o
A-O, P-l:
0 .907 1.000 1.000 .200 .925
A-.2, p-s:
0 .771 .939 1.000 .202 .925
1.25 .975 1.238 1.000 .194 .916
2.50 1.108 1.090 1.000 .198 .925
3.75 .848 .789 1.000 .206 .934
----- ----- ------
---_.-. _.- ..---
Avg. .926 1.014 1.000 .200 .925
A-.2, P-10:
a .916 1.065 1.000 .217 .919
2.50 1.110 1.119 1.000 .197 .922
5.00 .897 .918 1.000 .182 .932
7.50 .762 .914 1.000 .203 .929
----- -----
-._---
------ ...----
Avg. .921 1.004 1.000 .200 .925
--~----------~---~-------~~~-~~--~---~-~-~----~~---~-~---~~---
Table 3.12 Return Risk Relation to Observable Risk:
Sensitivity to Cycllcality
(r-.03, ]Jo-.OS, g-O, a-1, b-O, T-5)
Cycle
Phase (B) ar/ay °r/OCf
A-O, P-l:
0 .925 4.626
A-.2, p-s:
0 .925 4.573
1.25 .916 4.722
2.50 .925 4.680
3.75 .934 4.526
----- -----
Avg. .925 4.625
A-.2, P-10:
0 .919 4.238
2.50 .922 4.677
5.00 .932 5.125
7.50 .929 4.571
~-_.-- - ... -.- ....
Avg. .925 4.653
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Table 3.13 Lease Te~ & Risk: Sensitivity to CUrrent
Deviation from Central Tendancy (assuming mean reversion)
(r-.03, }.IO-.OS, gaO, a-l, b-.25)
Deviation
(D) E(y]/E[x] C1y 0/0 °a /c °r/o
T • 1:
0.6 .600 1.000 1.000 1.000 .090
0.8 .800 1.000 1.000 1.000 .118
1.0 18000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .144
1.2 1.200 1.000 1.000 1.000 .170
1.4 1.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 .194
----- -----
------ ------
-----
Avg. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .143
T • 5:
0.6 .687 .827 .604 .102 .050
0.8 .801 .827 .691 .128 .066
1.0 .916 .827 .756 .151 .081
1.2 1.030 .827 .806 .172 .096
1.4 1.145 .827 .846 .191 .111
---- ...
-----
-----
--_-.- ----,... ....
Avg. • 916 .827 .741 .149 .081
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Table 3.14 Return Risk Relation to Observable Risk:
Sensitivity to Current Deviation from Central
Tendancy
(r lll .03, ).10-.05, g-O, a-l, b-.25)
Deviation
(D) °r/Oy °r/Oa Vt -1
T • 1:
0.6 .090 .090 25.72
0.8 .118 .118 26.29
1.0 .144 .144 26.87
1.2 .170 .170 27.44
1.4 .194 .194 28.02
----- ----- --~--
Avg. .143 .143 26.87
T • 5:
0.6 .083 .495 26.06
0.8 .096 .517 26.47
1.0 .108 .539 26.88
1.2 .119 .560 27.29
1.4 .131 .581 27.70
-----
_-.,.,. ~- ~_.-.........
Avg. .107 .538 26.88
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3.2 Some Practical Implications and Insights
This Section presents three applications of the valuation
model and risk relationships developed previously in this
Chapter and Chapter 2. We begin in Section 3.2.1 with an
analysis of the expected return risk premium in unsecurit1zed
real estate, including consideration of the issue of cash flow
mean reversion, which 1s quite important in this regard. We
next consider the accuracy of the traditional simple C8p rate
method of valuation. Finally, we turn in Section 3.2.3 to a
somewhat info~al consideration of real estate's "duration",
or the question of to what ext~~t do multi-period leases make
real estate mure "like a bond" instead of "like a stock" in
its sensitivity to nominal interest rate changes. These
applications are designed primarily to further build intuition
regarding the nature of real estate return risk, though there
may be some fairly direct practical implications as well.
3.2.1 Implications Regarding Real Estate's Expected Return
Risk Premium: The Mean-Reversion Issue
Perhaps the most direct and obvious application of the
relationships developed above, indeed, the application which
primarily motivated their development, is to help build our
intuition regarding the expected return risk premium for unse-
curitized real estate assets. According to the fundamental
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risk value model presented as Assumption (A.2) in Section
2.2.2 of Chapter 2, the total expected return each period to
an unsecur1t1zed real estate property 1s equal to the riskfree
rate, plus a possible illiquidity premium, plus a risk pre-
mium:
E[r(i)] ~ r + A + ~or(1)
The focus here will be on the risk premiuln component of this
total: E[r(1)]-r-A R ~ar(i). As noted in the introduction to
this thesis, the magnitude or even existence of this premium
1s currently a somewhat controversial topic. While nobody
denies that there 1s some sort of fairly large expected total
return premium, some would attribute all or nearly all of the
difference between E[r(i)] and r to what is here being
labelled the illiquidity premium A. Here, we will use the
findings from Section 3.1 to try to shed some conceptual light
on this question. ~
The basic idea is very simple. Expressed as ~or' it is hard
to get much intuition about the size of the risk premium,
because we do not have much intuition about the size of unse-
curitized real estate's return risk, or. But by algebraically
expanding ~ar' we can express the risk premium in terms of
observable cash flow risk and the relationships developed in
the previous section, about which we may have more intuition.
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Since ~or is in principle an ex ante expectation, such
intuition may have fairly direct application to real world
problems, such as property valuation and capital budgeting,
for which the total expected return 1s a key input. (In prac-
tice, an analyst would have a specific property or portfolio
of properties in mind when applying this technique; here we
shall speak more generally of "office properties" and "other
propertles~, the primary distinction being that the mult1-
period riskless lease concept 1s most relevant to the office
sector.)
3.2.1.1 Expansion of the Risk Premium•••
Using the definitions in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2 it is
straightforward to expand the risk premium formula into a
product of four factors:
(E[r(m)]-r) corr[r(i),I]
- ----------- SD[CF(i)] ------------ (Or/ocr)!
SD[r(m)] corr[r(m),I]
where: (E[r(m)]-r)/SD[r(m)] is the stock market's expected
( 1 )
return risk premium divided by its return volatility; SD[ .. ]
is the one-period conditional (ex ante) standard deviation;
carr[ •. ] is the correlation coefficient; I is the CAPM index;
(Or/Ocr) I is the return risk to observable cash flow risk ratio
for real estate asset i, as described in the previous section;
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and CF(1) refers to real estate asset i's unanticipated
deviations from expected cash flow:
[In Chapter 2 it was noted in Section 2.2.2 that Assumption
(A.2) could be defined in such a way that the risk preMium
depended only on the asset's own total risk, rather than the
CAPM-based systematic risk, consistent with much traditional
real estate practice (but inconsistent with general equili-
brium in efficient markets). Here, however, we are applying
only the general equilibrium based CAPM representation of
Assumption (A.2).]
Note that the four factors in eqn.(l) include: one charac-
teristic of the stock market, a kind of "risk premium coeffi-
cient of variation", (E[r(m)]-r)/SD[r(m)]; two characteristics
of the real estate asset being studied, the cash flow forecast
error volatility SD[CF(i)l and the return risk to cash flow
risk ratio (Or/oa)l; and one ratio which is a comparison
between a characteristic of the return risk of the real estate
asset and the same characteristic for the stock market. In
theory, all of these factors should be quantified in terms of
their ex ante expected values held by investors 1n the real
estate market in which the asset is traded. Let us try to
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build our intuition regarding the nature of real estate
assets' risk premia by briefly considering each of these fac-
tors.
3.2.1&2 Developing Intuition for Real Estate Risk Premia
The first factor in the RHS of eqn.(l) is the stock market
risk premium coefficient of variation. In the numerator of
this ratio, the stock market expected return risk premium 1s
an often-used and rather familiar number to most analysts.
Historically, this premium has been 1n the neighborhood of 8
or 9 percent per year, and this is a range often employed in
practice to estimate ex ante expectations. The stock market
return volatility SD[r(m)l is often approximated at about 20
percent per year, which seems to be a fairly stable figure.
Thus, the first factor in (1) is approximately 0.40.
The next factor in (1) is the real estate asset's cash flow
volatility, SD[CF(i)]. This is a factor for which it might be
possible in many cases to dig up some relevant historical
data, although use of historical data for this purpose is a
bit tricky, and subject to statistical estimation error as
well as the "ex post/ex ante" problem. Since SD[CF(i)] is
supposed to be the volatility in unanticipated cash flow per-
centage changes, the relevant historical statistic to use
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would be the standard deviation of the (white noise) residual
from a forecasting model of the cash flows.
Another way to approach an estimation of the SD[CF(i)]
factor is to use the 0a - Oy/T approximation from the previous
Section. One might have an idea that the long-term lease
rental market volatility (vacancy rate volatility compounded
by the effective new-lease rental price volatility) is on the
order of, for example, 20 percent per year. Then, if lease
terms range from 5 to 10 years, the observable cash flow
volatility SD[CF(i)] could be estimated at around 3 percent
per year. As it will be helpful for the purpose of demon-
strating the point we are making in this section to continue
to quantify the factors in eqn.(l), let us take a range of 1
to 5 percent per year as a plausible order of magnitude esti-
mate for the SD[CF(i)] factor in the case of office proper-
ties. For non-office properties (assumed here to be effec-
tively without multi-period riskless leasing) this factor
would be much larger, perhaps 1n the 5 to 25 percent range.
(TO base these numbers on some empirical evidence, an ana-
lysis was done of the Frank Russell Co (FRC) Index. This
index consists of a broadly diversified portfolio of invest-
ment grade commercial properties, a large fraction of which is
office properties. The cash flows of the FRC Index were
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reconstructed from the income and appreciation return series,
and these cash flows were adjusted for inflation: and then
modelled using a univariate forecasting model. The white
noise residuals from this model indicated unanticipated real
cash flow volatility in the FRC Index of slightly over 7 per-
cent per year, over the 1978-87 period. A similar exercise
conducted on Prudential's PRISA Index revealed an annual
unanticipated real cash flow volatility of some 23 percent per
year over the 1971-87 period.)
Using these range estimates for E[CF(i») and our previous
0.40 estimato, our running total product on the RHS of eqn.(l)
is a range of .004 to .02 for office properties and .02 to .10
for other properties.
We come now to the third factor on the RHS of eqn.(l), the
ratio of the return correlations with the CAPM index for our
asset as compared to the stock market. The likely value for
this ratio for most real estate assets will depend crucially
on the version of the CAPM being used. If one uses the tradi A
tional single-period CAPM with the stock rnarket taken as the
market proxy, then the denominator of this ratio 1s by defini-
tion equal to unity, the maximum possible correlation. In the
numerator on the other hand, there is no reason to suppose
that the correlation between a typical real estate asset and
the stock market is pa~ticularly high. Indeed, while we might
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suppose that many 1nfo~atlon shocks or innovations would tend
to affect all capital assets in the economy the same way (eg,
news relevant to real interest rates, for example), the empir-
ical evidence noted in Chapter 1 (based on appraisal returns
for real estate) indicates that much real estate is virtually
uncorrelated or even negatively correlated with the stock
market. Thus, if we are using the traditional single-period
CAPM with stock market as proxy, the ratio which composes the
third term in eqno(l) is likely very small, perhaps even zero
or negative. This would naturally imply a very small or even
negative risk premium for most properties.
On the other hand, if we use the theoretically more general
Consumption-based CAPM, a different intuition would seem logi-
cal regarding the sign and magnitude of the ratio of the
cross-correlations. [Note that the traditional CAPM can be
derived as a special case of the CCAPM by assuming (unrealist-
ically) either that there are only two points in time, or that
all state variables -- that is, all factors relevant to
individuals' economic welfare (utility) -- follow white noise
processes.] A prlori there would seem to be little reason to
believe that most real estate assets should be generally
affected in an opposite manner to the stock market by unanti-
cipated changes in consumption.
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When consumption is higher than anticipated, that often
indicates a stronger than anticipated economy, and therefore
better than pre;-lously anticipated performance for most capi-
tal assets in the economy, both real estate and stocks. To
the extent that higher than anticipated consmnption 1s "bad
news" for capital assets (eg, possible implications for future
real interest rates or inflation), there would seem to be
little funda~ental reason for real estate assets to react
opposite to stocks to this news. So, unless we have some
specific reason to assume otherwise, the ratio of the correla-
tions using the CCAPM should at least be positive.
It is more difficult to have any ~ priori insight regarding
the magnitude of the cross-correlation ratio. One thing we
can say is that, 1n contrast to the traditional CAPM with
stock market as proxy, under the CCAPM it is possible for this
ratio to exceed unity. Some real estate assets might be more
~ighly correlated with consumption than the stock market 1s.
Clearly, the denominator of this ratio under the CCAPM is no
where near unity. For example, over the 1971-87 period the
S&P500 had a correlation coefficient with quarterly real per
capita changes in consumption of only 0.18. While this figure
may be artificially reduced by smoothing in government con-
sumption numbers, such smoothing should affect both the numer-
ator and denominator of the cross-correlation ratio in equal
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proportions, leaving the ratio unchanged. Furthermore,
according to CCAPM theory, it is the conditional correlation,
or correlation with unanticipated changes in consumption which
should be used in the cross-correlation ratio in eqn.(l). As
the stock market is often used as a leading indicator of the
economy, much of the positive relation between the stock mar-
ket and the economy may' already be incorporated in investor
expectations, leaving much less positive correlation between
unanticipated consumption changes and the stock market than we
see in the correlation with consumption itself.
Let us assume for the sake of argument that under the Con-
sumption CAPM the cross-correlation ratio te~ in eqn.(l) is
in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 for most typical real estate prop-
erties (office as well as others). This then gives us a run-
ning total product on the RHS of (1) 1n the range of .002 to
.02 for office properties, and in the range of .01 to .10 for
other properties.
This brings us to the last factor on the RHS of (1) which
must be incorporated to arrive at an estimate of the real
estate risk premium, the return risk to observable cash flow
risk ratio, (Or/o~)I. This ratio was extensively discussed in
Section 3.1, where some intuition and quantitative appre-
ciation of this ratio was developed.
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First, we noted that this ratio is increasing with the lease
term. Indeed, inspection of the 0r/o~ ratio over the lease
term values in the Tables shown in Section 3.1 reveal that
0r/oa increases almost linearly with T, so office properties
with long-te~ leases would have their (Or/o~)1 factor in
eqn.(l) much larger than non-office properties that do not use
long-term riskless leases. If we assume office properties
have lease te~s in the 5 to 10 year range, and non-office
properties have no multi-period riskless leases, then the
(Or/a~)1 factor for office properties will be in the
neighborhood of 5 times larger than that for non-office prop-
erties, regardless of the underlying a, b, and 0 parameters.
Since our running total risk premium product coming into this
last factor is about five times greater for non-office proper-
ties than it is for office properties, this implies that the
risk premium estimate will now be about equal between office
and non-office properties. The higher return risk to cash
flow risk ratio with multi-period leasing offsets the lower
cash flow risk we assumed for office properties.
If office properties are to have a lower risk premium esti-
mate than non-office properties, then we must either go back
and change one of our previous estimates of likely values for
the eqn.(l) factors either for office or non-office proper-
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ties, or we must focus our attention on the other main deter-
minant of the magnitude of the 0r/a~ ratio, the mean-reversion
parameter, b.
Indeed, we see clearly at this point how important the mean
reversion issue is 1n dete~lning the likely magnitude of real
estate expected return risk premia. As described in Section
3.1, 0r/oa is highly sensitive to the extent in which asset
its cash flows are viewed as being mean reverting over the
long run. If the cash flows are not mean reverting, then
0r/oa roughly equals T, the lease te~, but a bit less for
markets characterized by long-te~ leases (over 3 years). On
the other hand, if the cash flows are mean reverting, then
even for large T the (ar/a~)1 ratio could be a fairly small
fraction, though it could also range up to and fractionally
exceeding unity if expected growth is low and/or the riskless
interest rate or illiquidity premium is high. (Recall also
that these results regarding the size of the 0r/oa ratio were
found in Section 3.1.3 to be quite robust over the plausible
ranges of the underlying parameters.)
Summarizing up to here •••
In summary, the intuition reflected in the running product
numbers we have been generating in this Section suggest the
following conclusion. If we use the Consumption CAPM as
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opposed to the traditional stock market based CAPM, and if we
view cash flows as not mean-reverting, then, though the range
of our estimate 1s quite broad, it certainly seems possible
for real estate risk premia to be fairly large, for both
office and non-office properties. The range estimate of 1 to
10 percent certainly makes a risk premium in the neighborhood
of 3 to 4 percent seem quite plausible. As the spread between
T-bills and the FRC Index return is in the 3 to 4 percent
range, this would seem to imply that the role may be quite
minor for the "illiquidity premium" in the total expected
return for unsecuritized real estate.
On the other hand, if we either use the traditional CAPM
instead of the CCAPM, or we view real estate cash flows as
tending to revert over the long run to a deterministically
known mean, then the real estate risk premium is almost cer-
tainly very small. On the basis of the analysis in Section
3.1, the 0r/a~ ratio has a value roughly equal to T/10 if
there is significant mean reversion, implying that our range
estimate of the return risk premium would be in the neighbor-
hood of 0.1 to about 1.5 percent per year, implying that most
or almost all of a 4 percent spread over the riskless interest
rate must be attributable to the illiquidity premium rather
than to risk.
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It should be noted that the crucia~ impo~tance of the
expected cash flow mean reversion issue in determining the
magnitude of the risk premium is not unique to real estate
that makes use of multi-period riskless leases, such as office
buildings. The return risk to cash flow risk ratio is as
sensitive to mean reversion at T-l as it 1s with multi-period
leases. Indeed, the importance of mean reversion in this
context is not unique to real estate at all. The same point
could be applied to tne stock market, for example.
3.2.1.3 Discussion of the Mean Reversion Issue
In view of its importance in dete~ining return risk, it may
be worthwhile to consider the mean reversion issue as it
relates to real estate assets in a little more depth. As a
preliminary, note that although mean reversion is measured by
a continuous parameter (b can assume any value from 0 to 1),
for practical purposes the implication of mean reversion on
return risk can be viewed without much loss of accuracy as
pretty much an "either/or" issue. This is seen in the almost
"knife-edge" picture of the or/ocr rat~o over the range of b
values shown in Table 3.15 (located at the end of Section
3.2.1), for T-l and T-S. Mean reversion greatly reduces
return risk even for small values of b. For values of b in
excess of about .15, return risk is such a small fraction of
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under~ying cash o~portunity risk that, at least for real
estate, the resulting risk premium would be quite small, and
the further reductions in larger values of b would not make
much practical difference.
As b represents the annual percentage rate at which cash
flows are expected to close the gap batween their current
level and their central tendency or long run mean, values of b
in excess of .15 would seem to be quite likely, to the extent
that we view cash flows as mean-reverting at all. (For
example, b-O.25 implies that after 5 years still only some
three-quarters of this gap will be closed: (1-.75 A 5)·O.163.)
With this in mind, we may characterize the b-O no-mean-
reversion assumption and the b>.IS significant-mean-reversion
assumption as being polar extremes, each of which is probably
unrealistic taken literally. The b-O assumption implies that
cash flows could "wander forever". Though the proportional
error feature of (A.l) prevents negative cash flow expecta-
tions, apart from that, b-O implies literally that we expect
cash flows eventually, with certaj,nty, to depart any neighbor-
hood of values (even after detrendlng by the growth rate, g).
Even though this wandering away from any level need not occur
in any finite amount of time, this feature of the b-O assump-
tion seems unrealistic. On the other hand, the mean reversion
assumption implies that we think we know, with certainty, what
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the long-run trend of the cash flows is. While it may indeed
seem plausible for cash flows have some mean-reversion
tendency, it is difficult to imagine that we know exactly with
certainty what the long-run trend line is over the entire
future. Thus, both the mean-reverting model and the non-mean-
reverting model of cash flows are unrealistic and a bit
extreme.
The usefulness of these models lies in the fact that each
captures a part of the truth, and they are unrealistic 1n
opposite ways. One models cash flow as having less dete~in­
ism than it probably really has, while the other models cash
flow as having more dete~inism than it probably really has.
The two assumptions thus bracket the truth, in some sense.
Crudely, we might take a mid-point between the implications of
the mean-reversion case and the non-mean-revers1on case, to
get a more realistic picture of the nature of real estate risk
premia.
In this regard, it may be useful to consider what would be
the effect of altering the mean-reversion model so that the
trend line, ~, was risky rather than deterministic. While
the math involved in formally modelling such a "reversion-to-
a-stochastic-trend" process is beyond the scope of this the-
sis, we can get a good idea of the effect of such a modifica-
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tion, using the intuition developed in Chapter 2 regarding the
return risk formula.
A review of formula (10) in Chapter 2 and the intuition and
derivation of that formula suggests that adding even a fairly
small amount of risk to th~ long-run cash flow trend line
would considerably increase the return risk in the asset.
Return risk is so small under mean reversion primarily because
the riskless central tendency term (the part of CS with K[-]
1n it) is quite large, and it appears in the denominator of
eqn.(lO) but not in the numerator. But if the cent~al
tendency ~ were risky, then this term would not be so large,
and further, it would also appear in the numerator (though
possibly reduced by some elasticity of expectations type dam-
pening factor).
This also suggests that the true return risk implications of
the cash flow fundamentals of real estate lie somewhere
between those of the mean-reverting and non-mean-reverting
cases described in the previous section. Yet another route to
this same conclusion is suggested by an examination of the
economics underlying the mean-reversion model.
As sketched by Bhattacharya in his original development of
the mean-reverting cash flow capital budgeting model, mean
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reversion is fundamentally an effect of equilibrium in the
real capital market. The idea is that long-run equilibrium
should cause the input factors used to produce a capital asset
to earn neither more nor less than a fair compensation, in the
long run. Viewing the cash thrown off by an asset as this
compensation, this should imply that capi.tal asset cash flows
will tend to revert toward a long run mean. If a capital
asset earns (in the fo~ of cash flow) more or less than the
long-run equilibrium "fair" level, then entry or exit into the
market (of real assets) by competitors should drive this cash
flow yield back to the fair level in the long run. This
assumes, of course, that the physical asset can be reproduced
by competitors, either exactly or in the fo~ of a close sub-
stitute.
Underlying this long-run equilibrium argument for mean-
reversion in cash flows is the idea that the reproduction cost
of the physical asset is itself mean-reverting over time. This
seems plausible to the extent that the asset is a machine or
structure whose primary physical inputs are labor and com-
~
moditles, and as long as technological changes do not severely
alter the basic asset design or production process. Market
wages and commodity prices are generally viewed as mean-
reverting over time (to some exponentially growing trend
level, perhaps). So an asset whose inputs consist fundamen-
tally primarily of wages and commodity costs will then have a
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reproduction cost that is mean-reverting. Asset cash flows
would then be expected to at least tend to revert toward some
fraction of the current cost of reproducing the asset (in its
current possibly depreciated condition, as it gets older).
However, an important difference between real estate assets
and other physical capital is the extent to which land is a
major input production factor in the asset, in addition to
labor and commodities. While the structure or building on a
piece of property may be easily reproduced using inputs whose
cost follows a mean-reverting path over time, the land under-
neath the structure is unique and perpetual. Land cannot be
either created or destroyed, and is probably best viewed in
this context as a kind of pure capital asset, whose current
market value reflects all currently available information
about its future value, and whose returns would therefore be
expected to be well approximated as a white noise process.
This tmplies that the land value component of the real estate
asset reproduction cost could well follow a non-mean-reverting
or random walk type process.
Thus, we may conceptually view the reproduction cost of a
real estate asset as consisting of two components. One is the
reproduction cost of the structure currently in place on the
property. The other is the current value of the land. The
former may be well viewed as mean-reverting over time, while
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the latter may be better modelled as non-mean-reverttng. It
therefore makes sense conceptually to think of real estate
cash flows (in their role as the compensation for the cost of
the asset) as consisting of two components, one of which com-
pensates the presently existing structural input on the land,
and the other of which compensates the land input. While long
run equilibrium would drive the fo~er cash flow component to
be mean-reverting, it would not have this effect on the latter
component. Equilibrium would drive the land component of the
cash flow toward a fixed fraction of the (non-mean-reverting)
land value, so this component would therefore be non-mean-
reverting.
If one looked at a historical time series of ex post cash
flows during a period when no new major structure was built on
the property, the cash flow series might well appear to be
mean-reverting, since a part of the total is mean-reverting.
But a part of the future cash flow stream expected by
investors could nevertheless be non-mean-reverting~
The operative question then becomes: what fraction of the
property's current value is attributable to the presently-
existing structure on it, and what fraction 1s attributable to
the land. If we can answer this question, then we can get
some idea where we lie in the range between the return risk
implications of mean-reversion versus non-mean-reversion. We
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can think of the real estate asset as a portfolio of land plus
structure. As the systematic risk (and hence, the expected
return risk premium) of a portfolio is just the value-weighted
average of that of its components, this will give an idea how
much to weight the mean-reversion implications versus the non-
mean-reversion implications in our return risk analysis.
But this question should be fairly easy to answer, concep-
tually at least, on average over time. Buildings wear out and
eventually are replaced (not necessarily by the same type and
size of new structure). When a building is just new, its
value probably represents almost all of the property value,
with land value apart from the building being only a minor
part of the total. But when a building is old or near to the
time when it will be replaced, very little of the current
property value is attributable to the building, and almost all
of the current property value is effectively land value. This
should be empirically apparent by noticing that land parcels
with structures that are physically or economically obsolete
on them sell for prices very little above the price of other-
wise similar vacant lots in the same area.
There are two key implications of this analysis. First, if
(real physical/economic, as opposed to "accounting") deprecia-
tion is "straight-line", then on average over time, 50 percent
of property value 1s the land component, and 50 percent is the
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eXisting-structures component. This would imply that the
return risk ~plications and expected return risk premium are
on average over time about halfway between those implied by
the mean-raverslon assumption and those implied by the non-
mean-reversion assumption. Second, we should expect, cat.
pa~., the return risk of a property to irlcrease over time as
the structure on the property ages (and/or becomes more eco-
nomically obsolete, due possibly as much to changes in neigh-
boring land use patterns as to physical characteristics of the
bUilding itself). This second implication is intuitively
appealing.
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Table 3.15 The Effect of Mean Reversion on Return Risk
(r-.03, Jjo-.05, g-o, A-O, a ..1, 0-1)
b arlo °rJOy °r/OC[
T-l:
0 1.084 1.084 1.084
.05 .426 .426 .426
.10 .2-'4 .274 .274
.15 .207 .207 .207
.20 .169 .169 .169
.25 .144 .144 .144
.30 .127 .127 .127
.35 .115 .115 .115
.40 .105 .105 .105
.45 .097 .097 .097
.50 .091 .091 .091
T-5:
0 .928 .928 4.640
.05 .333 .353 1.764
.10 .196 .220 1.102
.15 .136 .162 .809
.20 .103 .1.29 .644
.25 .081 .108 .539
.30 .067 .093 .466
.35 .056 .083 .413
.40 .048 .075 .373
.45 .042 .068 .342
.50 .038 .063 .317
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3.2.2 Acc~racy of S~ple Cap Rate Valuation
( 2 )
<•••>
A common practice in real estate valuation is to estimate
the current property value (ex dividend) as the current expec-
tation of the next year's cash flow divided by a "cap rate".
Obviously the mathematics of this procedure are such that
there must exist some value of the cap rate, labelled 0, which
will give the correct current property value. Defining the
current time to be t-l-O and the current correct property
value to be Vo' we have:
o • Eo[CF1]/Vo
Va - Eo[CF,] /0
(Note that this implies that the cap rate which gives the
correct property value equals the current expected income
component of the property's return.)
In practice, however, the true Va is not known! ~r1ori. The
inputs to the value estimatioil process are Eo[CF1] and the cap
rate, the latter of which the analyst must estimate. If the
analyst knows the true current expected total return on the
property (eg, by knowledge of the return risk premium and the
interest rate) and he knows the underlying expected rental
price growth trend, then since real estate assets exist in
perpetuity it is reasonable to estimate the cap rate as a
constant-growth perpetuity capitalization rate. This suggests
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that the analyst would employ an estimated cap rate, labelled
•n, defined as the correct current expected total return to
the property (given by Assumption A.2 of Chapter 2) minus the
expected underlying cash flow growth trend:
•o • Eo[r ( i) 1] - 9
- r + A + }J0r ( i )0 - 9
where the terms are all as defined in Assumption (A.2) of
Chapter 2.
( 3 )
In this Section the valuation model and formulas developed
in Chapter 2 are used to exa~lne the question: When will this
estimated cap rate give the correct current property value?
•That is, when will 0 • 01 ...
This question is similar to that addressed by Myers & Turn-
bull and subsequently by Bhattacharya for capital budgeting
problems (see citations in bibliography). In those papers the
authors considered when discounted cash flow analysis (DCF)
using a constant risk-adjusted discount rate ("cost of
capital") would yield an accurate project valuation. DCF
using a constant discount rate 1s identical to the simple cap
rate valuation method considered here in the special case
where expected cash flows are a constant-growth perpetuity.
Myers & Turnbull assumed that cash flows followed the non-
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mean-reverting process modelled by the bmO case here, and
found "good news" in the sense that the simple DCF procedure
yielded valuation that was very nearly correct, and exactly
correct in the case of the perpetuity, provided the correct
risk-adjusted discount rate (equal to the tr\le expected total
return) ~as used. However, Bhattacharya found that in the case
where cash flows were mean-reverting (corresponding to our
b>max{O,g) assumption here) the simple DCF procedure gave
results that could be substantially biased, even in the case
of the perpetuity.
These earlier studies therefore suggest that one factor
•which may be important in the relationship between Q and 0 1s
whether or not cash flows are mean reverting. Another factor
which we want to consider here which was not addressed in
those earlier studies is the effect of multi-period leasing
and the presence of existing vintage leases in the property.
Intuitively, this should affect the relationship between a and
•o because the presence of existing leases introduces a "bond
part" component into the asset value, which suggests that a
constant discount rate model may be too simple. The presence
of existing leases may affect cash flow risk (which enters
•into or and hence into 0 ) differently than expected cash fl,ows
(which enters into Q).
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To address these questions it will be convenient to define a
measure of the current conditions in the real estate market,
which we label D, the current deviation from the average or
previously expected market condition. Consistent with the
definition in Chapter 2, D 1s defined as:
( 4 )
where the last equality 1s relevant only in the case of mean-
reversion. (Note that, implicit in this definition is the
assumption, which is necessary for tractability of the
analysis, that in previous periods (t<O) the real estate mar-
ket was at its long-run average or previously expected condi-
tion.) Thus, n-l represents the situation where the real
estate market is at its unconditional expectation or long-run
average level. It is natural to consider this long-run "nor-
mal" D-l level of the market as a kind of "base case", but we
also need to consider how, as D may vary over time, the rela-
•tionshlp between nand C may vary with it, as VO' Eo[CF1], and
or all may vary with D in different ways.
•The basic qualitative relationship between 0 and Q can be
perce1?ed algebraically. using the fact that the total
expected return consists of the expected cash flow return
component plus the expected value appreciation return compo-
nent:
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EO(CF,1 Eo(V,l-Vo
- ------- + ---------
Vo va
•we can use the definitions of C and 0 to relate the true and
estimated cap rate values:
•C
-
Q + 9 ( 5 )
The estimated cap rate equals the true cap rate plus the
current expected apprec1at1oIl return component, nlinus the
underlying long-run expected opportunity growth rate. In the
case of a perpetual asset like real estate, one would expect
the appreciation return component, on average over time, to
equal the underlying opportunity growth rate. Formula (5)
therefore suggests that the estimated cap rate may be accurate
on average over time. As fo~la (5) did not require either
the assumption that there is no mean reversion in the cash
flows or that there is no multi-period leasing, this suggests
that the simple cap rate valuation procedure may be more
robust than first appears. We can expand and confirm this
finding using a more in-depth algebraic analysis, reported in
the following section, and using numerj.cal simulation,
reported in Section 3.2.2.2.
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3.2.2.1 Algebraic Analysis
•According to (5), Q will equal Q if and only if Eo[V1] Ill:
(l+g)Vo• It turns out that this condition will hold without
mean reversion (b-O) no matter what is the current market
condition (ie, for all D), provided T~l. This is the case
Myers & Turnbull examined. If T>l (multi-period leasing),
then even without mean-reversion Eo[V1] will not exactly equal
•(1+9)Vo' and Q will not exactly equal Q , unless D·~,: _ With
•mean reversion, 0 will equal n if and only if D-1, no matter
what the lease te~ (ie, even for T=l). [This is because,
with mean-reversion, expected rental prices are constant-
•growth if and only if D-1, and the formula for Q is predi-
cated upon expected rental prices being constant-growth.]
Thus, at the long-run "normal" (D-l) market condition (which
•should be representative of the average over time), O=Q, and
"simple cap rate valuation" is accurate, no matter whether
cash flows are mean-reverting or not,· and whether or not there
are long-term leases.
These results can be seen by the following analysis. Recall
chat the property ex dividend value at any time consists of
the "bond value" part (present value of existing vintage
leases) plus the ustock value" part. Therefore:
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and:
BO + So
EO[Sl] + EO[Sl]
•Thus, the necessary and sufficiellt conditj.on for 0-0 is that
both Eo[Bl ] - (l+g)Bo and Ea[Sl] - (1+9)50• The conditions when
these equalities will be met can be seen most easily by a
simple example. Let T-3, and define the current market under-
lying opportunity cost to be Xo = D. This implies that:
E_2[x_l ] - 1/ (1+9) - X_l
E_1[XO] • 1 - Xc
Eo[X,]. (1+g)[1+(D-1)a], Xl - (l+g)
Eo [ X2] • b~ + (1-b) ( 1+g )Eo [ Xl ]
- b(1+g)2 + (1-b)(1+g)2[1+(D-1)a] , ~ ~ (1+g)2
(Ga)
(6b)
(6c)
(6d)
(Ge)
Consider first the stock part of the property value, So' and
the expectation of this component next year, Eo[Sl]. This is
the component of property value that is due to cash flow
opportunities beyond the expiration of the existing leases, in
perpetuity. Based on formula (la) of Chapter 2 and the
reasoning that led to the development of formula (10) 1n that
Chapter, So in our three-lease buiding is given by the
following formula:
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• (1/3) { H[-]EO[x,] + K[-]X,
l+g
+ [Q H[-] EO[X'] + (K [CD ]+bH[ QO] ) Xl]
l+r
(1+g)2 1-Q2
+ ------ [Q 2 H[-]EO[X1] + (K[-]+bH[m]----)X1] } (7)(l+r)Z 1-Q
where all the terms are defined in Chapter 2 (in particular,
recall that H[-] is the capitalization factor for the risky
component of the cash flows and K[-] is the capitalization
factor for the riskless central tendancy component of the cash
flows, and O.l-b-a~o is a discount factor that is introduced
in the recursion of the forward value of the stock part back
to the present value).
Note that each line in (7) gives the value of the stock part
of one-third of the building. The first line is the third
whose lease expires this period and therefore the exact cash
flow from which is unknown even next period (and so this third
has no bond part in its value). The other two lines are the
forward stock part of the values of the parts of the building
that do have bond parts in their value.
In the same manner, our current expectation of the value of
the stock part of the property next year is:
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Ea[S,] • (1/3) { H[-]EO[X2] + K[oo]~
1+9
+ [Q H[ GO ] EO [ x2] + (K[ CD ] +bH[ CD] )~ ]l+r
(1+g)2 1-Q2
+ - - - - - - [ Q aH[ GI ] EO [ X2] + (K[ •• ] +bH[ - ] - - - - )~]} ( 8 )(1+r)2 1-Q
By inspection we see that (8) is identical to (7) except
that the te~s in (7) which multiply Eo[X,] now multiply Eo[X2]
in (8), and the te~s in (7) which multiply Xl now in (8)
multiply X1. But of course, by definition, X2-(1+g)X1, and
observe from (6c) and (6a) that if either b=O (no mean
reversion) or D=l (long-run "normal" market) then Eo[X2] =
(1+g)Eo[X1]. Thus, if either b=O or 0=1, then Eo[S,] - (1+9)80•
In this example, T=3, but it is obvious by induction that this
result would obtain for any value of T. The stock part of
asset value is expected to grow at the underlying rate 9 no
matter what the current market condition if there is no mean
reversion, or if the market is at its long-run average if
there is mean reversion, whether or not there are multi-period
leases. However, this same result does not obtain for the
bond value part of asset total value.
Consider now when Eo[B1] will equal (l+g)Bo• Since the bond
part is just the risklessly discounted present value of the
existing lease rental commitments , it is helpful to COIlslder
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the relationship between the new-lease rental prices and
expected future prices over time.
From formula (3) of Chapter 2 and formulas (6) above, we see
that the current new-lease rental price is:
y(O,3)
Xo + H[T-l lEa[X,] + K[T-l ]X,
- ----------------~-~----~---~(l+r)a[T]
D + H[T-l](l+g)[l+(D-l)a] + K[T-l](l+g)
~ -~-------------------~--------~~~-----~(l+r)a[T]
and the expected value of next year's rental price is:
EO [ Xl] + H [ T-l ] Eo [ X2] + K[ T-l ]~
~ -----~-~-----~----------------~-(l+r)a[T]
(l+g)[l+(D-l)a]
~ ----~----------(l+r)a[T]
H[T-l]{b(1+g)2+(1-b)(1+g)2[l+(D-l)Q]}
+ -------------------------------------(l+r)a[T]
K[T-l] (l+g):I
+ ------------(l+r)a[t]
Note tnat the relationship between Eo[y(1,3)] and y(O,3)
depends on D, but if D-1, then the above formulas simplify to:
at D-1 •••
1 + H[T-l](l+g) + K[T-l](l+g)
y(O,3) ~ -----------------------------(l+r)a[T]
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(l+g) + H[T-l](1+g)2 + K[T-l](1+g)2
~ --~--~-----------~-----~---~----~--(l+r)a[t]
a (1+g)y(O,3)
At n-l the expected next year rental is exactly (1+g) times
this year's rental. (This makes sense, since the market is
unperturbed on its expected track, so there is no reason why
we should not expect it to continue to remain on that track.)
Similarly, we can see for the past values of the rental price:
1/(1+9)Aj + H[T-l]/(l+g)A(j-l) + K[T-l]/(l+g)A(j-l)
y(-j,3) • ----------~---------------------------------------(l+r)a[T]
for j=1,2, •••
Thus, if and only if D-l we will have:
y(O,3) = y(-j,3)(1+g)Aj
Let us relate this now to the bond value part of our T-3
example. The bond value part equals the riskless present
value of the lease payments to be received under the two
leases that do not expire this period. Since each lease cov-
ers (1/3) of the bUilding:
= (1/3) ( y(O,3)/(1+r) +
+
y(-1,3)/(1+r) }
y(O,3)/(1+r)3
(The other third of the building has no bond part but only the
stock part in its value.)
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Similarly the expectation of next year's bond part value is:
EO [ B,] = (1/3) (~EO[ Y( 1 , 3 ) ] / ( 1+r ) + Eo [ Y( 1 , 3 ) ] / ( 1+r) 2
+
y(O,3)/(1+r) }
But since, if and only if D-1, we have: EO[Y(1,3)] ~
(1+g)y(O,3), and y(O,3) • (1+g)y(-1,3), we therefore have:
Eo[B1] - (l+g)Bo if and only if D-l~ This obviously holds
whether or not there is mean-reversion, and although in this
example T~3, it is clear that this result will hold for any
value of T. In the special case of T=1 examined by Myers &
Turnbull and by Bhattacharya, there is no bond part of asset
value, so the relationship between Vo and Eo[V1] depends
entirely on the stock parte
We have thus confirmed the results stated at the outset of
this Section, which are summarized in the following "matrix":
T.. l No Long-term
Leases
T>l Long-term
Leases
b=O
no mean reversion
•D=l: 0=0
•D<>l: 0=0
•D==l: 0=0
•D<>l: 0<>0
b>O
mean reversion
•D=1: 0=0 CI
D<>1: 0<>0
•D=1: 0:0 •
D<>1: 0<>0
While the algebraic analysi~ allows us to establish the
above qualitative relationships, numerical analysis is
•required to give us some idea how much 0 will differ from 0
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in those cases where it is different. This is pursued in the
next Section.
3.2.2.2 NUmerical Analysis
Table 3.16 shows the results of a numerical analysis com-
•paring 0 and 0 under both non-mean-reverting and mean-
reverting cash flows, over a range of current market condi-
tions (D=0.6 to 1.4), and under varying assumptions about
underlying elasticity of expectations (a=0.75 to 1.25). The
•Table reports the Q and 0 values for T=l and for T~5. Table
3.17 reports some resulting property valuations using the
estimated cap rate versus the true rate •
•In these Tables, Q is quantified using definition (3)
above, with or quantified using fo~ula (10) from Chapter 2,
as in all the numerical simulations in Section 3.1 of this
Chapter. The true cap rate Q is quantified 1n the Tables
using definition (2) above, with Va quantified as the denomi-
nator of Chapter 2's formula (10) and Eo[CF1] quantified as the
denominator of Chapter 2's fo~ula (11). These formulas all
collapse to equal the relevant corI'esponding (perpetuity)
formulas in Myers & ~urnbull's (T=l, b=O) article and Bhatta-
charya's (T=l, g=O, b~O) article. Thus, the results re~orted
here should be consistent with the previous literature.
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The qualitative relationships found in the algebraic analy-
sis are, of course, confirmed, and three main quantitative
conclusions emerge from Table 3.16 (located at the end of
Chapter 3). First, with multi-period lease terms typical of
office properties, the deviation of Q$ from 0 can be rather
severe in the non-mean--revers1on case, hut appears to be
rather minor in the mean-reversion case. For example, with no
mean reversion and T-S with a-1, deviation of Xo by ±20
percent around its previously exp9cted value causes deviations
•in Q from a of only some ±lO basis points with b-.25, but in
the neighborhood of 70 to 110 basis points without mean-
reversion.
Given the typical level of the total cap rate (7 to 15
percent" this could cause substantial mis-estimation of prop-
erty value, in the neighborhood of 10 percent or more (without
mean-reversion). During times when the rental market is above
average (D>1), without mean-reversion property values would be
•~derestimated using 0, while during times when the market is
below average the opposite would occur. However, in practice,
the significance of this error may be reduced, at least for
small T>l, by the fact that the error with mean reversion is
opposite in direction to the error without mean reversion (and
considering the argument in Section 3.2.1 that actual cash
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flow expectations behavior probably lies somewhere between the
cases modelled here as b-O and b~.25).
A second major quantitative conclusion emerges from the
•pattern of deviation of 0 aro~lnd n across the values of D. As
•indicated in Table 3.17, which shows correct versus O-based
•estimated property values, the pattern 1n 0 errors results
(after the inverse operation) in property values estimated
•using 0 being quite accurate on average over tirre. That is,
•the mis-estimates of property value caused by use of n
instead of 0 are very nearly symmetric around the true prop-
erty value, over values of D.
The third major conclusion from the quantitative analysis 1s
•that property values estimated using Q will show different
variance over time than will the true property values. In
particular, in the case of non-mean-reversion (with multi-
period leases), use of the simple cap rate valuation procedure
with the cap rate based on the correct current total expected
return will cause smoothing in the estimated property value
series over time, relative to the true prope~ty value series.
The estimated property value varies with D 1n the same direc-
tion as the true value, but not as much. Under mean-
reversion, on the other hand, while the estimated value still
varies with changes in D in the same direction as the true
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value, with b-.25 it tends to vary more than the true value
(unless the lease term is very long). [So, with T>l and D<>l,
the estimated property value under b-O and the estimated value
under b-.25 are generally en opposite sides of the true value,
except at high values of T.]
With lease terms typical of office buildings (T~4 or so),
while the smoothing appears to be rather severe in the case of
no mean reversion, the "unsmoothl!lg" seems to be rather minor
in the case of mean reversion. Therefore, on the basis of the
conclusion from Section 3.2.1 regarding the integration of the
implications of mean-reversion and non-mean-reversion, this
•suggests that, on the whole, for office buildings, use of n
instead of the (unobservable true) 0 tends to introduce some
smoothing into the estimated property value series. (The oppo-
site might be the case for properties without multi-period
leases. )
One way to understand all of the above results is to recog-
nize that there are two potential sources of errcr 1n the
•estimated cap rate Q. One is the effect of the existing
vintage leases. This source of error, which is more important
when there is no mean-reversion, causes bias in the direction
of overestimating property value when D<l and underestimating
it when D>l, the more so the longer the lease term (if there
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1s not mean-reversion).
error from this source.
When either D-1 or Tml, there is no
•The second source of error in 0 1s
the non-constant-growth rental prices effect. The accuracy of
•Q as defined by (3) is predicated upon expected rents being a
constant-growth perpetuity. But if rents are mean-reverting,
then their expected future values will not be constant-growth
if 0<>1. This second source of error thus applies only when
b>O and D<>l, but it applies whether or not there is multi-
period leasing. The direction of the bias from this source of
error is opposite to that of the vintage lease effect, causing
underestimation of property value when D<l and overestimation
when D>1. Both sources of bias are present in mean-reverting
cash flows with T>l, and since the vintage lease effect
increases with lease te~ and goes opposite to the non-
•constant-growth effect, the bias in a under mean-reversion
falls with lease te~, at least up to a point. [After a high
enough T, the vintage lease effect dominates even in mean-
reverting cash flows, causing bias to increase with further
increases in T.l
•It may be that the bias introduced into 0 when D<>l 1s not
too significant in practice because property appraisers and
analysts may realize how the current market conditions differ
from the long-run norm, and they may be aware of the bias this
introduces if they do not adjust their cap rate appropriately.
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In effect, good analysts may modify formula (3) 1n the direc-
tion of (2). However, in practice it may be difficult to
recognize how far the current market is from its (ex ante
expected) long-run normal level.
Use of more explicit multi-period cash flow forecasting in a
DCF framework as opposed to the simple cap rate valuation
procedure can help eliminate at least the non-constant-growth
source of bias, but only to the extent that the analyst knows
the "correct" central tendancy and rate of mean reversion,
factors about which it may be difficult to have much reliable
knowledge. Furthermore, as the above analysis has pointed
out, there could still remain an important vintage lease
effect which could bias the valuation. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, we saw in the above analysis that with multi-period
leases the vintage leases and the non-constant-growth sources
of bias offset each other to some degree, at least over moder-
ate lease terms (and to the extent that mean-reversion plays
an important role). This implies that the elimination of one
source of bias (by use of multi-period forecasts and DCF)
could make the overall valuation mo~e biased! (Of course, an
analyst diligent enough to do mean-reverting multi-period cash
flow forecasts may also be diligent enough to separately value
the bond and stock parts of the property value using different
discount rates, possibly avoiding the vintage lease bias
effect as well.)
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3.2.2.3 Conclusions Regarding Simple Cap Rate Valuation
There is certainly some "good news" in the above analysis.
Simple cap rate valuation appears to be quite accurate on
average over time or when the rental market is near its long-
run average level of balance b~tween supply and demand. This
result 1s quite similar to the result obtained by Myers &
Turnbull, but differs from the finding of Bhattacharya. (At
D-l, expected future cash flows are constant-growth even with
mean-reversion, so simple cap rate valuation is equivalent to
constant cost-af-capital DCF valuation for an infinite-
maturity project.) The result obtained here that simple cap
rate valuation is accurate at D-l for all lease terms (includ-
ing T-l) applies to the mean-reversion case as well as to the
non-mean-reversion case, and thus appears to contradict Bhat-
tacharya's conclusion.
As noted, in the Tml and gaO case, Bhattacharya's formulas
are the same as those used here. Bhattacharya's impression
that the use of simple constant-discQunt-rate valuation would
be biased even in the case of the D-1 perpetuity appears to
come from his failure to eliminiate some terms which cancel
out at Dal in his perpetuity formula. These cancellable terms
obfuscate the equality of the constant-discount~rateDCF valu-
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ation and the true valuation for the D-l perpetuity. Bhatta-
charya's false impression about bias 1n this case was probably
reinforced by his numerical analysis, which was limited to
finite maturity projects, and showed bias increasing as matu-
rity increased to the maximum horizon he considered, which was
40 years. Had he continued his analysis to longer maturities,
however, he would indeed have found the bias shrinking toward
zero at infinite maturity (with D=l), consistent with the
result found above.
Where the results here differ from the Myers & Turnbull
finding, bringing some "bad news", is in the effect of multi-
period leases when the rental market is not at its long-run
normal level. Thus, at any given point in time, simple cap
rate valuation may be biased, even without mean reversion,
although the bias may be small particularly if lease terms are
not very long. If we believe that actual expectations behav-
ior lies somewhere between the mean-reversion and non-mean-
reversion cases, then the situation is helped by the fact that
mean-reversion implies opposite direction of bias than is
implied by non-Mean-reversion (at least over moderate lease
terms). The absolute magnitude of bias under non-mean-
reversion increases with lease term (from zero bias for any D
at T-l) because it is caused purely by the vintage lease
effect (cash flow expectations are still constant-growth). In
contrast, the magnitude of bias under mean-reversion decreases
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with lease term (at least up to a point), because the non-
constant-growth cash flow effect under mean-reversion is oppo-
site to the the vintage lease effect, and exceeds it, but by
less as the lease term increases). For long-te~ leases, the
overall effect of this bias 1s likely to cause some smoothing
in the estimated property value time se~ies as compared to the
true value series •
•
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3.2.3 Real Estate Sensitivity to Nominal Interest Rates:
Is Real Estate More "Like a Bond" or "Like 8 stock"?
One of the assumptions underlying the basic property valua-
tion model developed in Chapter 2, noted in Assumption (A.2),
is that the interest rate, represented by r, is constant. Of
course, in reality this is not true, and it is interesting to
ask how sensitive is property value to changes in interest
rates. This question is related to the question of what is
real estate's "duration", and is of interest to portfolio
managers.
In this Section we use the property valuation model to
examine real estate sensitivity to a particular type of change
in interest rates, namely, a change in the nominal interest
rate holding all else constant (including the real interest
rate and the real underlying opportunity growth expectation
relevant for cash flows beyond current contractual cash flow
.'
commitments). In times of important uncertainty about infla-
tion, this type of sensitivity should be a major source of
return risk in bonds (where all of the cash flows are contrac-
tually fixed in nominal terms) but should have no effect on
the risk and value of stocks (since real values are by assump-
tion held constant). Thus, the question examined in this
Section boils down to the question of to what extent do long-
term nominally riskless leases render real estate assets more
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"like a bond u as opposed to "like a stock" with respect to
sensitivity to nominal interest rate changes.
While our property valuation model, by its assumption of a
constant interest rate, lacks the ability to explore this
question in a completely rigorous manner, we can gain some
insight and appreciation for this question by simply examining
the sensitivity of property value to a change in the nominal
interest rate holding all else constant in our model. This
sensitivity is measured by the nominal "duration" of the
asset, labelled 6, defined as:
S = -(l+i)(aV/ai)/V (9)
where i represents here the inflation rate, and V is current
property value (in "real" or constant-purchasing-power terms).
The greater is 6, the greater is the sensitivity of the
asset's real return to changes in nominal interest rates, or
to inflation (holding real underlying expectations and real
interest rates constant).
This question was recently examined in a study by Hartzell
at a1 (Salomon Bros. 1987). However, they used a different
valuation model, effectively a DCF model in which all expected
cash flows are discounted at the same risk-adjusted rate. They
estimated real estate duration to range from 0 (by definition)
with a lease te~ of T=l year (ie, no multi-period leases, and
hence, no ';bond part" of asset value) to a duration of 4.2
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years with a lease te~ of T~21 years, with intermediate
values of 0.6 and 1.8 years with lease terms of 6 or 11 years,
respectively. (In effect, they assume a property with a
single newly-signed lease, with T-l years remaining on the
lease.)
The Hartzell at al paper examines the effect of "inflation
pass-throughs" in the leases, that is, recognizing that many
real estate leases allow some pass-through of inflation from
the landlord to the tenant, so that the lease cash flow j.s not
fixed in nominal terms. (In the e~ttreme case of complete
pass-through, the lease cash flows are fixed in real terms.)
Here, we consider only the no pass-through case, as this puts
an upper bound on real estate's duration, and we shall see
that even this upper bound is quite low. (With pass-throughs,
real property value should be less sensitive to inflation, and
duration accordingly smaller.)
To quantify the above-defined duration measure using our
valuation model from Chapter 2, we treat the underlying oppor-
tunity cost cash flows eXt) as being measured in nominal
dollars, and continue to use Assumption (A.4) as stated in
Chapter 2, namely that the rental payments under aT-period
lease signed at time s, designated Yt(s,T), are fixed at the
level of y(s,T) for t=s,S+l, ... ,s+T-l. Thus, we now interpret
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both rand 9 as nominal parameters, including inflation. To
be more specific, with 1 representing the rate of inflation:
r ::II (1+r'l) (1+i )-1, and: g::ll (1+!) (1+i ) -1
where ~ and c! are the real rates.
We must also adjust the "numeraire" ~xpected cash flows for
the next period, such that EO[X1:XO·Xo]-(1+i), instead of unity.
[This has the effect of multiplying the So "stock part" of
current property value by (1+1) times the value given by the
CS component in the denominator of Chapter 2's formula (10)
using the nominal values of r and g.]
With these definitions and adjustments in mind, the current
property value Vo is given by the denominator of formula (10)
in Chapter 2, such that:
V0 = Bo + (1+i ) So
where the stock value component 1s completely insensitive to
inflation: a[(1+i)So]/ai=O, as it should be given the assump-
tions and focus of the analysis. Thus, aVo/a1~aBo/ai, and we
can rewrite (9) in terms of the percentage sensitivity of the
bond value component to inflation:
=
aBO/a!
-(1+1) ------
Bo
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BO
-----.-.-._------
[Bo+(l+i)So]
(10)
In other words, real estate nominal duration equals the nomi-
nal duration of the bond value component, times the proportion
of bond value in total value, which is a very intuitive rela-
tion given the assumptions and focus of this analysis.
By definition, the bond value component has nominally fixed
cash flows, and so its duration 1s the well known present-
value-weighted average time until the bond cash flows will be
received. Consider a "monolithic" building that has only one
single lease covering all its space, where there are n periods
left in the lease. In this case the cash flows (rental pay-
ments from existing lease) are all equal, so the bond duration
fo~ula is simply:
l/(l+r) + 2/(1+r)2 + ••• + n/(l+r)An
= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - ----
l/(l+r) + 1/(1+r)2 + ••• + l/(l+r)An
(11)
Under the stylized market history assumption described in
Chapter 2 in the derivation of fo~ula (10) in that Chapter,
we have bond value and stock value components as follows (with
n periods left on the lease in a market where T-period leases
are the no~ at signing):
= a[n] y(n-T+l,T)
[1 + H[T-l](l+g) + K[T-l](l+g)]
a[n]
(l+r)a[T](l+g)A(T-n)
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(12)
(l+g)An (l-QA n)/(l-Q)
~ ------- { (QAn)H[~] + (1 + -------------)K[~] }
(l+r)An (l+r)/(r-g)
(13)
where all the terms are as defined in Chapter 2, and we have
assumed here that D~l, that is, we are getting long-run
average duration or duration when the rental market is at its
no~al balance.
Combining (11), (12) and (13) into (10), we obtain a quan-
titative formula for the duration as a function of the number
of years remaining on the lease. It is clear by inspection of
these formulas that for lease terms ranging up to 10 years or
so 5 will be a very small number, similar to the duration of a
very short-te~ bond, or even less. The duration factor (11)
will be less than half the lease te~ (T/2) even when the
maximum n=T-l years remain on the lease, and this factor will
fall down to zero ~hen the current lease expires at the ~nd of
the current period (no bond compenent). The bond part of
total property value will also be a rather small fraction,
always if lease terms (T) are small, but whenever remaining
years on the lease (n) is small even if T is large.
Using the above formulas, Table 3.18 reports typical quan-
titative values of the duration 6 and the bond value component
as a fraction of the total property value (Bo/Vo)' for n
ranging between 0 and 10 years and T=ll (a fairly extreme
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case). We see that the duration even at n-10 is only 2.64
years without mean reversion or 1.25 years under b-.25 mean
reversion (with 5 percent 1~flatlon and other base case par-
ameters as before). Similar numbers are obtained under other
plausible parameter assumptions.
These numbers bracket the finding of Hartzell at al, and
imply that for the typical property whose leases are in the 5-
10 year range, and therefore where the average remaining years
(n) is in the 0-5 year range, the duration would be on the
order of 0.15 to 0.3 years depending on whether mean-reversion
is assumed or not. Either way, this is very little duration,
making real estate in this respect much more like a stock than
a bond. The reason is only partly because tho stock part
tends to dominate over the bond part in total asset value.
Another factor is that the lasso cash flows, though they may
originally cover a period as long as the maturity of a medium-
term bond, do not contain a large It balloon tI payment of
principle at maturity. Another contributing factor is that
the average time remaining on a lease is only about half its
originel term.
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Table 3.16 Estimated versus True Cap Rate
(r-.03, IJO-.OS, g.,O, A-O)
b.O:
•
b-.25: •
D 0 0 Q n
T-l:
a-.75:
0.6 .071 .071 .026 .034
O~G .071 .071 .031 .035
1.0 .071 .071 .036 .036
1.2 .071 .071 .041 .037
1.4 .071 .071 .045 .037
a-1.00:
0.6 .084 .084 .023 .035
0.8 .084 .084 .030 .036
1.0 .084 .084 .037 .037
1.2 .084 .084 .044 .038
1.4 .084 .084 .050 .040
a-l.25:
0.6 .097 .097 ,,020 .035
0.8 .097 .097 .030 .031
1.0 .097 .097 .039 .039
1.2 .097 .097 .047 .041
1.4 .097 .097 .055 .042
T-S:
a-.75
0.6 .079 .064 .031 .032
0.8 .071 .065 .032 .033
1.0 .065 .065 .033 .033
1.2 .061 .066 .034 .034
1.4 .057 .066 .035 .034
a-1.00:
0.6 .101 .074 .031 .033
0.8 .086 .075 .033 .033
1.0 .076 .076 .034 .034
1.2 .070 .077 .035 .035
1.4 .065 .078 .037 .036
a-l.25:
0.6 .127 .082 .031 .033
0.8 .101 .085 .033 .034
1.0 .087 .087 .035 .035
1.2 .078 .088 .037 .036
1.4 .072 .089 .038 .037
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Table 3.17 Estimated versus True Valuation
(r-.03, )..10-.05, g-O, A-O)
blllQ:
•
ba.25:
•D V V V V
T-l:
a-.75:
0.6 9.85 9.85 21.03 20.47
1.0 14.07 14.07 27.93 27.93
1.4 18.30 18.30 28.82 34.84
----- ----- ------- ------
Avg. 14.07 14.07 21.93 21.75
a-l.OO:
0.6 7.13 7.13 25 of 72 17.38
1.0 11.88 11.88 26.81 26.37
1.4 16.63 16.63 28.02 35.27
----- -----
------- --------
Avg. 11.88 11.88 26.87 26.60
a-1.25:
0.6 5.14 5.14 24.50 14.47
1.0 10.27 10.27 25.89 25.89
1.4 15.41 15.41 27.27 35.47
----- ----- ---~- -----
Avg. 10.27 10.27 25.89 25.28
T-S:
a-.75
0.6 10.16 12.53 27.28 26.21
1.0 14.08 14.08 27.94 27.94
1.4 18.01 15.70 28.60 29.62
----- ----- ------ -- ...--
Avg. 14.08 14.10 21.94 27.92
a·l~OO:
0.6 7.54 10.32 26.06 25.05
1.0 11.88 11.88 26.88 26.88
1.4 16.22 13.57 27.70 28.62
---_ .. ----- ...- ...-- -----
Avg. 11.88 11 .. 92 26.88 26.85
a-1.25:
0.6 5.66 8.80 24.93 24.09
1.0 10.27 10.27 25.90 25.90
1.4 14.88 12.00 26.86 27.60
-----
..-._---
-------- ...,~---
Avg. 10.27 10.36 25.90 25.86
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Table 3.18 Nominal Duration in a Single-lease Property
(r-.0815, }Jc- .. 05, g-.OS, AIIIO, D-l, Tall, 1-.05)
Yrs. Remaining Nominal Bond Part
On Lease (n) Duration(6) Fraction(Bo/Vo)
b-O:
0 0 0
1 .049 .049
2 .150 .101
3 .304 .156
4 .511 .213
5 .769 .210
6 1.073 ,.328
7 1.419 .385
8 1.800 .440
9 2.208 .493
10 2.638 .543
----- -------
Avg. .993 .271
b-.25:
0 0 0
1 .023 .023
2 .069 .047
3 .139 .071
4 .232 .097
5 .348 .122
6 .487 .149
7 .647 .175
8 .829 .203
9 1.030 .230
10 1.251 .257
----- -------
Avg. .460 .125
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PART II ~ APPRAISAL BASED RETURNS ANALYSIS
While the cash flow based analysis of Part I gives us an
insight into some of the fundamentals which determine the
nature of real estate return risk, that analysis was based on
simplifying assumptions about the nature of investors' cash
flow expectations. Data on real estate returns themselves
could provide more direct info~at1on about the nature of risk
in these returns. Although we cannot obtain true market value
based returns for the vast majority of commercial real estate
because it is unsecur1tized, there is a growing body of time
series data on returns of unsecuritized real estate based on
appraised values. This data comes largely from institutional
portfolios of properties, often known as CREFS (Comingled Real
Estate Funds).
The problem with these appraisal based data is that they do
not present us with the true returns, in the sense of the
opportunity costs (ie, market transactions based returns),
which are relevant from an economic perspective. More to the
point, analysts have long believed that these appraisal based
returns series are "smoothed", that ls, show less risk than is
really there. However, there has been very little attempt to
quantify this smoothing, either empirically or by analyzing
conceptually the nature of the appraisal process to see how
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and to what extent smoothing might occur. This is therefore
the purpose of Part II of this thesis.
Like Part I, Part II is viewed primarily as a conceptual
contribution, focusing on the nature of the appraisal process
to develop insights regarding how much smoothing might be
present, and the nature of this smoothing and how it might be
c~rrected. Chapter 4 considers the appraisal process at the
d1saggregate or individual property level, while Chapter 5
considers how additional smoothing may be introduced at the
aggregate (portfolio or index) level, Part II also contains a
brief empirical analysis at the end of Chapter 5, in which a
simple smoothing correction procedure is applied to estimate
~
the systematic risk of some commonly cited unsecuritized com-
mercial real estate indices, using both the traditional stock
market based CAPM and the Consumption-based CAPM.
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Chapter 4: Modelling Risk Smoothing
In D1saggregate Level Appraisal Based Returns Series
The purpose of this Chapter is to develop some insight as to
how smoothing may occur, and how much smoothil1g may be
present, in disaggregate level (ie, individual property)
appraisal based returns series. The primary concern here is
smoothing that causes systematic risk (that is, covariance
with the CAPM Index) to be underestimated in the appraisal
based returns series.
The Chapter is organized into four Sections. Section 4.1
discusses a basic assumption which underlies both this Chapter
and Chapter 5. Section 4.2 presents the appraisal return
models. Section 4.3 presents some quantitative implications,
and a simplified summary model. Finally, Section 4.4
describes a simple empirical technique for correcting esti-
mates of the systematic risk in returns series to adjust for
appraisal smoothing.
4.1 A Basic Assumption: White Noise True Returns ••.
In this Chapter and the next, it is assumed that true asset
returns are "white noise", that is, uncorrelated over time.
While this assumption is probably not perfectly true, it is
widely employed as an acceptable approximation of the truth in
studies of the financial securities markets. The rationale
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for this assumption in the present context is discussed below,
along with another simplification that will be used: that in
studying risk in returns we ignore the income return component
to focus entirely on the appreciation component.
Consider for simplicity a real estate asset that pays no
dividends (eg, vacant land), in a world where the ex ante
expected return to this asset is always the same, say, equal
to a constant r1skfree rate plus a risk premium plus an "illi-
quidity premium". The risk that matters to an investor is
related to how the actual return to this asset may differ in
any given period from this expected return. In this case
(with no cash flows), the actual return is just the change in
value of the asset between two points in time, divided by the
value of the asset at the first point in time. To be more
precise, the value that matters in this return from an eco-
nomic point of view is the "opportunity cost" of the asset,
which is given by its market price, or "transaction price",
that is, the price at which it would be sold if an actual
sales transaction were to take place.
By the time a transaction price is agreed upon by a buyer
and a seller, it is reasonable to assume that both parties
will have availed themselves of as much information as pos-
sible relevant to the current and future value of the asset.
Thus, the market transaction price of the asset at time t
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reflects all information available as of time t relevant to
the value of the asset. Similarly, a transaction at time t+l
would occur at a price reflecting all relevant information
available as of time t+l. Between time t and time t+l, only
two things can therefore cause the asset value to change. One
is the previously-expected deterministic trend in the asset
value; and the other is the "arrival" of new information rele-
vant to the value of the asset. The former is associated with
the ex ante expected return~ and is not risky. It is only the
latter, the arrival of new information, which caUSGS the
return to be risky.
Thus, at least in this simple world, risk in the asset
return is caused purely by the arrival of new information
affecting asset value. Since the arrival and nature of new
information is, by definition, unpredictable, the unexpected
changes in asset value must be uncorrelated over time. Hence,
the risky component of the asset return (that is, its devia-
tion from its prior expected value) should be uncorrelated
over time, that is, "white noise".
Note that ~his does not imply that the variables which
affect asset value must be uncorrelated over time. For
example, vacancy rates in the local rental market certainly
are relevant to asset value, and may well be highly autocorre-
lated, and hence quite predictable. But autocorrelation in
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such variables can and would be used by both the buyer and
seller to forecast the future cash flows and capitalized value
of the asset~ and their current time-t valuation of the asset
would reflect such forecasts as well as the ex ante expected
return on the asset. In general, to the extent that informa-
tion arrivals after time tare forecastable, these forecasts
will be embedded in asset values as of time t, so that only
the uncorrelated residuals from such forecasting (that is, the
"news", or "innovations" in the information relevant to asset
values) will cause unexpected changes in asset value.
This argument is not changed by the fact that the asset in
question may pay dividends, except that the white noise argu-
ment now applies to the total return, not necessarily to the
appreciation return component alone. However, in practice,
almost all of the risk in the total return is found in the
appreciation component, so in studying the nature of total
return risk one does not lose much accuracy by considering
only the appreciation component, and treating that component
alone as a white noise process. Tables 4.1-3 illustrate these
points (located at the end of the Chapter).
Table 4.1 shows the quarterly mean return and volatility for
the total return as well as the appreciation and income
components separately, for the S&PSOO Index, the NAREIT Index
of Equity REITs, the FRC Index and the PRISA Index. The first
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two of these series are securitized, and hence represent true
transaction price based returns. Indeed, as noted in Chapter
1, the real estate securities such as the Equity REITs repre-
sent the only true returns series that we have for real estate
assets. The last two series are appraisal based indices of
unsecuritized commercial real estate assets held in CREFs. The
period covered 1s 1978-1987. We note that, while a large
share of the mean return in the real estate assets is in the
income component, almost all of the volatility is derived from
the appreciation component alone. This holds both for the
true returns and the appraisal based returns.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show statistics relevant to the white
noise assumption for the same four portfolios. Table 4.2
applies to the total returns, while Table 4.3 applies to the
appreciation component only. The Q statistic is the "Bart-
lett's Q" value for 10 lags, a widely used statistic for
describing the amount of autocorrelation in a series and test-
ing the null hypothesis of white noise. The Q statistic is
distributed Chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of lags. Thus, we reject the white noise null hypothe-
sis with 90 percent confidence if Q exceeds 15.99, or with 95
percent confidence if Q exceeds 18.310 Neither of the two
true returns series comes very close to being able to reject
the white noise null hypothesis even at the 90 percent level.
In contrast, the two appraisal based returns series easily
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reject the white noise hypothesis at the 95 percent level. The
same picture is presented by the second column in the Tables,
which gives the highest single autocorrelation coefficient
(and its lag), compared to the standard error of the
autocorrelation coefficient (which is .158). Note that the
picture is very similar whether we use the total return or
just the appreciation component.
Although the white noise assumption seems to be a pretty
good approximation in the only true returns series we have, it
may be argued that "111iquidityOi in unsecurltized real estate
markets as compared to stock markets introduces the possibil-
ity of more autocorrelation in the true returns of such real
estate assets. While the unexpected component of the return
is, as described above, white noise, the expected return may
not be constant as assumed in the above argument. Even in the
case of securitized assets, which have no illiquidity premium,
autocorrelated changes in the riskfree interest rate and in
the asset's ex ante expected risk premium could cause the
expected return to not be constant and possibly to display
autocorrelation, which would then introduce autocorrelation
into any empirical series of the true total return. If the
illiquidity premium component of the expected return is sig-
nificant, and if investors' concerns about illiquidity change
significantly over time in a manner which is autocorrelated
and not offset by simultaneous changes in the other components
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of the expected return, then this could cause unsecuritized
real estate assets' true returns to be more autocorrelated
over time than securitized assets' returns.
As we cannot observe true returns series that could be used
to test this proposition for unsecuritized assets, it is very
difficult to know how important this argument is. In this
circumstance, it would seem interesting to at least see where
the white noise assumption leads us, particularly since ana-
lyzing smoothing in any sort of quantitative way would be
extremely difficult if not impossible without this assumption.
The insights and implications derived from combining the white
noise assumption with a model of appraisal behavior can then
be checked for intuitive or empirical plausibility, which may
in turn shed some light on the reasonableness of the white
noise assumption. It is in this spirit that the analysis in
this Chapter and the next is offered. In the interest of
analytical tractability, the analysis will also make use of
the previously noted approximation that the risk in the appre-
ciation component is practically the same as the risk in the
total return.
4.2 A Model of Appraisal Based Returns
In this Section we will use the white noise and appreciation
return assumptions described above together with charac-
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terizations of the appraisal process to develop quantitative
models of the relationship betw~en appraisal based returns and
the corresponding true economic returns, whlctl will enable us
to quantify the difference in risk displayed by ttle two
series.
4.2.1 True Returns and Risk: Some Basic Definitions
Based on Section 4.1, we assume that the entire return
consists only of the appreciation component, and that this a
white noise process. (This leaves out a large part of the
return, which would be of concern if we were trying to study
the expected return, but this model is designed only to study
risk in the return.) Thus, the true property value follows a
geometric random walk, so the log of the true property value
follows an arithmetic random walk. (We ignore here any deter-
ministic trend in asset value since this does not affect the
risk smoothing issue, implying that our asset value random
walk is driftless and that the expected appreciation return 1s
zero. ) To simplify notatioll, define: Vt-log (Yt), where Yt 1s
the true property value at time t. Therefore, the true period
t market based return for property i, that is, the return from
time t-l to time t, labelled r(i)t, is given by:
( 1 )
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where t.he z(i)k are white noise 1ncreme~ts occurring sequen-
tially at N intermediate points in time between t-l and t.
(Think of z(i), as being realized at l/Nth of the time between
t-l and t, z(i)N as being realized at time t exactly.)
We aSSllrrle that the return risk is stationary, and define two
risk measures of interest based on (1). The systematic return
risk of property 1 is labelled 5(i):
S(i) m cov[r(i)t,It ] ~ NCQv[z(i),I] (1a)
and the total risk or volatility is labelled /v(i):
IV(i) = Ivar[r(i)t] • IN/var[z(i)] (lb)
In the following two Sections, formal models of the
appraisal process, based on simple characterizations of
appraisal behavior, will be developed that will enable a quan-
titative relationship to be derived between the above-defined
true returns and the empirically observable appraisal based
returns. This relationship will then enable us to quantify
the relationship between the above risk measures for the
appraisal returns as compared to the true returns, in other
words, to quantify, at a conceptual level at least, the amount
of smoothing. As there are two major methods of appraisal
used to estimate the value of commercial property, two sepa-
rate models are developed. Section 4.2.2 considers the
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"Income Method", while Section 4.2.3 considers the "Market
Method It •
4.2.2 The Income Method of Appraisal
Under the "Income Method" of appraisal, the appraiser fore-
casts future net cash flows of the property, and discou,nts
these expected cash flows to present value using some discount
rate and capitalization procedure (eg, this could be the
"simple cap rate valuation" procedure discussed in Part I, or
it could be a more detailed DCF analysis). Thus, the
appraiser is trying to go through the same fundamental valua-
tion calculation that both buyers and sellers in the market
would do, and thereby to estimate the market price of the
property.
In principle, the appraiser could be "exactly right" every
time using this method. He could use the same (subjective)
cash flow forecast and the same (subjective) discount rate and
capitalization procedure as the "market" (ie, tho successfully
transacting buyer and seller) would use at each point t in
time. But the crux of the smoothing problem with the Income
Method of appraisal is that, even if the appraiser were right
every time, he could not know for sure that he was right.
Commercial properties are generally fairly unique (in size,
age, design, type of use, lease structure, property manager,
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tenant type, and location, location, location). It is there-
fore unlikely that a very similar property will have been
bought at the same time as of which the appraiser is v~luing
the property. So there is generally no way for him to verify
with certainty, using "hard" (that is, objective, market-
based) evidence, how right or wrong his income-based valuation
is. (Valuation by comparison to transactions prices of
similar properties is the other major appraisal technique, the
"Market Method", which will be considered in the next sec-
tion.)
The appraiser therefore has an income-based estimate, about
which he has some doubt or uLcertainty, of the current value
of the property. In this circumstance, it is natural for a
sort of "tyranny of past appraisals" to take hold. The
appraiser will probably have available to him the previous
appraised value of the property, an appraisal which might have
been done by himself or some other appraiser. In the case of
CREF returns, the appraiser will know that the past appraisal
was accepted by the same manager for whom he is now doing the
current appraisal. It would therefore be natural for the
appraiser to at least consider this past appraised value
(probably adjusted for inflation), and to possibly modify his
own current independent estimate somewhat in the direction of
this past appraised value.
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Indeed, although such an "averaging" of his current valua-
tion and the last appraised value has been presented here as a
kind of behavioral model, it also makes some formal statisti-
cal sense, to the extent that real property value does not
change over time. In that case, if appraisal errors are less
than perfectly positively corralated across time, then "two
estimates are better than one", as the standard error of the
appraisal is reduced. (Of course, the smoothing problem is
introduced precisely because property value can change over
time, apart from inflation and deterministic trends, and to
ignore this possibility 1s to ignore the very risk which we
are trying to study in this thesis.)
Considering the foregoing, the following model of Income
Method based appraised value 1s proposed:
( 2 )
•where V t is the (log of the) appraised value as of time t; Vt
1s the (log of the) true value; 6t is the difference between
the appraiser's initial current income-based (log) valuation
of the property and its current true (log) value; and the
parameter "a" is the appraiser's "confidence factor", the
relative weight he puts on his initial current valuation as
opposed to the previous appraised value. The confidence fac-
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tor can range in principle from zero to one, but in practice
it is not likely to lie at either extreme of this range. We
assume that the error term, 6t , has a zero expecte('l value, is
uncorrelated across 'time, lind has zero contemporan'E!OUS CQvar-
lance with the CAPM ~lndex. [Note that because we BI,ra working
in log values, the ZEtrO-meal1 assumption for 6t implj~es that
the initial valuation is biased on average, but this bias in
practice would be ver:v slight.]
Since we are workln~~ 1n log values, we have return;s related
to values by simple subtraction:
•
•
r t •
Vt - Vt - 1
• •
V t - V t-l
( 3 )
•where r t is the true return at time t, and r t is the appraisal
based return.
substituting (2) into (3) and expanding~ we obtain the
relation between true and appraisal based returns:
•r t - ( 4 )
where:
A[{6t }] • a(6t -6t _1) + a(l-a) (6 t - 1-6t -2 )
+ a(1-a)2(6t _2-6t_3) + •••
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(48)
Under the Income Method model, therefore, the appraisal
return at time t equals an exponentially declining weighted
infinite moving average of the true return, plus an appraisal
error term which has zero expected value, and which would tend
to diversify away in a large portfolio if appraisal errors are
contemporaneously less than perfectly correlated across prop-
ert1es. Since the weights on the past true returns sum to
unity, the appraisal return is unbiased (thanks to Ollr assump-
tion that appraisal log valuation is unbiased). But risk is
smoothed.
To quantify the smoothing based on the Income Method model,
•define S (1) to be the appraisal based systematic risk of
property i, and /v*(1) to be the appraisal based total risk.
From (4) we see that:
• •S (i) • COy [r (i) t ' It ]
-
• cov[ E a(l-a)"j r ( i )t-J' It ]j =-0
• Coy [ar ( i ) t ' It ] =- a coy [ r (1 )t ' It ]
• a8(i) (48)
where the third line above results because the CAPM index,
(It), is an unpredictable process. (According to CAPM theory,
it is only the unexpected changes, or deviations from condi-
tional expected values, of the market portfolio or the aggre-
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gate consumption, which define the relevant risk in the CAPM
index. Therefore, {It} is a white noise process and by its
daf!n!t!on: cov [rt-J, It] -0 for all j >0 • )
Similarly, the total risk is given by:
I { [a l + a 2 (1-a)3 + a 3(1-a)A4 + .•. ] var[r(i)t]
+ [a J + a A 4 + a J [(1-a)-(1-a)J]2 + ••• ] var[6(1)t] )
• j ~-~~:~:~:~~~-~_::~-~::~~~~~-
2 - a 2
(4b)
The smoothing factor for the systematic risk, defined as the
ratio of the true over the appraisal based systematic risk, 1s
seen to be the inverse of the confidence factor:
•5(i)/5 (1) • l/a
Since the confidence factor is a fraction of one, systematic
risk in appraisal returns in less than the true systematic
risk, the more so as the appraiser's "confidence" decreases or
as the "tyranny of past appraisals" increases. Note, however,
that the sign of the appraisal based systematic risk is the
same as the true risk, since "a" 1s always positive. (This 1s
at the theoretical level. Since smoothing reduces the abso-
lute difference between the systematic risk and zero, it
becomes more likely that statistical estimation error could
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cause an empirical estimate of systematic risk to have tho
wrong sign.)
The relationship between appraised and true total risk is
more complicated, as the appraisal errors, the 6t 'S, come into
play. The smoothing factor for total risk at the disaggregate
level under the Income Method is:
/V(i)//v*(i) • 1/ I{ a/(2-a a ) + [2a 2 /(2-a Z )][var[6]/var[r]]}
If it were not for the var[6] term, this ratio would clearly
exceed one for 0<a<1. But at the disaggregate level, it 1s at
least conceptually possible for appraisal error to be large
enough to cause appraisal based returns to display more
volatility than the true returns, if appraisal errors are
large enough and true returns do not have much volatility.
However, it is important to note that the A[{6t }] term in
(4) will tend to diversify away in aggregate level (portfolio)
returns, so that the var[6] term would disappear in the smoo-
thing factor at the aggregate level, making appraisal based
volatility clearly less than true volatility in aggregate
returns.
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4.2.3 The Market Method of Appraisal
Let us now consider the smoothing implications of the other
principle method used in commercial property appraisal, the
"Market Method", .in which the current value of the subj act
property is estimated by reference to actual' transactions
prices of other similar properties recently sold 1n the same
or similar markets. Formalizing this method of appraisal
involves somewhat more messy algebra, and as we shall see,
does not give the simple moving average relation between true
and appraisal based returns found above. However, the risk
smoothing implications are similar.
We can model the Market Method appraisal process in the
following way. The appraiser is assumed to estiinate vt at
time t by looking at other similar properties which sold dur-
ing the period between t-l and t. (In fact, he might reach
back beyond t-l or he might use sales only from the last part
of period t, but we will discuss the implications of this
later.) Suppose one such property was sold at each of the
intermediate points 1,2, •.• ,n, •.. ,N. Then the appraiser has a
sample of N sales of similar properties. Suppose the (log of
the) market value (transaction price) of each of the similar
properties sold was equal to that of our subject property
except for a random unobservable error amount,
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e1' e2, • • • "en' • • • ,eN
where these errors have a zero mean and also are uncorrelated,
both over time with themselves and contemporaneously with the
CAPM index.
The log of the price of the first similar property sold is
thus: vt _1+z1+e1• Where Vt-1 is the (log of the) true market
value of our subject property as of time t-l. The log of thE
price of the second similar prope:t:ty sold is: Vt_l+z1+z2+e2. And
so on, until for the Nth similar property the log price is:
Vt_,+~+Ezk' where the summation runs from k=l to k=-N.
In prillciple, the appraiser could take that last sale, the
one at time t exactly, and appraise the value of our property
to be equal to that sale price. But he would be ignoring all
the information contained in the other N-l data points in his
reference sample. His error would be eN which, though it has
an expected value of zero, has a variance N times greater than
the variance hj.s appraised value will have (in logs) if he
uses ,the entire sample of N data points. The conscientious
appraiser should use the whole sample to appraise the (log of)
the value of our property as the arithIne'tic mean of the
observed log prices, each of which is observed to be
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Thus, as of time t, the conscientious appraiser's estimate
of the log of the value of our property is:
•V t
1 N n
• - :E {vt _1+en+ E Zk}N neal k-l
N n N
• Vt - 1 + E E Zk/N + 11 en/N
n:zl k=l D.=1
N N n N
• Vt_2 + 11 Zk t-l + 11 l: Zk tIN + E en/Nk-l' n=l k-l' 0-1
where the zk.t represent the true increments during period t
(that is, from point t-l to t in time) and zk.t-l are the true
increments from the previous period between t-2 and t-l .
•The appraisal based return in period t, r t , is just the
above value minus the corresponding value from the previous
•period. The result is that r t is a weighted sum of the z
increments from t-2 to t, plus the difference between the
similarity errors in the two periods:
e
r t ~
N N
{[ E (k-l)Zkt_'] + [ E (N-k+l)Zkt])/N + (6t - 6t_,)k=l t k=l ·
where 6t is defined by:
N
6t = ( ~ en t ) INn=l t
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The same steps of reasoning can be used to obtain a more
•general representation of r t under the Market Method which
allows the N similar property sales used by the appraiser in
his reference sample to occur uniformly throughout the last T
periods (instead of only during the last single period), or
indeed, to occur during the last T fraction of the current
period. [Note that T here in Part II has nothing to do with
the T which stood for lease term in Part I.] This gives the
following formula for appraisal based returns under the Market
Method:
• M NIT
r t .. {L:O k:l ~.t-lzk.t-l )/N + (Ot-Ot_T)' for all T, (5 )
where: the zk are the intermediate true return increments
within periods; and the ~tt-l weights are defined as follows:
For T :a 1, M-l and:
C\.t-l = N/T-k+l, for L=O and l+(l-T)N/T ~ k ~ NIT
== N, for L=O and 1 ~ k ~ (l-T)N/T
= k-[l+(l-T)N/T], for L=l and l+(l-T)N/T ~ k ~ NIT
• 0, otherwise
For T > 1, M=T and:
~,t-l = (N-k+l)/T, for L=O and 1 ~ k ~ N
= NIT, for 1 ~ L ~ T-l and 1 ~ k ~ N
= (k-l)/T, for L=T and 1 ~ k ~ N
=- 0, otherwise
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Note that the above definitions of the ~tt~ weights implies
that each of these weights is non-negative, and that all of
these weights summed over all k and all L equal N3 in the case
of T~l, or (N/T)2 in the case of T~l.
Unlike the case with the Income Method, under the Market
Method it is not possible to express the appraisal based
*return series crt) defined by (5) as a deterministic function
•of the t~~e returll series (rt ). For example, r t is not a
moving average of current and past values in crt} as it was
under the Income Method. However, deterministic relationships
•do exist between the risk characteristics of r t and r t • Taking
the appropriate moments of (5) and (1), we find:
•S (1)
IV*(i)
K1 5(1)
I{K2 + 2(var[6]/var[r])} IV(i)
(Sa)
(Sb)
where the factors K1 and K2 are deterministic functions of T
and N as follows:
Letting:
8, = 1 + 2 + •.• + N-l
52 = 1 2 + 2 2 + ... + (N-l)2
we have ...
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For T < 1 .•.
K1 • 1 + [S,/N 2 - (N-l)/N]T
K2 • 1- [ (N-l) /N]T + 2TS2/NA 3
For T > 1 ...
---> I-T/2 as N---) -
---) I-T/3 as N--~> -
K, • ( N+S1) / ( TN;1 ) ---> 1/(2T) as N--->..
K2 • ( 1 IT 3 ) [ 2821 (NA 3 ) + lIN + T - 1]
---> 2/(3T 2 ) + lIT - 1/T 2 as N ---) -
The factors K, and K2 are always positive and less than
unity. As N approaches infinity, these factors approach
simple limits. For example, if Tal, K1 approaches (1/2) and
K2 approaches (2/3). These limits are approached rapidly even
for small N.
As with the Income Method, in the case of the systematic
risk, the fact that K1 is less than one implies that there
will be smoothing in the systematic risk, and the fact that K,
is always positive means that the sign of the appraisal based
systematic risk will be the same as that of the true risk, at
least at the theoretical level.
Also like the Income Method model, the smoothing factor at
the dlsaggregate level here 1s more complicated for the total
risk, as the "similarity errors" variance term, var[6], enters
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the formula for /v·(i). Since this term is positive, it is
possible for appraisal based total risk at the dlsaggregate
level to exceed true total risk if var[6] is large enough and
var[r] is small enough.
As an example of this Market Method model of appraisal
return risk smoothing, suppose the appraiser uses reference
sales covering the last half of the most recent period, so
T-l/2. The true systematic risk will be approximately (4/3)
times the appraisal based systematic risk. The true variance
will be 1/[(5/6)+2(var[6]/var[r])] times the appraisal based
variance. If the appraiser uses reference sales from the
previous two periods, then the systematic risk smoothing fac-
tor 1/K1 will approach 4 in the limit, while the total risk
smoothing factor will approach 1/[(5/12) + 2(var[6]/var(r))].
According to the assumptions in this model, the var(6] terms
should become unimportant when studying the appraisal based
returns of a large diversified portfolio, as the similarity
errors should diversify away across properties.
In applying the Market Method model described here to
develop our intuition about the nature and magnitude of
appraisal smoothing, the definitions of the parameters Nand T
need not be taken too literally. Appraisal is ultimately a
subjective process, an "art .. more than a "science". An expli-
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cit reference sample may not literally be used by the
appraiser, but his valuation will be strongly influenced by
what he knows about recent actual transactions of similar
properties in the market. The parameters Nand T should be
interpreted as the "effective" sample size and the "effective"
reference period used by the appraiser in this subjective
process.
It should also be noted that the Market Method model pre-
sented above assumes that the appraiser suffers no "lack of
confidence" in his Market Method valuation, so that there 1s
no averaging of his current valuation with a past appraised
value, as there was in the Income Method model. This may be a
plausible assumption when the Market Method 1s applied liter-
ally, since this approach is more objective than the Income
Method, being based on "hard" transactions price data, which
themselves cover a period of past time. However, to the
extent that the appraiser still lacks perfect confidence in
his Market Method appraisal, there may still be a "tyranny of
past appraisals" effect, leading to additional smoothing
beyond what is modelled here. In such circums'tances, the
exponential moving average relationship which resulted from
the lack of confidence modelled in Section 4. 2 . 2 could conl-
pound the smoothing inherent already in the Market Method
modelled here in Section 4.2.3.
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4.3 Summary of the Nature of Disaggregate Level Smoothing
The nlodels presented in the previous Section are "pure
types", in the sense that the Income Method model of Section
4.2.2 assumes that the appraiser uses only the Income Method,
and the Market Method model of Section 4.2.3 assumes that the
appraiser uses only the Market Method. In reality, most
appraisals use both. The Income Method analysis is used to
lnfo~ the Market Method analysis, and vice versa. One result
of this integration of the two types of valuation analyses 1s
that the appraiser's "confidence factor" [parameter fIatt in
(4)] can be larger than it otherwise would be, and the period
of time covered by the reference s~~ple of similar sales [par-
ameter "T" in (5)] can be smaller than it otherwise would be
(and also, the appraisal errors, measured by var[6], may be
smaller than they otherwise would be). Another result of this
is likely to be that the fo~ of the mathematical relationship
•between r t and r t is likely not to be exactly either the
exponential moving average relationship o! (4) or the more
complicated intermediate return lncrements relationship of
(5), but rather something "in between", some weighted average
of the two relationships.
This does not pose as great a problem in developing our
intuition about the magnitude and nature of appraisal risk
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smoothing as might first appear, however, because the two
models of appraisal returns are fairly similar in their impli-
cations in this regard. In this Section we will explore those
lmp].ications numerically, and then suggest a simple "summary
model" whicll will capture most of the essence of both methods
of appraisal as far as disaggregate level risk smoothing 1s
concerned.
4.3.1 NUmerical Analysis
The similarity of the risk smoothing implications of the two
main appraisal methods is seen in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, which
show numerical values for the smoothing factors implied by the
Income Method and the Market Method respectively, over a
plausible range of values for the appraisers' behavioral
parameters ("a" in the case of the Income Method, or T and N
in the case of the Market Method).
Note that in the Tables, the total risk smoothing factor,
/v(i)//v·(i), is shown assuming the var[6] appraisal error
term is zero, which means that the figures represent upper
bounds for the amount of total risk smoothing at the
disaggregate level. The /v(i)//v*(i) figures in the Tables
are relevant, however, for considering the effect of
disaggregate level smoothing at the aggregate level in
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portfolio returns, since most of the appraisal ~rror will be
diversified away in aggregate returns. (Possible additional
smoothing introduced at the aggregate level will be considered
in the next Chapter.)
The range of smoothing factor values is similar between
Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The main difference between the Markat
Method and Income Method appears to be that the Market Method
introduces a bit more smoothing into the systematic risk,
particularly at the larger values of T.
The numbers in the Tables are also interesting for the
insight they provide on the nature and magnitude of appraisal
return risk smoothing at the disaggregate level. We note
first of all that the systematic risk appears to be more
smoothed than the total risk. This is because of the lack of
non-contemporaneous cross-correlation with the CAPM index. The
result 1s that in the systematic risk only the current
period's true return component in the appraisal return is
revealed in the contemporaneous covariance between the
appraisal return and the CAPM index. The total risk, on the
other hand, 1s less smoothed, even ignoring the potential
"unsmoothing" effect of appraisal error at the disaggregate
level, because all of the lagged components of the true return
do enter the unconditional appraisal risk measurement, only
each component 1s attenuated by the smoothing.
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Another interesting feature of the smoothing factors shown
in the Tables 1s their sensitivity to the appraisal behavioral
parameters. The systematic risk smoothing is more sensitive
to these parameters than is the total risk smoothing. The
sensitivity of the smoothing factors to the confidence factor
(8) and the period covered by the reference sample (T) pro-
vides some interesting insight. Most appraisals 1n CREFs are
made either quarterly or annually. Other things being equal,
one would expect that more frequent appraisals (eg, quarterly)
would be associated with greater "tyranny of past appraisals",
since the past appraisals are so recent. Thus, more frequent
appraisals should be associated with lower "a" factors and
greater smoothing. The same implication occurs under the
Market Method. More frequent appraisals mean shorter inter-
appraisaJ. periods, which means (cat. par.) that the time
period covered by the reference sample of similar sales will
cover a larger fraction of the inter-appraisal period or more
inter-appraisal periods prior to the current period (hence,
larger T, which implies more smoothing). It seems plausible
that values of T in excess of 1, and values of "a" below 0.5,
would most likely be associated with quarterly appraisals,
whereas lower values of T and higher 'lalues of It a" would be
associated with annual appraisals.
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4.3e2 A Simple Summary Model of D1saggregate Level Smoothing
If we think of the actual appraisal process as a kind of
mixture of the Income Method modelled by (4) and the Market
Method modelled by (5), then we can capture most of the
essence of this process, as far as the risk smoothing issue is
concerned, in a simplified summary model, expressing the
appraisal return as a more generalized weighted moving average
of the true return:
( 6 )
In this model we have dropped the var[o] appraisal error
te~s, because our interest in using this simplified model 1s
primarily for representing the contribution of d1saggregate
level smoothing in aggregate portfolio returns.
In the case of the pure Income Method, the wJ weights in
model (6) are given by: wJ • a(l-a)Aj, which makes (4) a
special case of (6), except for the var[5] term. In the case
of the pure Market Method model (5), there exist no values of
the wJ weights in (6) that will cause (6) to be exactly
equivalent to (5). However, the risk smoothing factors
implied by (5) when the var[6] term is ignored, namely,
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S(i)/S·(i)-1/K1, and IV(i)/lv·(i)-1/IK2 , are obtained by setting
the wJ weights in (6) as follows:
For T~l:
Wo .. 1 - T/2, w, - T/2, WJ - 0 all j >1
For T>l:
WJ - 1/(2T), j-O and jeT
WJ - lIT, j-2,3, ... ,T-l
WJ - 0, j >T
Thus, as far as the risk smoothing we are interested in
studying here is concerned, the Market Method can be well
represented by the general moving average model (6), which has
the advantage of being notationally much simpler than (5).
If actual appraisals use a mixture of the Market Method and
the Income Method, so that the actual relationship between
true and appraisal based returns is a kind of average between
eqns.(4) and (5), then, as far as risk smoothing analysis is
concerned, this average can be represented by (6), with the wJ
weights defined as values between those implied by the pure
Income Method and those implied by the Market Method.
The simple summary model (6) implies the following smoothing
factors:
•5(1)/8 (1) • l/Wo
Iv (i ) I Iv· (i) • 11/( Wo:I +w1 :I +w2 :1 +••• )
Both of these factors will always be greater than one, imply-
ing smoothing, but smoothing in total risk will be less than
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smoothing in systematic risk, and the sign of the theoretical
systematic risk will be correct.
4.4 A Simple Empirical Based Correction Method
The above conceptual analysis gives some l.nteresting insight
into the nature and magnitude of appraisal based smoothing at
the d1saggregate level, and its relationship to appraisal
behavior. However, the range in values of the smoothing
factor implied by the range of intuitively plausible
behavioral parameters is fairly broad, particularly in the
case of the systematic risk. Fortunately, the relationships
between true and appraisal based returns implied by both the
Income Method model (4) and the Market Method model (5) sug-
gest a simple method to empirically adjust the estimation of
systematic risk using appraisal based returns data, to correct
the smoothing. [Once a smoothing factor for the systematic
risk is estimated, one can derive an approximate estimate also
for the total risk smoothing factor (apart from the appraisal
error effect) using the numerical relationship between the two
factors suggested in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.]
The correction technique involves estimating the normalized
systematic risk ("beta", definec3 as ~ (i) =8 (i) /var[ I]) as the
sum of the contemporaneous plus lagged coefficients in a
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•multivariate regression of r t on It, I t-1, ••• , I t-J, etc.
simultaneously, instead of just as the coefficient on the
contemporaneous index in the bivariate regression.
We can see the way this correction procedure works as fol-
lows. (Here, the correction is demonstrated using the moving
average relationship (6), but the procedure also works for the
Market Method relationship (5), as shown'in Appendix A to this
Chapter. )
Normally, beta is estimated empirically using the simple
contemporaneous regression (on appraisal based returns):
• •rt.a+~It (1)
This gives the unadjusted apparent beta from the appraisal
•returns, (3 •
•Now suppose we regress r on lagged values of the exogenous
index:
( 8 )
•Each ~L estimate in regression (8) is a partial regression
coefficient, and as such it 1s the partial derivative of the
LHS dependent variable with respect to a change in one RHS
variable holding the others constant.
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Since the {It} series is white noise, the RHS variables It,
I t-1, I t-2,... in (8) are uncorrelated. Thus, the partial
regression coefficients in (8) are the same as simple regress-
•sian coefficients in a series of bivariate regressions of r t
on the lagged I variables:
• •r t ::II ao + ~ oIt (8.0)
* •r t :a 01 + 13 l I t-l (8.1 )
• •r t =- a2 + ~ 2I t-2 (8.2)
(8. k)
The definition of the simple regression ~oeff1cient is just
(asymptotically) the covariance of the RHS variable with the
RHS variable, divided by the variance of the RHS variable:
• •13 L • COY [ r t' It-l] Ivar [It-l] ( 9 )
•Substituting from (6) for r t in (9) implies:
(10)
But we know that by the white noise true returns assumption
and. the definition of the CAPM index: COy [rt -J, It-L] -0 for all
j<>L. Therefore, (10) implies:
•13 L = wLcoV[rt-l,It-l]/var[It-L] (11)
and by stationarity (constant risk), (11) implies:
•~ L = WLCOV[r,I]/var[I] - wLJ3 (12)
And from (6), the wL Stun to unity over the L=O,l, ... lags. So:
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CD
•11 f3 L
L=O
CD 00
=- (13)
which demonstrates the lagged regression correction procedure.
Of course, in practice one would cut off the summation after
a reasonable number of lags. In determining this cut-off, the
a priori intuition regarding the magnitude of the wJ weights
gained from the behavioLal models presented in Section 4.2 can
be useful. It is clear, for example, since the wJ weights are
all non-negative for both the Income Method and the Market
Method models, that the summation over the lags which
represents the corrected beta estimate should in theory be
monotonically increasing (in its absolute value) as the number
of lags in the regression increases. Thus, if the corrected
beta starts falling in absolute value (or if its statistical
significance starts decreasing) as one continues to add lags
to the regression, this may be an indication that one has gone
too far, particularly if the number of lags is already at or
near the number where for reasonable values of the behavioral
parameters ("a", T) one would expect the wJ weights to be very
small.
In applying this correction procedure, it is important to
consider that statistical estimation error can throw off the
beta estimate, and the lagged regression correction procedure
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tends to have more estimation error than the traditional
bivariate regression, because more parameters must be esti-
mated. If the true betas are small to begin with, then this
can cause mis-estimates of sign as well as magnitude, espe-
cially in the uncorrected beta estimate. This makes it some-
what difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of the smoothing
•factor ratio 5(1)/5 (1) by using this empirical correction
technique. It therefore makes sense to combine the empirical
evidence from this correction procedure with the a prior!
intuition obtained using the behavioral models and numerical
analysis presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 above, in arriving
at a conclusion regarding the magnitude of smoothing and the
true value of the beta.
Finally, it should be noted that, although this lagged
regression correction procedure has been demons~rated here at
the disaggregate level, it will be argued in the next Chapter
that the same procedure can also correct for the additional
smoothing introduced at the aggregate level. The procedure
will be applied at that level in the next Chapter to examine
systematic risk in the FRC and PRISA Indices.
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Table 4.1 Mean & Standard Deviat1~n by Return Component: ~our
Portfolios
(Quarterly nominal returns 1978-87)
Total Return Appreciation Income
Mean Std.Dev Mean std.DQV Mean Std.Dev.
Portfolio
S&P500 .039 .085 .028 .086 .012 .002
NAREIT(Eq) .044 .068 .023 .066 .021 .006
FRC .031 .014 .012 .013 .019 .002
PRISA .033 .020 .012 .018 .020 .003
T-bills .023 .007 NA NA NA NA
Table 4.2 Total Returns Autocorrelation Statistics: Four
Portfolios
(Quarterly nominal returns 1978-87)
Ratio
Bartlett's Q max autocorr/std.err. (lag)
Portfolio
S&P500 7.93 1.53 (L-3)
NAREIT(Eq) 5.46 1.09 (L a 3)
FRC 39.56 3.20 (L-l)
PRISA 59.42 4.22 (L-2)
Table 4.3 Appreciation Returns Autocorrelation Statistics:
Four Portfolios
Bartlett's Q
Portfolio
(Quarte~ly nominal returns 1978-87)
Ratio
max autocorr/std.err. (lag)
S&P500
NAREIT(Eq)
FRC
PRISA
7.76
6.32
28.89
44.57
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1.50 (L-3)
1.20 (L-3)
2 • 83 (L-l)
3.85 (L-2)
Table 4.4: Income Method Values of the Smoothing Factors for
plausible values of the confidence factor (a) ...
1.11 1.33
1.15 1.38
a •
l/a •
v
/ [(2-a 2 )/8] •
• 90 .75 .50
2.00
1.87
.25
4.00
2.78
Definitions LO~ Table 4.4:
8 • weight placed on cur=ent 1~lt1al valuation • "Confidence
Factor"
•l/S • 8(1)/8 (1) • Systematic Risk Smoothing Factor
1[(2-8 1 )/8] • IV(i)/lv8 (i) • Total Risk Smoothing Factor
(exclu var[&] te~)
Table 4.5: Market Method values of the Smoothing Factors for
plausible values of N and T •••
T- .25 . 50 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00
N-S:
11K
-
1.11 1.25 1.67 3.33 5.00 6.67
./ (1}K2) - 1.04 1.09 1.21 1.54 1.83 2.09
N-20:
11K
-
1.14 1.31 1.90 3.80 5.71 7.63
I (1}K2 ) • 1.04 1.10 1.22 1.55 1.84 2.09
N-lOO:
11K,
-
1.14 1.33 1.98 3.95 5.95 1.94
1 (1i'K2) • 1.04 1.10 1.22 1.55 1.84 2.09
Definitions for Table 4.5:
T • Periods (or fraction of period) covered by th~ reference
sample of similar property sales
N - Number of properties 1n the reference sample
•1/K1 • 8(1)/5 (1) • Systematic Risk Smoothing Factor
1(1/K2) • IV(i)/lv·(i) • Total Risk Smoothing Factor (exclu
var[6] term)
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX A:
TIlE LAGGED REGERBSSION CORRE~ION TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO THE
MARKET METHOD MODEL •••
•Substituting from The Market Method model (5) for r t in (8)
implies:
(9a)
Then the white noise returns assumption and CAPM index defini-
tion imply:
and stationarity im1p11es:
• N
13 L • (l/N)E ~ t-l COV[Zk,I]/var(I]
k-O t
Recalling that by definition (la) in section 4.2:
COV[r,I]-NCOV[Zk,I],
and ~.cOv[r,I]/var[I], so that (11) implies:
• N
13 L - (1 IN) E ~ t-l ( 1 IN) ~
k-O t
(lOa)
(lla)
(128)
Now according to model (5) the ~.t-l weights sum over k and L
to NIl (This is equivalent simply to assuming that the
appraisal returns are unconditional unbiased). So, if we sum
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•all the ~L coefficients over all the L lags in regression (8),
we get:
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
.~
T •
E ~ L •L-O
T
(1/N 1 ) E
L-O
N
E &- 13. ~k-O I(,t-t
• (lIN') N I ~
• 13 (13)
which demonstrates the correction procedure using the Harket
Method model.
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Chapter 5:
Estimating Real Estate Systematic Risk From Aggregate Level
Appraisal Based Returns
The purpose of this Chapter is to extend the behavioral
based analysis of systematic risk smoothing in appraisal
returns data to the level of aggregate (ie, portfolio, or
index) returns. We shall see that it is quite possible that
considerable additional smoothing is introduced at the aggre-
gate portfolio level, compounding the disaggregate level smoo-
thing discussed in the preceding Chapter. However, this addi-
tional layer of smoothing also can be corrected, in theory,
using the lagged regression correction technique presented in
Chapter 4. The last part of this Chapter therefore presents
an empirical examination of the systematic risk observable in
appraisal based unsecurltlzed commercial real estate returns,
using the FRC and PRISA Indices. In addition to shedding some
light on the smoothing issue, this analysis presents an inter-
esting comparison of the systematic risk observed in such real
estate indices as defined by the Consumption based CAPM as
opposed to the traditional stock market based CAPM. (Recall
that this was an issue which appeared possibly significant our
analysis in Part I of this thesis in gaining an understanding
of the nature of real estate return risk and risk premia.)
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5.1 Aggregate Level Smoothing of Systematic Risk
In this Section we shall consider two sources of additional
smoothing which may be introduced at the aggregate level.
Section 5.1.1 considers the "appraisal timing effect" assuming
consistent appraisals. Section 5.1.2 considers the effect of
a certain type of inconsistency in appraisals over time, which
may be common in CREF data, which we shall refer to as the
"inside appraisal effect". Section 5.1.3 then summarizes the
analysis.
[It should be noted that although the analysis in Chapter 4
considered smoothing in total risk as well as in systematic
risk, in this Chapter we narrow our focus to systematic risk
alone. Consideration of total risk smoothing at the aggregate
level requires analysis of appraisal effects on lntra-
portfolio covariances and appraisal bias in the apparent "het-
erogeneity" or diversification effects of the portfolio. Such
analysis is beyond the scope of the present thesis.]
Before we begin to consider aggregate level smoothing
effects, we must start by positi.ng 8 model relating appr~isal
returns to true returns at the disaggregate level. The model
used in this Chapter is the "simple summary model" suggested
at the end of the previous Chapter [eqn.(6) in that Chapter].
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According to this model, appraisal based returns are a moving
average of true returns:
•r (i)t • wor(i)t+wlr(i)t_l+w2r(i)t_2+·· .+wTr(l)t_T
T
where: E wk • 1, and 0 ~ wk ~ 1 for all k,k-O
( 1 )
•and r (i)t is the appraisal baaed return to property 1 during
period t, and r(i)t 1s the true return to 1 during period t.
This model was extensively discussed in the previous Chap-
ter, where some intuition was developed regarding the
appraisal behavioral dete~inants of the wk weights and the
plausible range of likely values for these weights. The model
is used here because of its notational simplicity and because
it captures well the essence of the return risk smoothing
issue. It will be convenient to recall the systematic risk
smoothing relationship implied by this model:
• •8(1)/5 (1) • cov(r(i) ,I]/c~,,[r (1) ,I] - l/w(i)o (la)
5.1.1 Aggregate Returns with Consistent Appraisals
For simplicity, in this section we shall assume both longi-
tudinal and cross-sectional consistency in appraisals. Longi-
tudinal consistency means that the wk weights remain the same
through time, and cross-sectional consistency means that each
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property in the portfolio is subject to the same wk weights
[w(i)k-Wk' all 1]. With regard to systematic risk, relaxation
of these consistency assumptions will generally only have the
effect of replacing wk with its expectation, E[Wk ], taken over
time and over the properties constituting the portfolio. (In
section 5.1.2 we will relax this consistency assumption in a
special way.]
The true return to the portfolio is the value-weighted
average of the true returns to each property in the portfolio.
And the true systematic risk of the portfolio is the value-
weighted average systematic risk of the individual properties.
If the same could be said about appraisal based portfolio
returns, then the smoothing factor (la) would hold at the
aggregate level of portfolio returns just as it does at the
disaggregate level of individual asset returns. But whether
and to what extent this averaging property applies to
appraisal based portfolio returns depends on the times during
the current period at which the individual properties are
appraised and their returns aggregated into the portfolio.
Suppose first that all properties in the portfolio are
appraised as of the same date each period. For example, all
properties are appraised as of the last day of each quarter.
Then, the averaging property will apply, and the appraisal
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based portfolio returns will sirnply be the weighted average of
the appraisal based returns for each individual property. The
portfolio's appraisal based return will be well modelled by
eqn.(l) at the aggregate level:
•r t • wOrt + w,rt _, + •••
where the r t are the true portfolio returns; and the smoothing
factor will be given by the d1saggregate ratio (18): l/wo.
Now suppose that the properties 1n the portfolio are
appraised as of different times within the current period. In
other words, the appraised value reported as the value of a
given property for the current period may in fac't be the
appraised value of that property as of some point in time
during, but not necessarily at the end ofF the current period.
In this case the systematic risk apparent in the reported
portfolio returns will equal (1 - F/2) times Wo times the true
systematic risk of the portfolio, where F is the fraction of
the period during which properties are appraised. This is
seen in the following manner.
Consider a portfolio consisting of three properties:
j-a,b,c. Let r(1-12)J represent the annual true return to
property j during year t, that is, the return over the period
from one to 12 months ago from the perspective of the end of
year t, also labelled r(j)tO Similarly, r(lJ-24)J represents
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(2 )
the annual true return to property j during year t-l, that is,
the return over the period from 13 co 24 months ago, ~lso
labelled r(j)~l. The monthly return to property j during the
sth month prior to the end of year t is represented as r(s)J"
For simplicity (with very little loss of substantive accu-
racy), assume now that annual returns are just the sum of the
monthly returns:
r(j)t • r( 1-12)J • r( l)J+ r ( 2)J+ ••• +r (12)J
r(j)t-l • r(13-24)J • r(13)J+r (14)J+ ••• +r (24)J
and so on •••
The value weights of the properties in the portfolio are
given by cJ ' where the cJ sum to unity and, for tractability we
assume that the cJ are constant through time. The true
portfolio return in year t is given by:
r t • Car(a)t+~r(b)t+ccr(c)t
- car (1-12 )a+~r(1-12 )b+ccr (1-12)0
• Ca[ r ( 1 )a+. • •+r (12 )a]
+~ [ r ( 1 )b+. • •+r ( 12 )b]
+Cc[r(1)c+ ••• +r(12)o] (3)
• r(l)+ ••• +r(12)
where res) 1s the true monthly portfolio return in the sth
month counting back before the end of year t.
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Annual appraisal returns for each property follow the d1s-
aggregate model (1):
•r (j)t • wor(j)t + w,r(j )t-l + ••• I all j
where the period index, t, 1s defined with respect to the time
when the property is appraised which mayor may not be the
same as the end of the calendar period referred to in the
first line of (3).
Now suppose each property is appraised once every 12 months,
but at different times during the year. Property (a) was just
appraised as of the end of calendar year t, property (b) was
appraised as of the end of the month before, and property (c)
was appraised as of the end of the month before that. Thus,
•redefining r (j)t as property j's reported appraisal based
return for calendar period t, that is, with the period index t
defined with respect to a common period the same for the
entire portfolio, and expanding (1) in terms of the monthly
returns, we have:
•r (a)t - Wor(1-12)a + W,r(13-24)a +
•r (b)t • wor(2-13)b + w,r(14-2S)b + •••
•r (C)t • wor(3-14)c + W,r(15-26)c + ••• (4)
In other words, the appraisal return on property a covers the
true calendar year from 1 to 12 months ago; the appraisal
return on property b covers the year ending one month before
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the true calendar year, that is, from 2 to 13 months ago; and
so on.
Let the reported appraisal based portfolio return for year t
•be given by r t , which (assuming the appraisal value weights
are true) equals:
• • • •
r t • car (a)t + ~r (b)t + cor (C)t (5)
Expanding (5) in te~s of monthly true returns, we have:
•r t • Wo[ car ( 1-12)a+~r ( 2-13 )b+ccr ( 3-14 )c]
+w, [Car (13-24) .+C1»r (14-25 )b+ccr (15-26 )0]
+••• ( 6 )
Further expanding (6) 1n components of actual yearly returns
to calendar year t, to make (6) more directly comparable to
(3), we see:
+ ••• (7 )
We are interested in comparing SaCOV[r,I]=cOV[rt,It] with
• • •S =cov [r , I ] -COy ( r t' It ], where It 1s an unpred ictable whlte
noise annual exogenous index. Thus, It also can be expre~sed
as a sum of monthly white noise inc~ements:
It • I(1-12) = I(1)+I(2)+ ••. +I(12)
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( 8)
Considering the white noise characteristic of the true
returns and the CAPM index, we see that this covariance at the
individual property level is given by:
cov[r(j)t,It ] • COV[r(1-12)J,I(1-12)]
- COV[r(1)J+ ••• +r (12)J,I(1)+ ••• +I(12)]
• COv[r(l)J,I(l)] + ••• + COV[r(12)J,I(12)]
• 12COv[r(S)J,I(S)] (9)
where cov[r(s),I(s)] 1s th~ monthly covariance, or monthly
systematic risk, in property j's true return.
The third equality in (9) comes from the fact that true
returns and the CAPM index have zero non-contemporaneous
covariance [by the assumption described at the beginning of
Chapter 4]. The fourth equality in (9) comes from the sta-
tionarity assumption of constant risk.
In the same manner, cov[r(3-12)J,It ] fOI~ example would equal:
Cov[r(3-12)j,I(1-12)] • cov[r(J)J+ ••• +r(12)J,I(1)+ ••• +I(12)]
• cov[r(3)J+ ••• +r (12)J,I(3)+ ••. +I(12)]
= lOCOV[r(S)J,I(S)]
= (lO/12)Cov[r(j)t,It ]
D (lO/12)cov[r(j);I] (10)
Thus, while the true portfolio systematic risk is the weighted
average of the systematic risks of the individual proper~ies:
cov[r,I] • caCov[r(8),I] + Cbcov[r(b),I] + cccov[r(c),I] (11)
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•we see from the year t component of r t shown in the first line
of the RHS of (7) that the reported appraisal based systematic
risk of the portfolio is:
• •COY [r , I ] • COY [r t' It ]
=- WoCOv[car( 1-12 )a+~r(2-12 )b+ccr ( 3-12 )0' I (1-12) ]
• CaWo(12/12)COv[r(a) ,I]
+~Wo(11/12)COv[r(b),I]
+CcWo(lO/12)COv[r(c) ,I] (12)
The same type of reasoning reveals by induction that if
properties in a portfolio are appraised as of different times
during the last F fraction of the period, with uniform value
fractions of the portfolio appraised at each point in time
within this "appraising window", then
•cov[r ,I] - Wo(1-F/2)COV[r,I]
and therefore that:
(13)
•(SiS) = 1/[wo(1-F/2)]
•where Sand S are, respectively, the true and appraisal based
systematic risk of the portfolio. The aggregate level smoo-
•thing factor, (SIS), is greater than the disaggregate level
smoothing factor by the ratio 1/(1-F/2).
Notice from equation (6) or (7) above that the appraisal
•based portfolio return r t is net a weighted average of the
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present and past true portfolio returns, such as is the case
in the disaggregate model (1). In other words, the analog at
the portfolio level of the moving average model (1) does not
hold (unless all the properties' returns are perfectly corre-
lated, or all properties are appraised as of the same time
such that F-O). Thus, corrective procedures based purely on
•the amount of autocorrelation in the crt) series under the
assumption that equation (1) holds at the aggregate level
(suca as the method employed by Ross & Zisler), may underesti-
mate the amount of smoothing, due to the reduction in autocor-
relation caused by lack of perfect correlation across the
cohorts of properties that are appraised at different times.
Observe from the second line on the RH~ of (7), however,
that the covariance of r~ with the CAPM index lagged one
period, I t - 1, picks up the fI'action of true covariance missed
in the contemporaneous covariance in (12):
e
cov[r t,It -1] • COv[Wo['1Jr(13)b+cCr(13-14)cl, I(13-24)]
- Wo['1JcOV [r(13)b,I(13)] + ccCOV[r(13-14)c,I(13-14)]]
Thus:
- '1Jwo(1/12 ) COY [ r ( b) , I ]
+ CcWo(2/12)COV[r(c) ,I]
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( 14 )
which means that the lagged regression method of empirical
correction to the estimation of systematic risk from appraisal
based returns, as described in Chapter 4 for disaggregate
level returns, will also work here at the aggregate level.
In summary, the effect of aggregating properties into a
portfolio in which different properties are appraised as of
different points in time causes the reported portfolio returns
to be more smoothed (1e, to understate systematic risk more)
than occurs at th~ disaggregate level. Let us label this the
"appraisal timing effect". If l/~ is the smoothing factor at
the disaggregate level described in (1), then at the portfolio
level the smoothing factor becomes 1/[(1-F/2)Wo]. As (1-F/2)Wo
is necessarily positive, the systematic risk in the reported
appraisal based portfolio returns still correctly indicates
the sign of the true systematic risk. [That is, in theory.
As noted in Chapter 4, in empirical application statistical
estimation error can possibly throw off the sign estimate.]
5.1.2 Aggregate Returns with Inconsistent Appraisals
Thus far, we have assumed longitudinal consistency, that is,
the appraisal based return for each property at the disag-
gregate level is described by equation (1) at each point in
time. Now, we will relax this assumption in a special way.
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Suppose that the quarterly appraisal of properties i.n 8
large institutional portfolio is characterized by the follow-
ing procedure. For each property, once per year an "outside"
or independent appraiser is hired by the portfolio manager to
appraise the property. The other three quarterly appraisals
are done by "inside" appraisers who work permanently for the
portfolio manager. The inside appraisals tend to just retain
the last outside appraiser's value for the property (possibly
adjusted dete~1nlstically for inflation, so the value remains
constant in real te~s).
In the extreme, this means that three out of the four quar-
terly appra~sals per year give appreciation return components
that are virtually deterministic, while 1n the one outside
appraisal all of the appreciation return stochastlc1ty for the
entire year (not just the one previous quarter) shows up.
With this characterization of quarterly appraisal based
returns in an institutional portfolio, equation (1) applies
one fourth of the time, but with the period of return taken to
be one year (annual returns series), and the other three quar-
ters of the time model (1) does not apply, or, in effect, as
far as any risk 1n the returns 1s concerned, the wk weights
are all zero 1n those three quarters.
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This type of longitudinal inconsistency in appraisal might
be termed the "inside appraisal effect", and it adds yet
another level of smoothing (compounding any smoothing from
appraisal timing described in Section 5.1.1) to the aggregate
portfolio level quarterly return series.
To see this, suppose a portfolio consists of four proper-
ties, 1-1,2,3,4. The true return to property i in each quar-
ter t is given by r(i)t, and the true return to the portfolio
is r t :
r t • C,r(1)t+c2r(2)t+car(3)t+c4r(4)t (15)
where the c 1 are the value weights of the four properties in
the portfolio, with the c 1 summing to unity.
To clarify the effect we are focusing on here, suppose the
annual outside appraisal is exactly accurate (ie, in the con-
text of (1), Wo.l for all the properties whenever the outside
appraisal is done), and all appraisals are done at the end of
each quarter (ie, in the context of Section 5.1.1, F-O).
The appraisal based return to property i in quarter t is
r·(i)t, which equals zero if the property was appraised by an
inside appraiser this quarter, and equals the sum of the last
four true quarterly returns (ie, equals the true annual
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return) if the property was appraised by an outside appraiser
this quarter:
• 0, if inside appraisal
r (1)t • (16)
r(i)t+r(i)t_l+r(i)t_2+r(i)t_3' if outside apprsl
Suppose each quarter one of the properties is appraised by
the outside appraiser and the rest are appraised by inside
appraisers (ie, outside appraisals are evenly spread through-
out the year). Then the reported appraisal based quarterly
return on the entire portfolio is:
• 4. •
r t • E c1r (i)t· cJr (j)t1-1
- cJ[r(j )t+r(j )t-l+ r (j )t-2+ r (j )t-3]' (17)
based on (16), where j is the one property that happened to
have its outside appraisal in quarter t~
Obviously, (17) does not equal the true portfolio return
(16); nor is (17) a weighted average of present and past true
portfolio returns (unless all properties returns are perfectly
correlated). So the analog of the moving average model
eqn.(l) at the portfolio level does not hold.
Note also that if the value weights on the outside appraisal
time cohorts, the c l ' are not all about equal (ie, c J-1/4 for
all j), then (17) implies that seasonality will be lntroducsd
into the appraisal based returns time series for the
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portfolio. For example, if most properties receive their
outside appraisal in the fourth quarter, then c J for j-4 will
be near unity, while the other cJ will be much less than
(1/4). This will give the portfolio's fourth quarter return a
much higher level on average, near to an annual return instead
of a quarterly return, while the returns in the other three
quarters will on average be smaller than typical true quar-
terly returns.
The systematic risk displayed by the appraisal based port-
•folio returns 1s St' the value-weighted average of the
appraisal based systematic risk of each property:
(18)
The equality in (18) holds because of relationship (17) and
because the true returns, like the exogenous CAPM index, are
unpredictable white noise. Since all but property j have
deterministic returns in quarter t, the only covariance comes
from property j, which is a fraction cJ of the portfolio
value.
The appraisal based systematic risk is a function of the
quarter of the year, since different properties' risk appears
•in the portfolio returns each quarter. Define S to be the
annual average systematic risk displayed by the appraisal
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based portfolio returns (ie, net conditioned upon what quarter
it is):
•S • Et[St] • Et[CJCOv[r(j)t,It ]]
• Et[CJlEt[COV[r(j)t,It ]]
• EJ[CJ]EJ[COV[r(j)t,It ]]
- (1/4)EJ[COV[r(j)t,It ]]
• (1/4)8 (19)
)
where ~[ •• ] indicates expectation taken over the year, EJ[ •• ]
indicates value-weighted expectation taken over properties,
and S is the true portfolio systematic risk. (19) results
from the fact that when we take the expectation over time,
there i~ an equal one-fourth probability that we will be
observing the St at anyone of the four annual quarters, and
from the fact that each annual quarter t corresponds on a one-
to-one basis with a particular value j, that is, with a cohort
of properties all with their outside appraisals occurring 1n
this quarter t.
By (19), the appraisal based systematic risk in the portfo-
lio is only one-fourth the true systematic risk, even though
outside appraisals are exactly true at each point in time, and
all properties are appraised as of the same point in time each
quarter.
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Result (19) is no doubt an overstatement of the amount of
smoothing introduced by the "inside appraisal effect", since
inside appraisals are not completely deterministic, and some
of the risk in the total return will come from risk in the
income component (which is ignored in this model). Also, some
portfolio managers may employ outside appraisers more
frequently than once per year, especially on large properties.
But this analysis serves to put an order of magnitude and an
upper bound on the inside appraisal effect. Note that this
inside appraisal smoothing effect is compounded on top of any
smoothing at the disaggregate level and on top of any aggre-
gate level smoothing introduced by the "appraisal timing
effect" described in the previous Section.
Empirically, the inside appraisal effect discussed here will
be evidenced by some autocorrelation introduced into the
portfolio returns series to the extent that the returns to the
properties in the different outside appraisal cohorts are
correlated. To the extent that this cross-correlation among
property cohorts 1s less than perfect, the amount of autocor-
relation apparent in the appraisal based portfolio quarterly
returns series will understate the degree of smoothing from
the inside appr~isal effect. For example, suppose the outside
appraisal cohorts are contemporaneously uncorrelated:
cov[r(i)t,r(j)t]-O. Then the inside appraisal phenomenon will
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introduce no autocorrelation at all into the appraisal based
portfolio returns. Yet the smoothing implied by eqn.(19) will
still be present to the same degree. This implies that risk
adjustment procedures based solely on autocorrelation may
understate the amount of smoothing and adjustment necessary.
However, the lagged regression correction procedure mentioned
previously should in principle still work. This is due to the
same reason described in Section 5.1.1, namely, the covariance
left out of the contemporaneous regression (that 1s, the
covariance of the three cohorts without outside appraisals in
any given quarter) is picked up in the coefficients of the
lagged regression.
Another approach to correcting the inside appraisal effect
would be to use annual returns rather than quarterly returns.
~he annual returns should not show any inside appraisal
effect, but they will show more appraisal timing aggregation
smoothing of the type described in Section 5.1.1. If outside
appraisals are evenly distributed at the end of each quarter,
then F-l for the appraisal timing effect in the annual
•returns, and the (SIS) smoothing ratio (assuming inside
appraisals are deterministic) would be approximately 2/wo in
the annual returns (from eqn.(13) of Section 5.1.1], as
opposed to 4fwo in the quarterly returns [from eqn.(19)
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above], where l/Wo represents the disaggregate level smoo-
thing.
Another empirical sign that the inside appraisal effect may
be operating is the presence of seasonality in the appraisal
based quarterly returns. True returns cannot display such
seasonality, but as noted before, if more outside appraisals
are done in one season of the year, and the inside appraisal
effect is operating, the quarter when most of the outside
appraisals occur will show a "spike" of greater than average
return, in most years.
5.1.3. Implications of the Aggregation Analysis
It appears from the preceding analysis is that aggregate
appraisal based returns could be significantly more smoothed
regarding systematic risk than are the disaggregate returns
which underlie the aggregate data. Aggregation, unless it is
done with longitudinally consistent appraisals all conducted
at the same time each period, adds additional smoothing into
the series.
The analysis in the preceding sections enables us to get a
"ball-park" idea of the degree to which aggregate appraisal
based returns series such as the FRC or PRISA Indices may
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understate true systematic risk, under some assumptions about
how appraisals might typically be done. Suppose, for example,
that at the disaggregate level annual outside appraisals are
conducted with a Wo weight in model (1) equal to (2/3).
Suppose further that properties are appraised quarterly, but
with deterministic inside appraisals three out of four quar-
ters. This introduces an inside appraisal effect factor of 4
into the aggregate level quarterly smoothing, as described in
Section 5.1.2. Finally, suppose properties are appraised "as
of" dates which are uniformly distributed over the last four
weeks prior to the end of each quarter. This implies F-(1/3)
from Section 5.1.1, which introduces an appraisal timing
effect factor of 1/(1-1/6)-(6/5) on top of the other two fac-
•tors. The overall smoothing factor is thus (S/S ) ~
(3/2)*4*(6/5) a 7.2. True systematic risk would be more than
seven times that indicated by the unadjusted covariance
between the appraisal based returns and the CAPM index.
Even if the smoothing factor of 4 from the inside appraisal
effect is overstated by twice (as noted in Section 5.1.2, the
factor of 4 is an Gxtreme case) such that the actual inside
appraisal effect smoothing factor is only 2 instead of 4, the
*aggr~gate level smoothing is still sIS =3.6, in this example.
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This type of heuristic numerical analysis using intuitively
plausible values for the behavioral parameters ("a" and T from
Chapter 4 at the disaggregate level to determine wo' and F and
the inside appraisal effect from Chapter 5 at the aggregate
level), can shed light on the amount of systematic risk smoo-
thing we can expect to find in aggregate appraisal based
returns series, such as the FRC and PRISA Indices. From the
preceding "ball--park tl analysis, it would seem plausible to
•expect the (S/S ) smoothing factor to lie roughly in the range
of 3 to 8. This compares to a smoothing factor of 3 estimated
by Ross & Zls1er in their study of volatility smoothing in the
FRC Index. Their estimate was based on a correction procedure
which assumes that eqn.(l) holds at the aggregate level so
that the smoothing factor can be estimated purely from the
amount of autocorrelation in the returns data. In Section 5.2
we will apply the lagged regression correction procedure
described in Chapter 4 to empirically estimate the systematic
risk smoothing in the FRC and PRISA Indices. As argued pre-
viously, this correction procedure should work even though the
moving average relationship (1) does not hold at the aggregate
level, and even though all of the aggregate level smoothing
may not be reflected in additional autocorrelation.
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5.2 Empirical Evidence Regarding Smoothing and Real Estate
Systematic Risk Q
Up till now, this thesis has avoided empirical analysis in
order to concentrate on developing fundamental conceptual
relationships and a p~iori intuition regarding the nature of
real estate return risk. However, it would seem to be of
interest at this point to try to apply some of the conceptual
analysis to some "real" returns data, by examining the FRC and
PRISA Indices of institutionally held commercial real estate
assets. The purpose of this Section is not to attempt to
formally "test" any theory or hypothesis, nor to derive an
empirical estimate of the expected return risk premium for
these unsecuritized real estate indices. The available data,
and the relevant theory, do not allow such analysis at this
t~e. However, since these aggregate level return indices are
available to the public and are widely cited in the real
estate literature, a brief empi~ical analysis would seem use-
ful to gain some feeling for what these data indicate regard-
ing the systematic risk measurement issue.
The PRISA and FRC Indices are among the oldest and most
widely cited appraisal based returns indices for commercial
real estate. The PRISA Index indicates the performance since
1971 of the Prudential Realty Investment Separate Account, a
diversified portfolio of "investment grade" commercial proper-
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ties mana~red by the Prudential Insurance Co. for lnst!tut10nal
investorsQ The portfolio composition changes over time, and
includes some levered as well as unlevered properties, and
some holdings of mortgages ana cash as well as real estate
equity.
Though not as old as PRISA, the FRC Index is more Widely
cited in the real estate literature, and is probably the clos-
est thing that presently exists to a "standard" indicator of
institutionally held unsecuritized commercial real estate
perfolmance. The FRC Index is compiled by the Frank Russell
Company for the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries (NCREIF). The properties which compose the Index
are contributed from the 45 CREF managers which are members of
NCREIF. The FRC Index began at the end of 1977 with less than
300 individual properties with total appraised value slightly
over $700 Million, and now includes slightly over 1000 proper-
ties appraised at almost $12 Billion. The FRC is a "pure"
real estate equity index, in the sense that the only assets in
_. . __._. . n ...._.__..._. u·_·__..... _·_·_·...
n
.._.-··--·t·he--rndex-·-are---un-levered---real---·estate"·-·properties--~·"-----·-·-(·However·~··-.. the· -.
composition of the index has changed over time.) As with
PRISA, the FRC portfolio has always been broadly diversified
both geographically and by property type. (Currently, the FRC
is rather heavily weighted toward office pro~ertles, which
compose some 45 percent of the total value.)
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In this Section, the lagged regression technique described
in Chapter 4 will be applied to the FRC and PRISA Indices to
est1ma'~e the amount of systematic risk in the unsecur1tlzed
real estate properties composing the these indices. OUr
purpose here 1s partly just to demonstrate th1~ smoothing
correction technique. But this exercise also presents a good
opportunity to compare the traditional stock market based CAPM
with the Consumption based CAPM discussed previously in Part I
of this thesis. For the reader not familiar with the
Consumption based CAPM, a brief description of the intuition
behind this model is provided below.
5.2.1 Intuitive Explanation of the Consumption CAPM
The Consumption CAPM (CCAPM) 1s a more general version of
the traditional CAPM/ theoretically valid in a multi-period
context with stochastic investment opportunities over time.
The CCAPM also has the advantage of not depending on an
unobservable construct, namely, the "market portfolio" of all
risky assets, as the index in the definition of systematic
risk. National consumption is ~eported quarterly by the UiS.
Bureau of Economic Analysis.
As with any general equilibrium model of asset prices under
uncertainty, the rigorous derivation of the CCAPM 1s based
upon some simplifying assumptions ~h1ch are not strictly
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realistic. These include the assumption of time-additive
utility, and either the assumption of complete markets or
homogeneous expectations on the part of all investors.
Because of such assumptions, we would not expect the CCAPM to
hold perfectly in reality. But the logic in the following
heuristic explanation of the model shows why it is reasonabla
to expect that it might hold to a useful approximation.
The basic intuition behind the CCAPM 1s that when national
consumption is grf!ater than expected, most investors I
consumption is greater than expected, making them "better off"
than they had expected to be (in an economic sense, utility
being classically defined on consumption). Similarly, when
national consumption is down, most investors are likely to be
"worse off". A1.l asset that, cat. par., pays off more (in the
sense of having a higher return) when investors are already
better off anyway and less when they are worse off is going to
add to the ax ante risk (variation) in investors' future
consumption time-paths, and therefore reduce the expected
utility of their future consumption. Similarly, an asset that
pays off more when investors are worse off (national
consumption down) and less when they are better off anyway
(consump·tion up) will reduce the risk in their consumption.
It will act as a kind of "hedge". Investors should be willing
to pay a premium for such an asset, driving its expected
return down in equilibrium.
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In essence, both the traditional CAPM and the CCAPM are
trying to offer a way to distinguish and quantify an asset's
relative contribution to the risk that matters to investors.
But the traditional CAPM focuses only on the risk in
investors' wealth, and as that model is usually applied, it
implicitly assumes that all investors' wealth is invested only
in stocks. Portfolio returns add to wealth, but from an
economic perspective, wealth is just a means to the end of
consumption, and this holds no matter where one's wealth is
invested. The CCAPM therefore focuses directly on the risk in
consumption over time.
This is why the CCAPM is valid in a multi-period world with
changing investment opportunities while the traditional CAPM
is not. Investors allocate their wealth between consumption
and investment considering not only the current level of their
wealth but also future consumption plans and the nature of
perceived investment opportunities. Thus, the level of
consumption reflects all of these factors. Equilibrium (which
includes expected utility maximization) in a dynamic
multiper10d context requires that the expected indirect
utility of the marginal dollar of wealth (investment) equal
the direct utility of the marginal dollar spent on
consumption, at each point in time. So consumption is the
index in a multiperiod CAPM for essentially the same reason
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that wealth is the index in the two-period traditional Sharp-
Lintner-Mossin model. It determines the marginal utility of
(and therefore, the willingness to pay for) future returns
from any asset. Asset return covariance with consumption
gives the contribution of the asset to the investor's current
expected utility of future consumption, and hence, the
investor's current willingness to pay for the asset.
5.2.2 Estimation of the Betas
The lagged regression correction technique involves esti-
mating the true systematic risk by regressing the appraisal
based returns on the lagged CAPM index. In the absence of
smoothing one can normally estimate a security's beta by
regressing its return on the contemporaneous CAPM index. The
beta estimate 1s then the regression coefficient on the CAPM
index. If the security's returns are smoothed, however, one
needs to regress its returns not only on the contemporaneous
CAPM index but also on the lagged CAPM index. The true beta
estimate is then the sum of the partial regression coeffi-
cients on all of the lagged (as well ag contemporaneous) CAPM
index terms.
[Note that the "beta" is defined as l3(i)-S(i)/var[I], so
that beta is simply a normalized version of the systematic
risk we have been working with in this and previous Chapters,
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•and the smoothing factor SIS is the same as the beta smoo-
•thing facto~: ~/~ .]
As with any statistical estimation procedure, it 1s impor-
tant to realize that the lagged regression correction proce-
dure will in empirical practice be subject to estimation
error. Since more parameters must be estirnated to calculate
the corrected beta estimate when returns are smoothed, in
general more estimation error is likely to be introduced than
would be the case if we could use the simple contemporaneous
regression. Based on the behavioral models of appraisal smoo-
thing at both the dlsaggregate and aggregate levels discussed
in the preceding sections, it is clear that the theoretical
accuracy of the correction increases (or at least does not
decrease) as the number of lags included in the correcting
regression increases. This means that one must decide how
many lags to include in practice.
This decision is one of judgement, but judgement that can be
informed by the relevant theory. Although theoretical
accuracy of the correction increases, the likelihood of spuri-
ous correlations in the sample and estimation error also
increases as one adds to the number of lags. Ideally, one
would like to include as many lags as possible without includ-
ing spurious or erroneous coefficients.
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This is where the appraisal behavioral analysis can help us.
That analysis suggested that, at least when working with
quarterly returns data at the aggregate level, one should
probably include at least a full year of lags (lags of
L-O,1,2,3), to cover the inside appraisal effect at the aggre-
gate level and possible similar-sales reference samples (T)
exceeding one period in the Market Method at the disaggregate
level. The behavioral analysis also indicated that the theo-
retical smoothed beta of the appraisal series (without correc-
tion) would be of the same sign as the true (corrected) beta
(though estimation error could throw this off). We also
observed that the smoothing correction (the sum of lagged
coefficients) should in theory be non-decreasing (in absolute
value) as the number of lags used in the correcting regression
increases. However, at least after a certain reasonable num-
ber of lags, the behavioral analysis implied that the further
inclusion of any more lags should add very little if any addi-
tional value to the corrected beta estimate.
Considering the foregoing, the procedure adopted in this
analysis was to include at least four lags (UP to L-3) in the
correcting regression, and to add more lags until the absolute
value and t-statistlcs (of the corrected beta) began to no
longer increase. In general, this point occurred at five
lags, or a bit longer in the case of the FRC Index. For the
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sake of simplicity and consistency in the numbers reported
here, the convention has been adopted of showing all results
taken with five lags included in the correcting regression.
(Sensitivity analysis reveals that very similar beta estimates
are achieved with 8 lags, only with lower t-statlstics.)
It is interesting to note that both the FRC and PRISA
returns show seasonality, with a total return spike in the
fourth quarter. As noted in Sectio~ 5.1, such seasonality
could reflect the inside appraisal effect, with most "outside"
appraisals occurring in the t"ourth quarter, and II inside"
appraisals tending to retain the valuations reported in the
last outside appraisal. This seasonality, which cannot be
present in true economic returns, is most pronounced 1n the
FRC Index. To control for this seasonality, a dummy variable
is employed in the RHS of the CAPM regression, labelled SEAS4~
which assumes a value of 1 if it is the fourth quarter, zero
otherwise.
The results of the regression runs are summarized in Tables
S.la-b, for the FRC Index and PRISA Index respectively.
Regressions labelled I include no lagged coefficients, and so
estimate the beta unadjusted for smoothing. Regressions
labelled II include four lags on the CAPM index, to estimate
the adjusted beta correcting for the smoothing in the
appraisal based aggregate returns. In these regressions the
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sum of the It~ coefficients (L-O,1,2,3,4) is reported together
with the t-ratio for the null hypothesis that the true value
of this sum equals zero. This sum is the adjusted beta
estimate correcting for the smoothing. The regressions
labelled (5) take the real return to the stock market as the
CAPM index It ("traditional CAPM It ), while the regressions
labelled (C) take the unexpected change in real per capita
national consumption as the CAPM index It ("Consumption based
CAPM" ) •
To model these unexpected changes in consumption, the actual
consumption series was converted into a white noise series.
This was done using the residuals from a forecasting model of
the percent change in quarterly real national consumption
expenditures per capita~ A white noise null hypothesis can be
rejected for the consumption changes themselves, but not for
the residuals from this forecasting model. The model employed
is a univariate ARlMA(2,1,1) model of the real per capita
consumption changes over the 20-year period from 1968 through
1988. The residuals from this model have a correlation
coefficient of .795 with the actual consumption changes, but
while the latter have a Bartlett's Q value (at 10 lags) of
23.03, the former have Q = 8.841 (compared to rejection of the
white noise null hypothesis at 90 perc~nt confidence if Q >
15.99, or at 95 percent confidence if Q > 18.31).
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It should also be noted that, consistent with underlying
CAPM theory, real (inflation adjusted) returns have been used
in all of the regressions. Also, both the unadjusted and
adjusted regressions reported in Table 5.1 were transformed
where necessary (namely, in the PRISA returns) to get rid of
excessive autocorrelation in the regressi.on residuals, using
the iterative Cochrane-Orcutt procedure.
5.2.3 Interpretation of the Empirical Findings
Several points are apparent in the systematic return risk
estimates shown in Tables 5.1a-b. First, there seems to be
evidence of considerable smoothing, at least in the case of
the consumption betas. In the one case where the smoothed and
corrected betas are statistically significant (namely, the FRe
•consumption betas), we see that the smoothing ratio SiS
equals 1.368/0.411 = 3.33, which is within the range of 3 to 8
suggested by the informal numerical analysis in Section 5.1.3
(and almost identical to the ratio found by Ross and Zisler
for volatility, using a different method, on the same Index).
As noted previously, if there is much smoothing, or if the
true beta is quite small in absolute value, then statistical
estimation error is likely to cause the smoothed (uncorrected)
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beta esttmate to be of the wrong sign or to differ by a large
proportional amount from the theoretical smoothed beta. This
may account for the lack of statistical significance in most
of the esttmates of· the smoothed betas, and hence the diffi-
culty in obtaining reliable indications of the smoothing fac-
tor in any except the FRC Consumption beta case. For example,
if the true real estate beta with respect to the stock market
•is zero, then the theoretical smoothing factor is SIS -0/0,
which is undefined, no matter how much or little smoothing
there is. [Something like this appears to be going on in the
case of the traditional CAPM regressions on the stock market
return.]
This points to the second major implication of the results
shown in the Tables. Even after correcting for smoothing, the
unsecuritlzed real estate stock market betas appear to be
extremely small 1n absolute value, virtually zero 1n facto
(The very small standard errors on the beta estimates are due
to the very small volatility of the appraisal based returns
series, as compared to typical stock market returns series.
This pe~lts a rather precise estimation of the beta.) This
confirms the conventional wisdom that unsecur1tized real
estate covaries negatively or very little with the stock mar-
ket, and stands in sharp contrast to results obtained for
securitized real estate such as REITs. This inconsistency
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between unsecuritized and securitized real estate return
behavior with respect to the stock market raises potentially
very interesting questions, either about the nature of REITs,
or the accuracy of appraisals (apart from smoothing), or the
efficiency of the stock market.
A third important indication in the Tables is that th~~'real
estate consumption betas appear to be much higher than the
real estate stock market betas. This suggests that the
expected return risk premium which would be predicted by the
consumption based CAPM would be quite a bit higher than that
predicted by the traditional stock market based CAPM.
Greater power on the part of the Consumption CAPM to explain
a sizable positive expected return premium in unsecuritized
real estate is suggested more clearly in Table 5.2. In this
I
Table the normalized betas, th~t is, the rea~ estate betas
divided by the beta of the stock market, are presented. Of
/
course, the traditional stock market beta/with respect to the
stock market is 1.00 by definition. But the stock market's
(ex post) consumption beta over the entire 1971.1-1987.4
period studied was 1.880. Dividing the real estate consump-
tion betas by this stock market consumption beta, we see in
Table 5.2 the real estate systematic risk as a proportion of
the stock market's systematic risk. After adjusting for smoo-
thing, both the PRISA and FRC consumption betas imply that
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these portfolios should have expected return risk premia that
are a substantial fraction (0.73 for FRe, 0.43 for PRISA) of
that of the stock market, according to the Consumption CAPM.
This result is quite different from what is implied by the
traditional CAPM and the stock market beta.
The stock market risk premium (spread over T-bills) has
historically been around 8 or 9 percent per year, while the
real estate portfolios studied here have shown an average
spread over T-bills of only some 3 to 4 percent per year.
Therefore, the ratios shown in Table 5.2 seem consistent with
the notion that a sizeable fraction, at least, of the observed
spread between these real estate portfolios and T-b111s can be
explained as a "risk premium", provided that: (1) one defines
"systematic risk" (ie, the return risk which "should matter"
to diversified investors) on the basis of national consumption
rather than on the basis of the stock market return; and (11)
one corrects for appraisal smoothing. (Indeed, in the case of
the FRC Index, even without the smoothing correction, about
half the ex post return premium can be explained by systematic
risk and the CCAPM.)
Thus, the implications of this (admittedly very limited)
empirical analysis appear to allow unsecuritzed real estate
risk and returns to fit more consistently in the mainstream
financial economic paradigm which explains risky asset return
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spreads primarily in te~s of general equilibrium effects of
investor risk aversion and asset return risk with diversified
investors. As noted, however, the data used in this analysis
consist only of a very sOlall (and changing over time, and not
necessarily very representative) sample of unsecuritlzed real
estate returns (compared to the universe of such assets in the
economy). Also, of course, the data reflect only ex post
realizations, rather than the ex ante expectations which
matter in theory. Therefore, the betas in Table 5.2 should
not be taken too literally or precisely, but only as being
suggestive of what could be going on in the relation between
commercial real estate risk and returns.
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Table 5.1a: FRC Index Regression Results (40 obs., 78.1-8704):
Coefficients (t-stats) from Regression Run:
(stock Mkt Beta) (Consumption Beta)
I(8) II(S) I(C) II(C)
Variable:
Sum of 13 coefs:
Constant .010 (5.31) .010 (4.58)
SEAS4 .020 (5.54) .019 (5.19)
It
I t -1
I t -2
I t -3
I t -4
-.000 (0.02) -.006 (0.34)
.019 (0.88)
-.013 (0.60)
-.015 (0.67)
.024 (1.08)
.009 (0.20)
0010 (5.68) .009 (5.95)
.021 (6.08) .021 (6.64)
.411 (2.11) .425 (2.26)
-.072 (0.36)
.266 (1.39)
.354 (1.85)
.395 (2.04)
1.368 (2.68)
D-W
.453
1.709
.494
1.664
.512
leS58
.617
1.933
[All. data are quarterly real (1nflatioll adjusted) returns]
I - ~(m) • S&P500 return for stock Mkt Beta regressions (S)
I -,C. Change in national per capita consumption for Consump
t10n Beta regressions (C)
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Table 5s1b: PRISA Index Regression Results (68 obs., 71.1-
87 .4) :
Coefficients (t-stats) from Regression Run:
(stock Mkt Beta) (Consumption Beta)
l(S) II(S) I(C) II(C)
Variable:
Constant .012 (3.39) .011 (2.98) .011 (3.34) .011 (3.00)
.005 (2.01) .006 (2.43)
.067 (0.43) .125 (0.79)
-.199 (1.23)
.361 (2.14)
.177 (1.09)
.332 (2.09)
.802 (1.62).032 (0.68)
.005 (2.02) .005 (2.01)
-~006 (0.41) -.010 (0.69)
.027 (1.62)
-.012 (0.69)
.018 (1.17)
.009 (0.54)
SEAS4
I t -4
Sum of f3 coafs:
.277 .324 .277 .392
D-W 2.078 2.054 2 .. 056 2.121
[All data are quarterly real (inflation adjusted) returns]
I • rem) • S&P500 return for stoc~ Mkt Beta regressions (5)
I·e • Change in national per capita consumption for Consump
tion Beta regress10Ls (C)
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Table 5.2: Normalized Adjusted versus Unadjusted Beta Esti
mates :
FRe Index (78.1-87.4): ~s ~c
Unadjusted •(I) (f3 ) -.0004 .219
(II) Adjusted ( f3 ) .009 .728
PRISA Index (71.1-87.4): f3s f3c
Unadjusted •( I ) (J3 ) -.006 .036
(II) Adjusted ( r3 ) .032 .427
---------~-----~-~-~---------
••~ is with respect to stock market real return risk; ~ is
with respect to consumption risk. The betas in this ta~le are
normalized'on the stock market by dividing by the S&P50Q's ex
post beta over the 71.1-87.4 period, which was 1.00 with
respect to the stock market (by definition) and 1.880 with
respect to consumption: ~s • cov[r,rw]/var[r]; ~c •
cov[r,C]/cov[rtl,C] .. cov[r,C]/var[C]71.aa, wlhere r... is the real
return to the S&PSOO, and C is the unexpected (whlte 1101se)
change in consumption (modelled by the residuals from a
univariate time series model of the real per capita
consumption series).
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Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions from Parts I and II
This thesis is an attempt to apply some basic tools from the
modern financial economic theory of general equilibrium in
efficient capital markets with symmetric information to gain
some insight into the nature of real estate valuation, return
risk and risk premia. Although these tools, such as the Con-
sumption-based CAPM and multi-period certainty-equivalent
valuation, have been around for a decade or more, they have
not yet been applied to address real estate issues specifi-
cally.
While real estate markets, like other capital markets, are
obviously not perfectly efficient or symmetric in information
availability, it is the author's opinion that, 1n the study of
real estate markets, we have not yet gotten as muell "mileage"
or useful insights as we can from this paradigm and the basic
tools derived from it. In particular, one motivation of the
thesis was to use these traditional finance tools to examine
more carefully the currently fairly widespread impression that
unsecuritized real estate has very little systematic risk, and
that real estate return premia are therefore either evidence
of disequilibrium between capital market segments or largely
explained in terms of illiquidity or other non-risk penalties.
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The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I focuses on
the fundamentais relating real estate cash flows to valuation
and return risk. A multi-period cash-flaw-based valuation
model which incorporates multi-period riskless leases is
developed and applied at a conceptual level. Part II focuses
on the nature of appraisal based returns time series data for
unsecuritized real estate, and on how to correct for "smoo-
thing" in the apparent risk observed in such series. The
Consumption-based CAPM is compared to the traditional stock
market based CAPM in a brief empirical analysis in Part II.
The valuation model developed in Part I incorporates multi-
period riskless leases, to reflect practice in many commercial
real estate markets -- office buildings in particular. Basic
insights from the model include the following: (1) While
return risk decreases with the use of multi-period riskless
leases (holding underlying opportunity risk constant), the
ratio of return risk to observable cash flow ~isk increases,
to the point where it is likely that at lease term lengths
prevailing in many real estate markets return risk equals or
even possibly substantially exceeds observable cash flow risk;
(11) Real estate return risk, like that of any risky cash flow
capital asset, is very sensitive to the extent to which inves-
tors regard the asset's cash flows as tending to revert to a
known deterministic trend line ("mean-reversion"). In any
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asset or portfolio, significant mean reversion implies that
there is very little cash-flaw-based return risk.
The valuation model is also useful for exploring questions
related to the extent to which the use of multi-period risk-
less leases makes some types of real estate assets more "like
a bond" rather than "like a stock". In general, it is found
here that real estate is much more like a stock than like a
bond, even where lease cash flows are fixed in nominal dollars
and lease terms are relatively long, for example, in the
neighborhood of 10 years. Thus, real estate's "nominal dura-
tion", or sensitivity to changes in nominal interest rates
(holding real interest rates and real underlying rental market
opportunity expectations constant) is very small, more like a
stock's than like a long or medium term bond's. This is in
part because much or most of the asset. value is in the "stock
part", the present value of cash flows expected beyond the
expiration of existing leases.
On the other hand, the bond part of real estate value is
great enough to disrupt the accuracy of the constant-discQunt-
rate based "simple cap rate valuation" procedure in which the
next year expected cash flow is divided by a cap rate consist-
ing of the current expected total return minus the underlying
rental price growth rate~ This commonly used procedure is,
however, found to be accurate on average over time, or when
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the rental market is at its long-run normal level. In con-
trast to previous capital budgeting literature, this latter
finding appears to hold even with mean-reverting cash flows.
The analysis in Part II of the thesis uses the idea that
true asset returns should be at least well approximated as
uncorrelated over time, white noise. In combination with
simple models of appraisal behavior ("Income Method" and "Mar-
ket Metnod" at the disaggregate individual property level) and
aggregation characteristics at the portfolio level, this white
noise assumption enables a quantitative conceptual character-
ization of the amount of risk smoothing introduced by using
unadjusted appraisal based returns to estimate real estate
risk. An empirical correction procedure is also suggested by
this analysis, using lagged regression and summing the lagged
beta coefficients to estimate the portfolio beta.
This correction procedure is applied to data from the FRC
Index and PRISA Index of unsecurit1zed commercial real estate
returns. This empirical analysis tends to support the concep-
tual analysis, which indicated that appraisal based returns
series of unsecuritized portfolios could be considerably
smoothed, under plausible characterizations of appraiser
behavior. The empirical analysis also seems to indicate that
real estate has much more systematic risk with respect to
national consumption than it does with respect to the stock
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market, and that consumption risk in unsecuritized real estate
may be sufficient to account for at least a large fraction of
the observed risk premium.
In summary, to return to one of my main original motiva-
tions: What does the thesis have to contribute to the debate
about the importance of the mainstream financial concept of
systematic risk in determining the expected return premlum in
real estate assets? It seems to me that one useful contribu-
tion of the thesis in this regard is to help to clarify or
more precisely delineate the arguments which one must use in
order to support the position that systematic return risk in
unsecuritized real estate assets is generally very small and
does not play a major role in defining the expected return
premium.
Considering both Parts I and II, I believe the thesis sug-
gests that in order to take this position, one must argue one
or the other of two points. One approach is to argue that it
is the traditional stock market oriented CAPM which defines
the relevant systematic risk that matters to investors,
instead of the more general Consumption-based CAPM. The other
approach is to accept the Consumption-based CAPM but then to
argue two other points. First, considering the analysis in
Part I, oue must argue that investors view real estate cash
flows as being significantly mean-reverting while they do not
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view stock market cash flows as being mean-reverting. Second,
in view of the empirical evidence in Part II, one must also
argue that appraisal based returns data are not significantly
smoothed, and/or that the relatively strong positive correla-
tions observed ex post in the FRC and PRISA Indices in recent
years between real estate returns and national consumption (as
compared to correlation between stock market returns and con-
sumption) are not representative of broadly held investor ex
ante expectations.
In summary, I view this thesis as generally supporting the
idea that systematic risk may after all be a very important
factor in dete~ining the expected return risk premia in unse-
curitized commercial real estate assets. In this sense, at
least, real estate may not be as different from securitized
financial assets as some have previously thought. My reason
for this opinion is that I do not particularly care for either
of the two arguments noted in the previous paragraph, which
the thesis suggests must underlie the counter-argument against
systematic risk playing a major role. The traditional stock
market CAPM is in theory just a special (and in principle less
realistic) case of the Consumption CAPH. As for the other
argument, while mean-reversion in cash flow expectations cer-
tainly reduces real estate return risk below what it would
otherwise be, I question whether this can eliminate enough
return risk to render such risk unimportant in establishing
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expected total returns. I say this considering the nature and
role of land value in real estate asset value (as discussed in
Part I), and considering the rather extreme expectations
behavioral implications of the mean-reversion model (ie, that
the long-run mean cash flow level is known with certainty).
Also, the appraisal based returns empirical evidence in Part
II of the thesis seems to support an intuitively reasonable
notion that real estate returns probably tend to have about as
much positive correlation with national consumption as stock
market returns do, perhaps even more. If this is true, and
there 1s significant smoothing in appraisal returns, then
systematic risk can account for at least half of the observed
risk premium in the FRC and PRISA returns.
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